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Dear Lalit,

draft minutes of IPL Gc for your approva I and circulation. Kindly circulate it whenever
you have had the time to go through it as Mr Pandove will require the budget for approval.
Please find attached the

I am also

Regards

Sundar

I of I

attaching the budget sheet which is required to be sent to Mr Pandove separately for timely payment.

Stadium. Mumbai
The following members were present:
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3.

Mr. Lalit Modi
Mr. Niranjan Shah
Mr. Arun Jaitley
Dr. Farooq Abdhullah
Mr. lSBindra
Mr. Rajiv Shukla (part)
Mr. MA KPataudi
Mr. Ravi Shastri
Mr. Sunil Gavaskar
Mr. Anurag Thakur
Mr. Shashank Manohar
Mr. N Srinivasan
Mr. Sanjay Jagdale
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Vice Chairman

14.Mr.MPPandove
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Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Special Invitee
President, BCCI
Hon. Secretary, BCCI
Hon. Jt. Secretary, BCCI
Hon. Treasurer, BCCI

ln Attendance:
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3.

Mr Peter Griffiths
Ms Catherine Simpson
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Mr. Sundar Raman
Ms. Radhika Moolraj
Ms. Poorna Patel

- IMG

.IMG

Chairman welcomed the members. Leave of absence was granted to Mr, Rajeev
Shukla and Mr. Chirayu Amin

Confirmation of the Previous Governing council Meeting held on 2nd September
2009
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
Post Event Reoort for IPL 2.0 - 2009

Members noted the post event report that was presented and circulated. The
members recommended the following for 2010
a) Strategic time-out: Mandatory Bowling time out to be taken between overs 6
and 8 and batting time out between 13 and 15.
Update from Bangkok Franchisee Meeting
a. Player Trading regulation 2010 and Update

Members approved the trading regulations and have requested to delete the
Cricket Australia specific regulations on their contracted players. Members also
felt that IPL or the franchisees should not encourage playe/s representatives or
agents when dealing with playe/s security. lt was decided to black list Essentially
Group, player agents, who were writing on behalf of playerr's security to IPL and
franchisees and were also seen as acting at the behest of FICA.
Chairman also explained to members that franchisees are enticing players from
other franchisees forcing trade. Specific case of Mr Yuvraj Singh was discussed.

Members strongly opposed this and condemned the behavior of Mr Singh.
Members recommended any such behavior based on a written complaint by
either the franchise andlor player should be dealt with immediately and with
severity by the Chairman with all involved parties. lt can include extending a ban
on the player from IPL and BCCI matches.
b. Pakistan Players

Members noted the contents of the report and agreed with the
recommendations to feature the players with valid documents and visa in the
auction
c. New Auction purse

Members approved the contents of the report and approved the purse of USD
750,000 for the 2010 auction.
d. Infrastructure improvements and requirements

Members noted the contents of the report and agreed to review it progress at
lt was also recommended that all IPL venues have turnstiles
and CCTV5 as centrally negotiated and deducted from infrastructure subsidy for
the respective associations. lt was also recommended to start the permanently
cabling for television production in all IPL venues starting with minimum 2
venues completed before IPL 2010.
each GC meeting,

e. Franchisee compensation: Discussion and next steps

Mr. Sundar Raman presented the report & discussions on 2009 compensation as
claimed by all the franchisees. He also explained criteria for permitted claim as
discussed by the members in the GC held on Aug 11, 2009. Members reiterated
that claim will be permitted only on the loss of revenue due to Ticketing (as per
audited statements of 2008) and all other losses claimed were disallowed. lt was
agreed that the total claim payable will be INR 10.7crs + actual ticketing revenue
of 2008, 10.8crs being the costs (as apportioned) incurred by IPL on behalf of the
franchises in hosting the event in SA.

From the audited 2008 ticket revenue. the amount of 10.7 Crores is deducted as
saving to Franchisees on match staging costs since lpL incurred costs for match
staging. Further an amount of Rs. 2.59 Crores has been deducted as approximate

payment by IPL for 2009 ticketing revenue. As per calculations, the amount due
will be Rs. 2.65 crores to Delhi Daredevils and Rs. 0.76 Lakhs to Bangalore Royal
Challengers. lt was further decided that IPL will not recover any amount from the
Franchisees on the loss calculations.
Expectation of Franchisees on share of Income from CLT20
Since this is a matter for BCCI to consider the share payable, if any, members
decided to place the matter to BCCI Working Commlttee for their consideration.

Staffing plan and new appointments: Update
Members approved the following appointments

- Director, Broadcast services. His appointment will be effective 1"
january 2010. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration
and terms of appointment.
James Rego

-

Director, Marketing. His appointment will be effective 1't
January 2010. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration
and terms of appointment,
Utkarsh Singh

It was decided that the Tournament Director / Director/Manger of

Cricket
Operations be appointed as temporary assignment every year. For the year 2010,
it has been decided to appoint Mr. Nigel Laughton for a four month period from
February. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration and
terms of appoitnment.
Ms. Poorna Patel who was previously appointed as Manager Hospitality with no
salary has been appointed for a period of 5 years from August 2009 with a
remuneration of Rs, 28 Lakhs per annum as Manager, Marketing Services.
7.

New Commercial Rights for IPL
a. Ratification and approval of IPL theatrical tender

Members approved the tender subiect to the Tax opinion from Mr Soli Dastur.
b. Central Licensing - IPL Watches and Men's accessories

Members approved the proposal for Central Licensing of
accessories with Finex distributor,

8.

IPL Season

2010

a. Budget & Vendor approval

lpl watches and Men,s

Members approved the budget for the year 2010 (Annexure - A). Members also
requested the Chairman that in future a hard copy of the budget be circulated
well in time so that the same can be studied before the meeting. The following
vendo/s were also approved:

i.

DNA

-

Opening & Closing ceremony, Match day entertainment for the

play offs.

iv.

ITC - Catering services for play offs.
Carving Dreams - Hospitality services for play offs.
TCM - Stadium Branding (Look & Feel)

vi.
vii.

Technology Frontiers - Replay screens
IMG Media - Production services
Zoom Communications - Kits & Facilities suppliers

,
t.

viii.

Marketing and advertising promotions: Ogily&Mather (O&M) for
production of Advertisements including creatives, GroupM for Media
buying, Quasar Media promotions on internet & Adfactors for PR.

b. Ratification ofSemi

Finals and Final

It was proposed that Semi Finals for IPL 2010 will be held in Bangalore and the
Finals will be held in Mumbai. lt was also mentioned that previously, it was
approved by GC that 25yo of the net revenue from each of the Semi finals will be
paid to the previous yea/s losing semifinalists and 50yo of the net revenue will be
paid to the winners of the previous year. However it was explained that
henceforth the entire income from Playoffs should be to lpl and that the venue
should be decided by IPL alone. Members approved the proposal.

9.

Emerging Media: Consideration

Members

to move to Ahmedabad

as permanent venue

did not approve the request of Emerging Media to move to

Ahmedabad as permanent venue and requested the Chairman
schedule whereby Jaipur also hosts some of the matches.

to relook at the

10. IPL season 2011 : New Franchisees

Members approved the proposal of including 2 new franchisees from the year
2011 and approved the reserve price at USD 225 Million for 10 years and similar
terms as existing franchises for period beyond that.
11. IPL Season 2011: Players

Chairman presented 7 of the 8 franchises views to feature all players in the
auction for 2011 season. Members deliberated on this and felt there should be
continuity in teams and that a minimum of 4 lndian players and 3 foreign players
should be retained by the existing Franchisees. Mr Manohar recommended
Team India contracted players be restricted to play no more than 14 matches of

IPL in any season. Members requested that the Chairman work out the
modalities and place the regulations in the next Governing Council for final
approval.
12. Travel Partner tender

Members approved the issuance of travel partner tender and requested the
Chairman to release the same and finalize the travel Dartner.
13. Ratification of Agreements & Contracts
Members approved the appointments of IMG Media, TAM and Repucom.
14. Marketing Plans & Media Plans

Members approved the Marketing and Media plans for tPL 2010
15. Letters by KXIP

Members felt that the matter of underwriting KXIP'S revenue for the shift to
Dharamshala is a private matter between KXIP and Himachal pradesh Cricket
Association and that IPL cannot underwrite the revenue to KXlp. The decision is
left to KxlP if they want to play in Dharmshala or not and that lpL cannot force
the franchisees to play a match,
16. Any other item

with permission of the Chair

It

has been decided to pay Honorarium to the following people who were
involved in organizing IPL in South Africa upto a total amount of INR 15 Lakhs.
Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the break-up. The staff
idenfitied were - Prasanna Kannan, S Murali, P R Venkatsubramanian, Nilesh
Dhulap, Marvine D'souza & Dalpat Vadolikar.
The meeting ended with thanks to the Chair.

Budget for IPL 2010
in Rs. Lakhs
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RE: Sony Commercial Airtime
Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com >
Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm@iplt20.com >

Subject
Sender
Recipient
coPy
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:s#syks

wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>.
Grifiiths, Peter < Peter.GrifRths@imgworld.com >
30.01.2010 15:25

A9ree. Option

1 else

settle for option

3.

We also need to make an amendment to the 150 seconds of advertising time that they need to give us during
each match telecast. We had the discussion with them on this and have agreed to the following.. .
IPL can show a commercial ad as a part of the global feed not interrupting a commercial break - e9. Between
balls, we can broadcast a commercial ad on the giant screen (or recreate a giant screen look as a part of global
feed) and show that as a part of the global feed. As long as we don't interrupt their commercial breaks they don't

have any issues.
Su nda

r

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sentr 29 January 2010 19:51
To:'lkm@iplt20.com'; Sundar
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew; Griffiths, Peter
Subtect: Sony Commercial Airtime
Lalit, Sundar
Please see the attached amendment agreement with Sony that reflects the change to a straight provision of
2,600 seconds of commercial airtime (including in Time Outs) in each fully completed 40 over Match from the
original requirement to provide 2,000 seconds plus 600 seconds in the Time Outs, and the removal of the
conditions relating to Time Outs.

We need your instructions on an issue arising from the revision of these terms: you may recall last year that
Sony disputed when the 2,000 seconds of airtime had to be made available - they said during the Match during
and between overs only, whereas we maintained that the 2.000 seconds had to be made available in the "Feed"
of each Match. ie from 10 minutes priortothe start of the Match until 10 minutes afterthe end of each Match.
IPL reserved its Dosition on this ooint.

In drafting the change from 2,000 seconds to 2,600 seconds IPL has 3 options;

1.
2.

3.

Expressly state that the obligation is to give Sony the opportunity to insert 2,600 seconds of airtime
from 10 minutes prior to the start of each match until 10 minutes after the end of each match, including
between and during overs and during Time Outs. Sony will almost certainly object to this.
Omit the reference to the timeframe running from 10 minutes before to 10 minutes after the match,
and state instead that the 2,600 seconds airtime needs to be made available in the Feed of each match
^including between and during overs and during Time Outs", the word "including" implying not limited to
between and during overs, but at other times in the Feed. Sony might not notice this and it would leave
us with the argument that the timeframe runs from when the Feed starts until when it ends. However. if
Sony spot the use of "including" they are likely to guess the reason and object.
Change the reference from 2,000 seconds to 2,600 seconds and leave unchanged the rest of the
drafting, which would mean Sony would probably make the same argument as last year. still argue that
this means airtime within the match only.

If you are happy to argue this issue with Sony. you should choose option 1. If not, then option 3 should

be

cnosen,
Please could you let me know which option you prefer and as necessary I will redraft the amendment. To be
clear, the attached should !q! be s€nt to Sony as it contains comments for your assistance.

Webnail :: RE: Sony Comrcrcial Airtime

Best regards.
Paul
Paul 1'{anning

Vke Presldont, Il|G edia L€gal
ItlG l,ledh Limited
5th Floor

* Mccormack House
* London W4 2TH

Burlington Lane

Tel: 020 8233 7826 x Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.imoworh.com

The preceding e-maiL messaqe (incLuding any aLtachments)
contalns information that nay be confidential. may be p.rotected

by the attorney-cL.ient or other appficable pr.ivileges, or may
constitute non-publ-lc informatlon. It is intended to be conveyed
onfy to the designated recipient{s) naned above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, pLease notify the sender
by reply-ing to this message and then deleLe a-LI copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipieots is not
authorized and may be unlatvfuf.
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Request for permission to assign the Theatrical
Rights for distribution in India to Crown
Infot€inment Private Llmlted
Arun Rangachari <arun@adiventure.@m>
lkm@iplt20.com < lkm@iplt20. com >
O2.O2.2OlO 06:47

rs:t**rxk-s

Mr. Lalit Modi
Commissioner & Chairman
Indian Premier League
BCCI

India
Dear Sir,

In light of the Indian Premier League Theatrical Rights Licence Agreement
('agreemenflsaid agreement') entered into between us in lanuary 2010 and in
terms of clause 12 of the said agreement permitting, inter-alia, assignment of the
Theatrical rights by ESD with the prior written consent of BCCI , we place on
record the following request.

For reasons of operational efficiency and availability of ground level pervasive
technology, it is considered more prudent if the aforesaid Theatrical Rights for the
territory of India are assigned to an Indian entity for distribution. ESD has been
approached by Crown Infotainment Private Limited CCIPLI for assignment of
aforesaid rights for distribution. Further, GIPL proposes to enter into a Technology
Arrangement with UFO Moviez India Ltd. CUFO) and Valuable Media Ltd. (.VMLI
for providing technological support for theatres and public venue respectively.
ESD proposes, with your prior written consent, as required under clause 12 of the
Agreement, to assign the Theatrical Rights for India to cIpL for IpL seasons 2010
through 2OI9 for distribution, on a Principal to Principal basis.

ESD undertakes to procure execution of the reguired documents by cIpL and
adherence to the terms and conditions of the Agreement. Further, in terms of the
aforesaid Agreement, ESD shall ensure compliance with clause 12 and shall
continue to be liable for its obligations towards BccI notwithstanding the

assignment
distribution.

of the Theatrical Rights for the territory of India to

CIPL for

In view of the above submissions, we humbly request to accord your consent for
assignment of Theatrical Rights for IPL Seasons 2010 through 201gto CIpL for
distribution for the territory of India.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours Sincerely

For Entertainment and Sports Direct

Arun Rangachari

Webrnail :: FW: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribrrion in India to Crown Infotainnrnt Private Limited

for permission to assign the Theatrical
Rights for distribution in India to Crown Infotainment
Private Limited

Subject
Sender
Recipient
Date

FW: Request

*K#*ik&

Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com >
Lalit Modi < lkm@iplt20.com >
02.02.2010 13:04

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: 02 February 2010 12:51
Toi'sundar@iplt20.com'
Subject: Re: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to Crown
Infotainment Private Limited
FYI

Hi Su ndar

So, they are talking about assigning the benefit of the contract, ie the right to exploit. but not the
burden, ie the obligations. eg to pay?

I think it is more appropriate to say

IPL will permit them to sub-license not assign the rights to make
sure all of the terms applicable to sub-licensing apply, eg the indemnity, etc. We should also require
sight of their agreement before they execute.

Finally, sorry to bother you on this when I know you have a thousand things to do; please could you
arrange for a copy of the executed theatrical rights agreement to be sent to me?
Best regards,
Pau

t<'r'

I

t<

Sent from mv Blackberrv wireless handheld

***

From : sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com>

To: Mannlng,

Paul

Cc: Prasanna Kannan <prasanna@iplt2o.com>
S€nt: Tue Feb 02 05:06:17 2010
Subject: Fw: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to
Crown Infotainment Private Limited
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airte.

Fromr lkm@iplt20.com

Webnnil :: Fw: Request for permission to assign th€ Theatical Rights for distribrnion in lndia to Crown InfotainrFnt private Limited

Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2010 04:49:05 +0000

Tc: Arun Rangachari <arun@adiventure.com >
Cc: Sundar Raman<sundar@iplt20.com>

Subject: Re: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to Crown
Infotainment Private Limited

Arun
No issue. Sending you a confirmation.

Lkm.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airte

From: Arun Rangachari <arun@adiventure.com >
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2010 06:47:53 +0530

To: < lkm @iplt20.com >

Subiect: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to Crown Infotainment
Private Limited

Mr. Lalit Modi
Commissioner & Chairman
Indian Premier League
BCCt

India

Dear Sir,

In light of the Indian Premier League Theatrical Rights Licence Agreement ('agreemenvsaid agreement') entered
intobetweenusinJanuary20l0andintermsofclause12ofthesaidagreementpermitting,inter-alia,'
assignment of the Theatrical rights by ESD with the prior written consent of BCCI , we place on record the

following request.

For reasons of operational efficiency and availability of ground level pervasive technology, it is considered more
prudent if the aforesaid Theatrical Rights for the territory of India are assigned to an Indian entity for
distribution. ESD has been approached by crown Infotalnment Private Limited ('CIPL') for assignment of
aforesaid rights for distribution. Further, CIPL proposes to enter into a Technology Arrangement with UFO Moviez
India Ltd. ('UFO') and Valuable Media Ltd. CVML') for providing technological support foriheatres and pubtic
venue respectively.
ESD proposes, with your prior written consent, as required under clause 12 of the Agreement, to assign the
Theatrical Rights for India to CIPL for IPL Seasons 2010 through 2019 for distribution, on a principal to principal
basis.

ESD undertakes to procure execution of the required documents by CIPL and adherence to the terms and
conditions of the Agreement. Further, in terms of the aforesaid Agreement. ESD shall ensure compliance with
clause 12 and shall continue to be liable for its obligations towards BCCI notwithstanding the assignment of the
2
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:: FW: Request for permission to assign the Th€atrical Rights for distribution in India to Crown lrfotainrEnt private Limited

Theatrical Rights for the territory of India to CIpL for distribution.

In view of the above submissions. we humbly request to accord your consent for assignment of Theatrical Rights
for IPL Seasons 2010 through 20l9to CIPL for distribution for the territory of India.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours Sincerely

For Entertainment and Sports Direct

Arun Rangachari
The preceding e-mail messaqe (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicab_le privileges, or may
constitute non-public infolmation. It is intended to De conveyeo
on.Ly to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended reciFient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. /lny use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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Subject Fw: Request for

sender
Recipient

Date

Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com>
Lalit Modi < lkm@iplt20.com >
02.02.2010 13:04

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 02 February 2010 12:51
To:'sundar@iplt20.com'
Subiect: Re: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to
Crown Infotainment Private Limited

FYI

Hi Sundar
So, they are talking about assigning the benefit of the contract, ie the right to exploit, but not the
burden, ie the obligations, eg to pay?

I think it is more appropriate to say IPL will permit them to sub-license not assign the rights to
make sure all of the terms applicable to sub-licensing apply, eg the indemnity, etc. We should
also require sight of their agreement before they execute.
Finally, sorry to bother you on this when I know you have a thousand things to do; please could
you arrange for a copy of the executed theatrical rights agreement to be sent to me?
Best rega rds,
Pau

***

I

Sent from my Blackberry wireless handheld

***

From : sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com>
To: Manning, Paul
Cc ; Prasanna Kannan <prasanna@iplt2o,com>
Sent: Tue Feb 02 05:05:17 2010
Subtect: Fw: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to
Crown Infotainment Private Limited
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: lkm@iplt20.com
Date: Tue. 2 Feb 2010 04:49:05 +0000
To: Arun Rangachari<arun@adiventure.com >
Cc: Sundar Raman<sundar@iplt20.com>

Roundcube

Subiect: Re: Request for permission to assign the Theatri€l Rights for distribution in India to Crown
Infotainment Private Limited

Arun
No issue. Sending you a confirmation.

Lkm.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: Arun Rangachari <arun@adiventure.com >
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2010 06:47:53 +0530

To: < lkm@iplt20.com >
SubJect: Request for permission to assign the Theatrical Rights for distribution in India to Crown
Infotainment Private Limited

Mr. Lalit Modi
Commissioner & Chairman
Indian Premier League
BCCI

India

Dear Sir,

In light of the Indian Premier League Theatrical Rights Licence Agreement Cagreemenvsaid agreement')
entered into between us in January 2010 and in terms of clause 12 of the said agreement permitting,
inter-alia, assignment of the Theatrical rights by ESD with the prior written mnsent of BCCI , we place on
record the following request.

For reasons of operational efficiency and availability of ground level pervasive technology, it is considered
more prudent if the aforesaid Theatrical Rights for the territory of tndia are assigned to an Indian entity for
distribution. ESD has been approached by Crown Infotainment Private Limited ('CIPL') for assignment of
aforesaid rights for distribution. Further, CIPL proposes to enter into a Technology Arrangement with UFO
Moviez India Ltd. CUFO) and Valuable Media Ltd. ('VML') for providing technological support for theatres and
public venue respectively.
ESD proposes, with your prior written consent, as required under clause 12 of the Agreement, to assign the
Theatrical Rights for India to CIPL for IPL Seasons 2010 through 2019 for distribution, on a Principat to

Principal basis.

ESD undertakes to procure execution of the required documents by CIPL and adherence to the terms and
conditions of the Agreement. Further, in terms of the aforesaid Agreement, ESD shall ensure complianc€ with
clause 12 and shall continue to be liable for its obligations towards BCCI notwithstanding the assignment of
the Theatrical Rights for the territory of India to CIPL for distribution.

In view of the above submissions, we hum bly request to accord your consent for assignment of Theatricat
Rights for IPL Seasons 2010 through 2019to CIPL for distribution for the territory of india.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours Sincerely

Roundcube

''

For Entertainment and Sports Direct

Arun Rangachari
The preceding e-mail message (inc.Iuding any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be prolected

by the at.tolney-client or other app.licabte piivileges. or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
on-ly to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete afl coples of .it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reploduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be un]awful.
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Webmail : : FW: Draft of IPL GC meeting on l7 Dec 2009

SubJect FW: Draft of IPL GC meeting on 17 Dec 2OOg
Sender Sundar < sundar@ipltzo.com >
Recipient lkm@iplt20.com < lkm @iplt2o.com >

Date

.
.

ss**xkS

05.02.2010 04:59

budget for 2010.x1s (122 KB)
Minutes of the IPL GC Meeting 17th dec 2009.doc (175 KB)

From3 Sundar Imailto :sundar@iplt20.com]
S€nt: 29 January 2O7O 2OtO4
To: 'lkm@iplt20.com'
Cc:'prasanna@iplt20.com'
Subjectr Draft of IPL GC meeting on 17 Dec 2009
Dear Lalit,
Please find attached the draft minutes of IPL GC for your approval and circulation. Kindly circulate it whenever
you have had the time to go through it as Mr Pandove will require the budget for approval.
Iam

a

lso attaching the budget sheet which is required to be sent to Mr Pandove separately for timely payment.

Regards

Sundar

Minutes of the Governins Council Meetins of Indian Premier Leaeue
held on llh December 2009 at 04:00 PM at Cricket Centre. Wankhade
Stadium, Mumbai
The following members were present:

1. Mr. Lalit Modi
2. Mr. Niranjan Shah
3. Mr. Arun laitley
4. Dr. Farooq Abdhullah
5. Mr. lSBindra
5. Mr. Rajiv Shukla (part)
7. Mr. M AK Pataudi
8. Mr. Ravi Shastri
9. Mr. Sunil Gavaskar

Chairman
Vice Chairman

14.Mr.MPPandove

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Special Invitee
President, BCCI
Hon. Secretary, BCCI
Hon. Jt. Secretary, BCCI
Hon. Treasurer. BCCI

In Attendance:

Special invitees

1. Mr. Sundar Raman
2. Ms. Radhika Moolraj
3. Ms. Poorna Patel

Mr Peter Griffiths
Ms Catherine Simpson

10.
11.
12.
13.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Anurag Thakur
Shashank Manohar
N Srinivasan
Sanjay Jagdale

.IMG
.IMG

Chairman welcomed the members. Leave of absence was granted to Mr. Rajeev
Shukla and Mr. Chirayu Amin

Confirmation of the Previous Governing Council Meeting held on 2"d September
2009
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
Post Event Report for IPL 2.0 - 2009

Members noted the post event report that was presented and circulated. The
members recommended the following for 2010
a) Strategic time-out: Mandatory Bowling time out to be taken between overs 6
and 8 and batting time out between 13 and 15.
Update from Bangkok Franchisee Meeting
a. Player Trading regulation 2010 and Update

Members approved the trading regulations and have requested to delete the
Cricket Australia specific regulations on their contracted players. Members also
felt that IPL or the franchisees should not encourage player's representatives or
agents when dealing with playe/s security. lt was decided to black list Essentially
Group, player agents, who were writing on behalf of playe/s security to IPL and
franchisees and were also seen as acting at the behest of FICA.
Chairman also explained to members that franchisees are enticing players from
other franchisees forcing trade. Specific case of Mr Yuvraj Singh was discussed.

Members strongly opposed this and condemned the behavior of Mr Singh.
Members recommended any such behavior based on a written complaint by
either the franchise and/or player should be dealt with immediately and with
severity by the Chairman with all involved parties. lt can include extending a ban
on the player from IPL and BCCI matches.
b. Pakistan Players

Members noted the contents of the report and agreed with the
recommendations to feature the players with valid documents and visa in the
auction
c. New Auction purse

Members approved the contents of the report and approved the purse of USD
750,000 for the 2010 auction.
d. Infrastructure improvements and requirements

Members noted the contents of the report and agreed to review it progress at
each GC meeting. lt was also recommended that all IPL venues have turnstiles
and CCTVs as centrally negotiated and deducted from infrastructure subsidy for
the respective associations. lt was also recommended to start the permanently
cabling for television production in all IPL venues starting with minimum 2
venues completed before IPL 2010.

e. Franchisee compensation: Discussion and next steps
Mr. Sundar Raman presented the report & discussions on 2009 compensation as
claimed by all the franchisees. He also explained criteria for permitted claim as
discussed by the members in the GC held on Aug 11,2009. Members reiterated
that claim will be permitted only on the loss of revenue due to Ticketing (as per
audited statements of 2008) and all other losses claimed were disallowed. tt was
agreed that the total claim payable will be INR 10.7crs + actual ticketing revenue
of 2008, 10.8crs being the costs (as apportioned) incurred by tPL on behalf ofthe
franchises in hosting the event in SA.

From the audited 2008 ticket revenue. the amount of 10.7 Crores is deducted as
saving to Franchisees on match staging costs since IPL incurred costs for match
staging. Further an amount of Rs. 2.59 Crores has been deducted as approximate
payment by IPL for 2009 ticketing revenue. As per calculations, the amount due
will be Rs, 2.55 crores to Delhi Daredevils and Rs.0.76 Lakhs to Bangalore Royal
Challengers. lt was further decided that IPL will not recover any amount from the
Franchisees on the loss calculations.
Exoectation of Franchisees on share of lncome from CLT20
Since this is a matter for BCCI to consider the share payable, if any, members
decided to place the matter to BCCI Working Committee fortheir consideration.

Staffing plan and new appointments: Update
Members approved the following appointments

- Director, Broadcast services. His appointment will be effective l't
January 2010. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration
and terms of appointment.
James Rego

Utkarsh Singh

-

Director, Marketing. His appointment will be effective

1st

January 2010. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration
and terms of appointment.

/

It was decided that the Tournament Director Director/Manger of Cricket
Operations be appointed as temporary assignment every year. For the year 2O1O,
it has been decided to appoint Mr. Ni8el Laughton for a four month period from
February. Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the remuneration and
terms of appoitnment.
Ms. Poorna Patel who was previously appointed as Manager Hospitality with no

salary has been appointed for a period of 5 years from August 2009 with
remuneration of Rs. 28 Lakhs per annum as Manager, Marketing Services.
7.

a

New Commercial Rights for IPL
a. Ratification and approval of IPL theatrical tender
Members approved the tender subject to the Tax opinion from Mr Soli Dastur.
b. Central Licensing - IPL Watches and Men's accessories

Members approved the proposal for Central Licensing of IPL watches and Men's
accessories with Finex distributor.

8.

IPL Season

2010

a. Budget & Vendor approval

Members approved the budget for the year 2010 (Annexure - A), Members also
reguested the Chairman that in future a hard copy of the budget be circulated
well in time so that the same can be studied before the meeting, The following
vendo/s were also approved:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

DNA

-

Opening & Closing ceremony, Match day entertainment for the

play offs.

-

Catering services for play offs.
Carving Dreams - Hospitality services for play offs.
TCM - Stadium Branding (Look & Feel)
Technology Frontiers - Replay screens
IMG Media - Production services
Zoom Communications - Kits & Facilities suppliers
ITC

Marketing and advertising promotions: Ogily&Mather (O&M) for
production of Advertisements including creatives, GroupM for Media
buying, Quasar Media promotions on internet & Adfactors for pR,

b. Ratification of Semi

Finals and Final

It was proposed that Semi Finals for tPL 2010 will be held in Bangalore and the
Finals will be held in Mumbai. lt was also mentioned that previously, it was
approved by GC that 25% of the net revenue from each of the Semi finals will be
paid to the previous year's losing semifinalists and 50% of the net revenue will be

to the

winners of the previous year. However it was explained that
henceforth the entire income from Playoffs should be to lpl and that the venue
should be decided by IPL alone. Members approved the proposal.

paid

9.

Emerging Media: Consideration to move to Ahmedabad as permanent venue

Members

did not approve the request of Emerging Media to move to

Ahmedabad as permanent venue and requested the Chairman
schedule whereby Jaipur also hosts some of the matches.

to relook at the

10, IPL season 2011 : New Franchisees

Members approved the proposal of including Z new franchisees from the year
2011 and approved the reserve price at USD 225 Million for 10 Vears and similar
terms as existing franchises for period beyond that.
11. IPL Season 2011: Players

Chairman presented 7 of the 8 franchises views to feature all players in the
auction for 2011 season. Members deliberated on this and felt there should be
continuity in teams and that a minimum of 4Indian players and 3 foreign players
should be retained by the existing Franchisees. Mr Manohar recommended
Team India contracted players be restricted to play no more than 14 matches of

IPL in any season. Chairman was to look into this suggestion. Members requested
that the Chairman work out the modalities and place the regulations in the next
Governing Council for final approval.

12. Travel Partner tender

Members approved the issuance of travel partner tender and requested the
Chairman to release the same and finalize the travel partner.
13. Ratification of Agreements & Contracts

Members approved the appointments of IMG Media, TAM and Repucom.
14. Marketing Plans & Media Plans

Members approved the Marketing and Media plans for IPL 2010
15. Letters by KXIP

Members felt that the matter of underwriting KXIP'S revenue for the shift to
Dharamshala is a private matter between KXIP and Himachal Pradesh Cricket
Association and that IPL cannot underwrite the revenue to KXlp. The decision is
left to KXIP if they want to play in Dharmshala or not and that tpL cannot force
the franchisees to play a match,
16. Any other item

with permission of the Chair

It

has been decided to pay Honorarium to the following people who were
involved in organizing IPL in South Africa upto a total amount of INR 15 Lakhs.
Members authorized the Chairman to decide on the break-up. The staff
idenfitied were - Prasanna Kannan, S Murali, P R Venkatsubramania n, Nilesh
Dhulap, Marvine D'souza & Dalpat Vadolikar.
The meeting ended with thanks to the Chair.

Budget for lPL 2010
in Rs. Lakhs

24,222
24,944
11,100

36,496
28,944

tL,7ffi

770

38,350
28,944
11,900
235

200

5,080
22,023
20,261
4,407

204

Note:
1. The

numbers for 2008 and 2009 represents Actual audited figures except

forthe Admin expenses for 2009 which are budgeted
2. lncome from Theaterical rights has been assumed at Rs, 10 Crores

6,960
30,755

20,26r
3,390
?7

7,275

1,500

7,274

1,661

118

193

694
619
3,296

r,537

8,850
31,268
20,261
2,690
37
1,500
3,500

L,494

7,072
1,400

I,OII

4,780
2,32s

4,558
2,997

2,620
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Webnnil :: RE: Workshop - l7thFeb20l0

Subject
Sender
Recipient

RE: Workshop

- 17th Feb 2O1O

Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com >
Fraser Castellino <frasercastellino@ubmail.com >,
ksvichu@yahoo.co. in < ksvichu@yahoo.co. in>, colleen@kkr.in

rsg*#sk&

colleen@kkr. in>, jay@kkr.in <jay@kkr.in>, Vanchi B
<Vanchi. B@gmrgroup. in>, am rit mathur
<

<amritmathur@hotmail. com >, Debadatta Sen
< Debadatta.sen@ril.com >, Venkat
<venkat@deccanchargers.com >, Anil Srivatsa

<anil.srivatsa@kxip.in>, arvinder singh
<arvinder.singh@kxip.in>, Santanu Chari
<Santanu.Chari@Emergingmedia.com>, Sean Morris
<sean. moris@rajasthanroyals.com >, sneha r@setindia . com
<snehar@s€tindia.com >, Harish. k@worldsportgroup.com
< Harish. k@worldsportgroup.com >, Venu Nair
< venu. nair@worldsportgroup,com >.
hetea@valuablegroup.com <hetea@valuablegroup.com>, Mark
Melville <mmelville@cricket.com >, venkat@dnanetworks.com
<venkat@dnanetworks.com >, Amit
< amit@dnanetworks.com >, Sameer Mehta
smehta@cricket.com >
Poorna eml < poorna@iplt20.com >, Faisal
<faisal@iplt20.com >, James Rego < james@iplt20.com >,
Utkarsh < utkarsh@iplt20.com >, Gauri Gujrathi
<gauri@iplt20.com >, Nigel Laughton < nigel@iplt20.com >.
<

coPy

Simpson, Catherine <Catherine.Simpson@imgworld.com >,
Griffiths, Peter <Peter.Griffiths@imgworld.com >, Fordham.
Michael <Michael.Fordham@imgworld.com >, lkm@iplt20.com
<lkm@iplt20.com >, Niranjan Shah
< niranjan@airtel. blackberry.com >, Morgado, craca
<Graca. Morgado@imgworld.com >, bobn@nicholls-steyn.com
< bobn@nicholls-steyn.com >. Theodore Oben
<Theodore. Oben@unep.or9>, vishnu patel
<vishnu. patel@ufomoviez.com >

Date

.

12.02.2010 10:49

IPL Franchise Workshop Feb 2010.doc (3e5 KB)

Dear Partners
Please find attached the agenda for the franchise workshop scheduled on 17tn Feb at the Trident Oberoi, Bandra
Kurla Complex. I look forward to meeting you all soon.
Rega rds
Su nda

r

From: Sundar Imailto :sundar@iplt20,com]
Sent3 05 February 2010 04:58
To3 'Fraser Castellino'; 'ksvichu @yahoo.co.in'; 'colleen@ kkr. in'; 'jay@kkr.in'; 'Vanchi B'; amrit
mathur; 'Debadatta Sen'; 'Venkat'; 'Anil Srivatsa'; 'arvinder singh'; 'Santanu Chari'; 'Sean Morris';
'snehar@setindia.com';'Harish.k@worldsportgroup.com';'Venu Nair';'hetea@valuablegroup.com';
'Mark Melville'; 'Sameer Mehta'; 'ven kat@dnanetworks.com'; 'Amit'
Cc:'Poorna eml'; 'Faisal'; 'James Rego'; 'Utkarsh'; 'Gauri Gujrathi';'Nigel Laughton';'Simpson,
Catherine'; 'Griffiths, Peter'; 'Fordham, Michael'; 'lkm@iplt2O.com'; Niranjan Shah
(niranjan@airtel.blackberry.com);'Morgado, Graca'
Subjectr Workshop - 17th Feb 2010

Webrnil :: RE: Workshop - lTth Feb 2010

Ail,
Kindly block off your diaries for a Partners & Operations workshop on the 17th Feb 2010. Like each year, this one
will also focus on the execution and implementation of the tournament. Only that this year the lpL family has
grown to include more partners. The workshop will be for a day, considering the time pressures all of us are in
and will be in Mumbai.
A detailed agenda

will be circulated soon. But the broad areas we will cover will include...

Details of the lPl Official program 2010 Season- including Opening ceremony, IPL Golf Masters, Owners vs
exhibition 20 over match, Rockstars, Nights, IPL Awards etc.
Cricket Related
Cricket - Regulations & Operations

-

lpl

Security

Infrastructure

Entertainment

-

Pre & post match
IPL Awa rd s

entertainment- Rockstars & tpL Nights

Green IPL - UNEP Partnership
Franchise requirements wlth Central partners
Getty lmages & franchise image deals
Licensing & Merchandizing: Update on progress
IPL-Taking it to the fans
Youtube - plans and opportunities
Theatrical screenings - plans & Opportunities
Central Services Management
Hospitality & Concessions
Match day entertainment
IPL Memorabilia auction

-

-

The workshop will address subjects relevant to allfranchises (eg. Theatrical, UNEP, security, Cricket Ops etc) as
well as have sessions with each franchise to address specific clarifications/questions/ issues.
The venue will be one of the hotels close to the airport to facilitate those who travel to get out faster. We plan to
start at 10am. lt is advisable for those who are coming in from outside Mumbaito get in the previous evening to
facilitate an early start.
Kindly confirm the number of members from each of your teams who will be attending this to to Amit
(amit@dnanetworks.com) to facilitate planning from our side.

Warm Regards
Sunda r

DLF&^

IPL
lPI Franchise Workshop
17 Feb 201O Trident, BKC, Mumbai
Agenda
1000

Welcome & IPL 2010 Update

Lalit

1015

What's new this IPL?

Su

1030

Cricket Operations, Regulations & Infrastructure

Sundar & Peter

1045

Player Security

Bob

1100

Licensing & Merchandising

1130

Blackberry break
Presentations by partners start

1145

Merchandise Sales and distribution

Yog Sports

1200

Stadium Concessions

Red Partners

L2L3

IPL Premiers

1230

IPL Entertainment

/ Ancillary

Revenue

-Theatrical rights exploitation plan

Utkarsh

UFO Moviez

-

1300

Tadka Marke
Opening Night, IPL Nights, Rockstars & tpL Awards
Lunch

L343

Makin8 IPL Green:

t4t5

IPL

7445

nda r

IPL

-

United Nations

on Youtube

Partnership

ViacomlS

Theo, UNEp
Google team

One-to-one meetings (20 minutes each per partner with franchise)
Enteftoinment
Merchondising
lmdge rights
Stadium Concessions
IPL

Wotches
Super hospitolity

6reen IPL
Security

Workshop ends

: Viocom Teom

Webnail :: Workshop - lTth Feb 2010

Subject
sender
Recipient

Workshop -

l7th

m#sxk€

Feb 2Ol0

Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com >
Fraser Castellino <frasercastellino@ubmail.com >.
ksvichu@yahoo.co.in <ksvichu@yahoo.co.in>, colleen@kkr.in
colleen@kkr. in>, jay@kkr.in <jay@kkr.in>. Vanchi B
<Vanchi. B@gmrgroup.in>, amrit mathur
<

<amritmathur@hotmail.com>, Debadatta Sen
< Debadatta. Sen@ril.com >, Venkat
<venkat@deccanchargers.com >, Anil Srivatsa
<anil.srivatsa@kxip. in>, arvinder singh
<arvinder.singh@kxip.in>. Santanu Chari
<Santanu.Chari@Emergingmedia.com>, Sean Morris
<sean.moris@rajasthanroyals.com>, snehar@setindia.com
<snehar@setindia.com >, Harish. k@worldsportgroup.com
< Harish.k@worldsportgroup.com >, Venu Nair
< venu.nair@worldsportgroup.com >,
hetea@valuablegroup.com <hetea@valuablegroup.com>, Mark
Melville <m melville@cricket.com >, Sameer Mehta
<sameer@willow.tv >, venkat@dnanetworks.com
<venkat@dnanetworks.com >, Amit

copy

<am it@dnanetworks.com >
Poorna eml <poorna@iplt20.com >, Faisal
<faisal@iplt20,com >, James Rego <james@iplt20. com >,
Utkarsh < utkarsh@iplt20.com >. Gauri Gujrathi
< gauri@iplt20.com >. Nigel Laughton < nigel@iplt20. com >,
Simpson. Catherine <Catherine. Sim pson@imgworld.com >,
Griffiths, Peter < Peter.Griffiths@imgworld.com>, Fordham,
Michael < Michael.Fordham@imgworld.com>. lkm@iplt20.com

lkm@iplt20.com>, Niranjan Shah
niranjan@airtel.blackberry.com >, Morgado, craca
<Graca. Morgado@im gworld.com >
05.02.2010 04:58
<

<

Date
Ail,

Kindly block offyour diaries for a Partners & operations workshop on the 17th Feb 2010. like each year, this one
will also focus on the execution and implementation of the tourna ment. Only that this year the IPL fa miv has
grown to include more partners. The workshop will be for a day, mnsidering the time pressures allof us are in
and will be in Mumbai.
A detailed agenda will be circulated soon. But the broad areas we will cover will include...

ofthe

Official program 2010 Season- including opening ceremony,
exhibition 20 over match, Rockstars, Nights, IPL Awards etc.
Details

IPL

Cricl€t Related

-

Cricket - Regulations & Operations
Security

lnfrastructure

Entertainment

-

& post match entertainment- Rockstars & IPL Nights
Awards
Green IPL - UNEP Partnershio
Franchise requirements with Central partners
Getty lmages & franchise image deals
Licensing & Merchandizing : Update on progress

-

I of2

Pre
IPL

IPL

Golf Masters, Owners vs lpL

Webmail :: Worbhop

- l7th

Feb 2010

Taking it to the fans
Youtube - plans and opportunities
Theatrical screenings - Plans & Opportunities
Central Services Management
Hospita lity & Concessions
Match day entertainment
IPL

-

-

IPL

Memorabilia auction

The workshop will address subjects relevant to all franchises (eg. Theatrical, UNEP, Security, Cricket Ops etc) as
well as have sessions with each franchise to address specific clarifications/q uestions/ issues.
The venue will be one of the hotels close to the airport to facilitate those who travel to get out faster. We plan to
start at 10am. lt is advisable for those who are coming in from outside Mumbai to get in the previous evening to
facilitate an early start.
Kindly confirm the number of melmbers from each of your teams who will be attending this to to Amit
(amit@dnanetworks.com) to facilitate planning from our side.

Warm Regards
Sundar

Rourdcube

subje€t

RE: ESD bro€dcaster

lg#*xkS

guidelines

Sender Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >
Recipient lkm@iplt2o.com < lkm @iplt20. com >

Date

18.02.2010 10:31

Ok. Will do

From: lkm@iplt20.com Imailto: lkm@iplt20.com]
sentr 18 February 2010 1o:29
To3 Sundar Raman
Subiect: Fw: ESD broadcaster guidelines

Discuss face to face with esd and agree on any issues and then publish.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: "Manning, Paul" <PManning@csi-sports,net>
Date: Wed, t7 Feb 2010 15:36:20 +0000
To: sundar@iplt20. com<sundar@iplt20.

com >

Cc: lkm@iplt2O.com<lkm@iplt2O.com>; Wildblood,
And rew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld, com >

Subject:

ESD broadcaster guidelines

Hi Sundar

Attached for your review and comments are the draft broadcast guidelines for ESD.

A couple of points to flag up:

but

We have not discussed the maximum number of squeezers and pull-throughs, or sponsored replay bugs,
I have included the relevant Sony provisions in this draft (para 1(d) and (e).

At para 3, I have clarified that what I have called "Around-Screen Sponsorship" may be sold subject to
offering IPL Sponsors a first look, etc as with any other form of Broadcast/fheatrical Sponsorship. As
discussed. I have also stated at para 4, that apart from In-Transmission and Around-Screen Sponsorship,
they are not allowed to sell any rights of association with their transmissions.

Please let me know if you have any comments on this.

Also.

I have not received a copy of the Google contract - I would
I can draft their guidelines also.

be sent to me so that

be grateful if you could arrange for that to

Rorurdcube

Best regards.

Paul

Paul l.lanning

Vbe Pi€sklent, IMG l.ledia Legal
Ir.lG tlGdia Limited
5th Floor

*

McCormack House

Burlington Lane x London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 x Fax: 020 8233 6523

www.lmoworld,com

The preceding e-mail message (inctuding any attachmenEs?
contains information that may be confidential, may be Frotected

by the attorney-cflent or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public infolmation. It is intended to be conveyed
on.Iy to the desiqnated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please ootify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or r:eproduction of th-is message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

a u{-\} dv

Roundcube

Subject
Sender
Recipient
copy

RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agr€ement - oubject to
contract
Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.com >
Manning. Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>, Sneha Rajani

<snehar@setindia.com>
lkm@iplt20.com < lkm@iplt20.com >, sundar@iplt20. com
< sundar@iplt20.com >, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@im gworld.com >

Date
Hi

Pa

19.02.2010 18:10

ul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the draftin9, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

l

2.
3.

4.

5.

I thought I'd raise

on the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reseTves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA

still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.
On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a reviewOn the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSI4 to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in
the amendment. Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial
spots to be inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is
that while the ball is not in play. the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the
commercial 'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on
ground sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out
of Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contemplated.
Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco. pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g- 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.
Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues ofthe world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue. And the
second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was approved by the
IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for the rest ofthe
Rights Period.

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments/

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Ccr lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew

I will let you know.

Rourdcube

Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha
Further to your discussions with Sundar,

I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

!n respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul

Pard l.lanning
lrrce P.€si.ler{. l G Mcdla Le0al
Ia{G liledia Limited
5th Floor * Mccormack House
Burli,ngton Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7825 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
$rY\,w,imowo rld.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)

contains information that may be confidential, rnay be protected
by the attorney-client or other appficable privileges, or nay
constitute non-pubLic information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an inlended recipient of this message. please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your conputer system. Any use, dj-ssemination/ distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and rnay be unlavrfu.l.

Rorndcube

Subject
Sender
Recipient

FW: IPLIMSM Amendm€nt Agreement - subiect to
contract
Manning. Paul

<

roufldcube

F €G *rknai* tsi tae rlrpEE$s

PManning@csi-sports. net>

Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >,
sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com >, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm@iplt20.com >

Date

19.02.2010 18:21

t4y knee-jerk response to this is that in tight of all of these objections they can pay the fees for the additional
franchises/matches by date the first match AS AGREED IN THE CONTRACT.

I will come back to you with a more considered response once I've counted to ten!
Best regards.
Paul

Fromi Ashok Nambissan [mailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2010 12:41
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani

Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; wildblood, Andrew
subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

I thought I'd

raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2O0O + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.
On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.
On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSl4 to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in
the amendment. Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial
spots to be inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is
that while the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the
commercial 'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on
ground sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out
of Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contemplated.
Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.
Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the flrst, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue. And the
second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was approved by the
IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for the rest of the
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Rights Period.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subjectl IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year lP[
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best rega rds.
Paul

Paul l.lanning

Vke Presi.tent, Il,lG l,l€db Legal
It'lG lledh Limited

* Mccormack House
Burllngton Lan€ x London W4 zTH
5th Fbor

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Faxi 020 8233 6523
www.imoworh.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-mai1 message (including any attachments)
contains infomation that may be confidential. may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or rnay
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
on.Ly to the designated recipient{s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by rep.Iying to this message and then delete afL copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlalifuf.
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Subiect
Sender
Recipient

RE: IPL/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com >
Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>. lkm@iplt20.com
<

copy
Date

*m*Hk€

lkm@iplt20.com >

Wildblood. Andrew <Andrew. Wildblood@imgworld.com>
23.02.2010 11:00

Its point 2 as below.
From3 Manning. Paul Imailto: PMan n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 22 February 2O1O 18:11
To: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Lalit, Sunda r
Please see below my draft response to Ashok for your review and comments.

Before sending it I would be grateful for some clarification as to how you wish to use the 150 seconds airtime, as
this may change the response on this issue. Is the 150 seconds

1. only for our cameras to focus advertising at the venue itself, ie on the big screen or hoardings in the
venues? Or
2. does IPL also want to be able to insert 150 seconds of commercial advertising spots into the world
feed, which Sony must then broadcast? Or
3. does IPL also want to be able to supply Sony with 150 seconds of commercial spots for it to insert into
its broadcast feed?

We have contracted to provide Sony (and WSG) with a clean feed save only for the DLF/IPL logo, the timing
sponsor and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, we should expect the inclusion of actual
commercial advertising spots in the world feed and even prolonged focussing on at-venue advertisements (on
hoardings or the big screen) to provoke complaints of breach from broadcasters (including WSG'S licensees) who
have contracted for a clean feeo.

Also, please note that the second paragraph of my response to point 1 is a little cute - I would expect Sony to
respond that we should change "(i.e. between and during overs)" to "(i,e. between and during overs and during
Time Outs)", not"(including between and during overs and during Time Outs)", or even that "between and during
overs" covers off "during Time Outs".
Best regards.
Paul

Dear Ashok
Please see my responses to the points you have made in bold below.
As a general point, IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra matches
arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to Ipl's position on
the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL'S position, then IpL will not agree to delay

payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first match of the season,
as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by IPL - it will give Sony
the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires somethinq in return if it is to aoree to it.
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Yqurs, etc.

From3 Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent? 19 February 2OtO 72t41
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt2O.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul :
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that I thought I'd raise regarding
the Droposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL reserves
its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if not in 2010 but
in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understandingj the existing commitment on the 2000 +
600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs"
respectively. All that we are doing is consoiidating this as 2600 seconds but the obligation to provide it
"between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA still subsists. Secondly you've added
the word "including" before "between and during overs" which suggests the 2600 seconds can be given
even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I understand it from the commercial
understa nding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the subject of
discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or 2,600
seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be deliver€d "in the Feed" as stated in 8.6(b).
The Feed begins 1O minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the match, and
this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtim€ obligation may be fulfilled. Sony
adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S position. If you can't
remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was making it clear that by agreeing
to remove from th€ Amendment Agreement the express reference to 10 minutes before and
10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's interpretation of this clause, but was
reserving its position. You are not going to change IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided otherthan between and during overs. Itispartand
parcel of the agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time Outs. That is
why the wording in brackets was changed.

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing in a
separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory serves me
right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I think this needs
a review,

I know that Time Outs were defined in the contract, The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion ov€r
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions dictated by
third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation to make
available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully compl€ted 40 over match - provided IPL complies
with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will be,
so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM has
inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This reouirement has however been removed in the
amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds per
fully completed 40 over match, so in theory you would have to wait until the end of the match
2of4
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and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided much
befor€ the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement,

Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2.5OO seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide that
much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included or
otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the draftjng of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be inserted.
There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while the ball is not
in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial 'on ground'
hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground sponsors. Hence
there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of Singapore with
commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this requires the issue of a
release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is contemplated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that is at
IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds first) is that this airtime may be commercial
in nature as opposed to promotional,
This does not necessarily mean the provision of su€h advertisements to Sony (by tape or
whatever) to insert in its broadcastsi the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to Sony, but
Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising of
certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'advertisinq too.
For e.g. 'Kingfisher' and 'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these are caught by the
cameTa in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines,

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has been
agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue' on the
world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed, and
will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being sent a
"show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was approved
by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for the rest of
the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee format
in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL, This is not open for further
discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
3
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Subject: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha
Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match. as was the case last year IPL expressly reserves
its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul

Paul l,lanning

Vbe Preskl€nt, IttG l.led&! Legal
Il4G edb Limited
5th Fbor x MccoJmack House
Burlington tane

*

London W4 2TH

Tef: 020 8233 7826 * Fax,020 8233 6523
www.imoworld,com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are nol
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawfut.
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from your computer system. Any use, dissemj-nation, distribution.
or -reproduction of this message by unjntended rec-ip_ienLs is not
authorized and may be unlalifuI.
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SubjeReg. Audit Qu€ri6o - IPL -2OO8
Send€Mohinder Partap Pandove <treasurerbcci@gmail.com>
Recip Lalit Modi-IPL < lkm@iplt20.com>
Copy deepak.sharma@bcci.tv <deepak.sharma@bcci.tv>
Date 05.08.2009 12:44

Dear Lalit Ji,

The Statutory Auditors have raised the following observation relating to
IPL which are very critical and require clarification by tomorrow evening
so as to enable them to close the audit queries.
IPL
1

Conflrmation of balances from the IPL franchisees

2
Franchissee Licensing Income Certificate

from Deccan Charges Sporting Ventures private limited and

KPH Dreams Cricket Private Limited

ofthe Shareholding pattern f.om India Wn Spons Private Limited and KPH Dreams Cricket
Private Limited along with movement during the year
Details

Details of the Shareholding pattern of the holding company of the Franchisees along with movement

Confirmation of balances from International Management Group

Key

Contrad terms confirmation from International Merchandisins Group and World Soorts GrouD

Accordingly, I would be grateful if you could ask the concerned executive
of IPL to get this confirmation / clarification on top priority basis from
the Parties latest by tomorrow and revert back to the Hon. Treasure/s
Office so as to further proceed in the matter of closing the account of
tPL-2008.

With regards,
Yours sincerely

M. P. Pandove
Hon. Treasurer
Mr. Lalit Modi,

Chairman & Commissioner
Indian Premier League,
Mumbai
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Subject
Sender
Recipient

Date

FW: IPLIMSM Amendment Agre€ment - subject

contract

to

Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
lkm@iplt2o.com <lkm@iplt20.com>, sundar@iplt2o.com
< sundar@iplt20.com >. Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
19.02.2010 19:37

x.qs#xk{&

Dear all
Please see my responses in bold below.

Please let me have your views and I will draft a response to Ashok. Unless you suggest otherwise, that
response will make it clear to him that the agreement to delay additional payments is conditional on and
subject to agreement being reached on these other issues, Let's use that as leverage.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OLO t2:4f
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
rega rding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA

still subsists.

Ashok is being disingenuous, He knows what "IPL reserving its rights" means, We had
this disagreement last year, and IPL reserved its rights on the issue of whether the 2,OOO
seconds (as it was then) of airtime had to be provided from 10 minutes before the start of
the match to 10 minutes after the end (IPL'S position, based on reference to airtime in the
Feed) or only during or between overs after the start of play (Sony's position). That
argument was not resolved last year, and it seems clear it will not be resolved this year
unless we exert some leverage (eg refusing to agree to an alteration of the payment
schedule for additional fees for additional franchises/match€s, That is why the IPL'S
position was reserved.
Secondly you've added the word "ancluding" before "between and during overs" which suggests the
2600 seconds can be given even outside these times.

That is correct. The truth is it the 2,600 seconds can be given during time outs now too
that
was
the initial reason for this amendment agreement. However. it is true that the use of
"including between and during overs and time outs" suggests airtime could be provided at
other times apart from that,
Again that is a deviation as

I understand it from the commercial understanding.

Not our commercial understanding,

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
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serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

Correct. the definition and terms and conditions applicable to the time out were
negotiated, although other points detained us far longer.
The time outs were defined in accordance with the way they operated last year. ft has
been decided to change the time outs this year, and it may be that IPL will wish to amend
the way time outs operate next year or some other time during the term. Accordingly. the
amendment agreement gives IPL discretion to determine the"number, timingr format and
content" of time outs. However, the obligation to provide 2,600 seconds of airtime
remains unaffected whatever fPL decides about the timing, etc of time outs.

view is that time outs are a playing condition and fPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. Provided IPL still provides 2,600 seconds
in a fully completed match, they shouldn't have grounds for complaint.
My

One refinement we anticipated making was to provide that we will give Sony reasonable
notice of the format, etc of the time outs in advance of the season, so we could propose
that. However, I would want to avoid having to seek Sony approval for the time outs
procedure. which appears to be what Ashok wants,

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI; the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSN,1 to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in

the amendment.

True - that's because it doesn't work. It's 2,600 seconds per fully completed 40 over
match, so in theory you would have to wait until th€ end of the match and the provision of
the 2,600th second (which in reality is not going to be provided much before the end of a
full match) before IPL could insert its ad.
The obligation to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide that much
airtime (whether due to the fact 15O seconds has been included or otherwise) IPL will be
in breach and Sony have their remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
ton ground' hoardings
as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the sET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

My understanding was that IPL'S initial plan was to include in the world feed a shot of
the on-ground advertising (not necessarily just hoardings), but that IPL wanted to reserve the
right to
include in the world feed provided to Sony an ad not present at the ground, but
maybe looking as though it was (or maybe not!). please advise if you are happy to limit this to
15O seconds
focusing on advertising at "or around" the venues.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor. chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate,
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher' and 'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing. that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

We should thank Ashok for the free legal advice!

guidelines,

5.

I

assume you are fully aware of such

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues ofthe world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted lf the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

Hasthis been agreed? Evenif ithas, I'm not sure what it means. Ensuring each ball is
featured in the feed is down to the director not the on-ground (meaning pitch-side or
regular?) commentator? In any case, there are so many regulation surrounding ..ball
cutting" (see schedule 3 of the agreement) would be loath to agree any more. If they
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don't agree with a particular instance of "ball cutting" they have ample opportunity under
the procedur€ to dispute it.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest oF the Rights Period.

IPL should not aoree to this. A change in the law may require a change to the bank
guarantee format, In any case, the contract states that the BG should be in the format in the
contract or a
format approved in advance by IPI-, which approval shall not be"unreasonably
delayed, conditioned or withhet.l", so they should just continue to have the format approved each
year (a matter of sending one email to IPL), and fPL has to act reasonably. t€t's leave this as it
is.
Please do give this your consideration- if lvlanjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers
Ashok

Fromr Manning, Paul Imailto: PMan n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok. Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment ABreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express refurence to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Pa

ul

Paul l.lanni.ro

Vi€e Pr€rldent, ll,16 tledia Legal

IMG l.tedla Llmlted
5th Floo. * Mccormack House
Budington Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.imowoald.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notiiy the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The p.receding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains info.rmation that may be confidentiaf. nay be protected
by Lhe attorney-client or other applicable privileqes. or rnay
constitute non-public information. It is intende.l f.' bF r-anrrerrerl
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only to the designated.recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then de]eLe all copies of it
fIom your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlae.'ful,
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subiect
sender
Recipient

Copy
Date

FWr IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract
Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
lkm@iplt20.com <lkm@iplt20.com>, sundar@iplt20.com
<sundar@iplt20.com >
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>
22.02.2010 18:10

rsff#,rgks

Dear Lalit, Sundar
Please see below my draft response to Ashok for your review and comments.

Before sending it

I would be grateful for some clarification as to how you wish to use the
the 150 seconds:

as this may change the response on this issue. Is

1.
2.
3.

150 seconds airtime,

only for our cameras to focus advertising at the venue itselt ie on the big screen or hoardings in
the venues? Or
does IPL also want to be able to insert 150 seconds of commercial advertising spots into the world
feed, which Sony must then broadcast? Or
does IPL also want to be able to supply Sony with 150 seconds of commercial spots for it to insert
into its broadcast feed?

We have contracted to provide Sony (and WSG) with a clean feed save only for the DLF/IPL logo, the timing
sponsor and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, we should expect the inclusion of actual
commercial advertising spots in the world feed and even prolonged focussing on at-venue advertisements (on
hoardings or the big screen) to provoke complaints of breach from broadcasters (including WSG'S licensees)
who have contracted for a clean feed,

Also, please note that the second paragraph of my response to point 1 is a little cute - I would expect Sony to
respond that we should change "(i.e. between and during overs)" to "(i,e. between and during overs and
during nme Outs)", not "(including between and during overs and during Time Outs)", or even that "between
and during overs" coveTs off "during Time Outs".
Best regards.
Paul

Dear Ashok
Please see my responses to the points you have made in bold below.
As a general point, IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL'S

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

Yours, etc,

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OIO l2t4l
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
C€: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:
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Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that

rega rding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I,m not sure why you state the IpL
reseTves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I

understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok' r think you know what is meant by rpl reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8'6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes lO minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the €ommercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IpL,s
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IpL was not agreeing to Sony'!
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. you are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's mov€ on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. rt is part and
parcel of the agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time Outs. That
is why the wording in brackets was changed.

2.

on the "Time Outs" deflnition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discuss,on during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review,

f

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third Parties' and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IpL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn,t have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed rn

the amendment.

Correct, That is because this requirement doesn.t work in practice. It,s 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory you would have to wait until the end of
the match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be
provided much before the end of a full match) before rpl could exploit that enaidement.
Again, the obligation on rPL to provide 2.600 seconds is sufficient - if rpl faits to provide
that much airtime to sony (whether due to the fact rpl's 150 seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined tength of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BccI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the sET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as tnts
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
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contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it ne€ds to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds first) is that this airtime may be
commercial in nature as opposed to promotional,

This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcastsi the ads can be ins€rted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL.

4'

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate,
advertising too. For e.9. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands, When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines,

5'

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amenomenrs are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that €lause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the am€ndment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1{ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to gei into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Eank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for

further

discussion.

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 pM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express refurence to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year lpL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best rega rds.
Paul
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Paul l.lanning

Vi:e Prcold€nt, Illc Media Legal
l'.|G t4edia Limited
5th Fbor

*

Mccormack House

Budington tane

*

London W4 zTH

Tel: 020 8233 7825 ,* Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.imoworld.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
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by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
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or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful .
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Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>
AshokN@setindia.com <AshokN@setindia.com >
snehar@setindia.com <snehar@setindia.com>,
lkm@iplt20. com <lkm@iplt20. com >. sundar@iplt20.com
<sundar@iplt20.com >, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
23.02.2010 17:35

copy

Date
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Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL'S

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OlO L2i47
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd

raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
Teserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
sugqests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I

understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subiect of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8,6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and lames Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this. then Sneha will be able to remind you! I yvas
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after fPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
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The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. ft is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs, That is why the wording in brackets was changed.
2.

On the "Time Outs" defanition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and trmrng
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the dascretion of the BCCL I
think this needs a review.

I know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests ar€ protected.by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IpL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be. so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notic€ of this prior to each season.
3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the lvlRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if N4SM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removeo In

the amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It.s 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IpL could exploit that entiflement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provid€
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPt's 15O seconds have been inctuded
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercral
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of com mercials to run which is not what is

contemplated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL's disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2.600 seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast th€ feed as provided by IpL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate,
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.9, a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
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broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedute 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Eank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or Np have any comments,

I will let vou know.

Cheers

Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PMann ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday. February 18. 2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express refurence to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul

Paulllanning
PEsi.lent, ll,lc l,ledia Legal
I}lG ltledb Limited
ViCe

* McCormack House
Burlington Lane * London W4 2TH
5th Floor

Tel: 020 8233 7826 x Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.lmoworld.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges. or may
constitute non-public information, It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The precedinq e-mai1 message (including any attachnents)
contains information that may be confidential. may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privi.Leges, or may
const.itute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If Vou are not
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an intended recipi-ent of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then defete alf copj-es of it
fron your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement -
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to
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Frw 1l'&&d ,Fr &s rrlasre*

Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>,
Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >, lkm@iplt20.com
<

Date

subiect

lkm@iDlt20.com >

23.02.2010 19:00

I was going to suggest adding this into the amendment agreement with WSG, which currently only refers to
payment of the extra rights fee for the 60th match.

At present under WSG agreement, as with the Sony agreement, the feed to be provided by IPL is essentially
a clean feed, apart from the DLF/IPL logo, the sponsored timing graphic and verbal references to the timing
sponsor. Therefore, do we also want to make it clear that the world feed is 9oin9 to contain 15O seconds of
IPL airtime, which may contain commercial advertising spots. If the intention is not for WSG/its licensees to
be under an obligation to broadcast this airtime, then the amendment may not be so necessary.

Please let me know your views on this and
agreement.

I will make the changes

(as necessary) to the WSG amendment

Best regards.

Paul

From: Wildblood, Andrew
Sent: 23 February 2OlO L2:23
To: Sundar; Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt2o.com
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Will also need to inform WSG as thev will need to forewarn their broadcasters

From: Sundar Imailto: su ndar@iplt20.com]
S€nt: 23 February 2010 05:31
To: Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt20.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew

Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Its point 2 as below.

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports, net]
Sent! 22 February 2010 18:11
To: lkm@iplt20.com; su nda r@ iplt20. co m
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew

Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
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Dear Lalit, Sundar

Please see below my draft response to Ashok for your review and comments.

Before sending it I would be grateful for some clarification as to how you wish to use the 150 seconds airtime,
as this may change the response on this issue. Is the 150 seconds:

only for our cameras to focus advertising at the venue itselt ie on the big screen or hoardings in the
venues? or
does IPL also want to be able to insert 150 seconds of commercial advertising spots into the world feed,
which Sony must then broadcast? Or
does IPL also want to be able to supply Sony with 150 seconds of commercial spots for it to insert into its
broadcast feed?

We have contracted to provide Sony (and WSG) with a clean feed save only for the DLF/IPL lo9o, the timing
sponsor and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, we should expect the inclusion of actual
commercial advertising spots in the world feed and even prolonged focussing on at-venue advertisements (on
hoardings or the big screen) to provoke complaints of breach from broadcasters (includinq WSG'S licensees)
who have contracted for a clean feed.

Also, please note that the second paragraph of my response to point 1 is a little cute - I would expect Sony to
respond that we should change "(i.e. between and during overs)" to "(i,e. between and during overs and
during Time Outs)", not"(includmg between and during overs and during Time Outs)", or even that "between
and during overs" covers off "during Time Outs".

Best regards.

Paul

Dear Ashok

Please see my responses to the points you have made in bold betow.

As a general point, IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.
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Yours, etc.

Fromr Ashok Nambissan Imailto :AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OIO 12:4L
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew

Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that I thought I'd raise
regarding the proposed amendments.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL reserves its
rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if not in 2010 but in
subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing commitment on the 2000 + 600
seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs"
respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds but the obligation to provide it
"between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA still subsists. Secondly you've added the
word "including" before "between and during overs" which suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even
outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,000 seconds (or
2.5OO seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved fPL's
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this €lause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,5OO seconds can be provided otherthan between and during overs. It is part and
pa.cel of the agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time Outs. That
is why the wording in brackets was changed.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing in a
separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory serves me
right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I think this needs
review,

a

I

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. Th€ whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.

The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
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dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided fPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.
That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.
On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM has
inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in the
amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It,s 2,60O seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory you would have to wait until the end of
the match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be
provided much before the end of a full match) before IpL could exploit that entitlement.

Again' the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.

Also the drafting of the provision sugqests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requares the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem Dlated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds first) is that this airtime may be
commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.

This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sonyr but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL,

Further as you may know the lnformation Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising of
certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'advertising too. For
e'9. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these are caught by the camera
in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that,ll be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.
Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are regarding
miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has been agreed that
clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue' on the world feed- for
e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.
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This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. sony has to breach at teast 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by rp|- (para 1(ii) of schedule 3). we are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.

And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and whicn was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this, Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or Np have any comments,

I will let vou know,

Cheers

Ashok

From3 Manning, Paul Imailto: pManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 pM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildbtood, Andrew
Subiect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time. please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and lO minutes after the Match, as was the case last year IpL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.

Best regards.

Paul

Paul l,lannlng
Vi€e Pr€sitent,

I

G l'|edb

Leg.l
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lllG Medb Llmlted
5th Fbor * Mccormack
&rrllngton Lane

*

House

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8?33 6523

www-inoYvorh.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any atiachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. it is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-rnail rnessage (including any attachments )
contains lnformation that may be confidential, may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicabfe privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated reclpient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by rep-lyinq to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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Subject
Sender
Recipient
Copy

Date
.
H

RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract
Manning, Paul

<

PManning@csi-sports. net>

Sundar <sundar@iplt2o.com>
lkm@iplt20.com <lkm@ipltzo.com>, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@im gworld.com >

24.02.7070 23:04

d2O1.OO224

pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment).doc (84 KB)

i Sundar

Please see the attached revised draft for your review and approval prior to sending to Sony.

Best regards.

Paul

From: Sundar Imailto:sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 24 February 2010 10:48
To: Manning, Paul
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
2600 seconds
Yes in its entirety

Thats flne
BG

- they have a slightly

amended version, but consistent with what has been given in 0B and 09.

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 24 February 2010 15:58
To: Sundar
Subrect: RE; IPL,/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Thanks for this Sundar

- just to be clear:

In relation to the commercial airtime for Sony, when you say we retain last year's wording, do you mean
that we keep it as "2,000 seconds plus 600 seconds in time outs" or do we still change it to'2/600 seconds" ?

My drafting on Time Outs is agreed in its entirety? I.e. the new definition giving IPL discretion to change
the format, timing etc? With an obligation to give Sony reasonable notice of the timing, etc of time outs prior
to the season? Remove the clause detailing 7.5 minute time outs and appendix giving conditions applicable
for shortened matches?

Rourdcr.be

150 seconds - just to be clear, the way the amendment is currently drafted, it allows IPL to include in the
Feed it makes available to Sony, within overs onlv. 150 seconds commercial airtime. That would not allow us
to provide Sony with an ad, and tellthem to insert it in their broadcast feed, but as per your email yesterday

you do not want that.

We changed some drafting in the last draft from "insertion in the Feed" to "provision in the Feed" of the
aTe conceTned we may require them to insert commercials, I think we can say that the
"insertion" or "inclusion" in the Feed bv IPL of the 150 seconds airtime.

airtime. If Sony

I might add a couple of words to make it clear that this is in addition to incidental coverage of in-ground
sponsorship.
Bank guarantees

Shall

I

-

no change to the wording in the contract.

revise the amendment or did Ashok say he was going to do it?

Best regards,

Paul

From: Sundar [mailto:sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 24 February 2010 10:05

Toi Manning, Paul
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Responses as discussed and agreed with MSM

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL reserves tts
rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if not in 2010 but in
subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing commitment on the 2000 + 600
seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs"
respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds but the obligation to provide it
"between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA still subsists. Secondly you've added the
word "including" before "between and during overs" which suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even
outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I understand it from the commercial understandinq.

Asholq I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it v€ry clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or
2.600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered ..in the Feed', as stated in
8.6(b). Th€ Feed begins 10 minutes before th€ match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obtigation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved tpl.s
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position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Ag.eem€nt the express
reference to 10 minutes befor€ and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony,s
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. you are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided oth€rthan between and during overs. Itispartand
parcel of the agr€ement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time Outs. That
is why the wording in brackets was changed.

SUNDAR : We retain the exact wordings as was in the last year's contract on this.

On the "Time Outs" deflnition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing in a
separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory serves me
right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion ofthe BCCI. I think this needs

a

rev iew,

I

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of th€
amendment is to change that.

The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion ov€r
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for comptaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

SUNDAR : TIN4E OUT HAS BEEN AGREED as We oToDosed

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM has
inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in the
amendment,

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds
per fully compl€ted 40 over match, so in theory you would have to wait until the end of
the match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be
provided much before the end of a full match) before IPL coutd exptoit that entitlement,

Again, the obligation on IPI- to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IpL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.

Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that white
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
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'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance, Similarlv there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds first) is that this airtime may be
commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.

This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony. but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL.

SUNDAR

:

150 seconds agreed as we proposed

Further as you may know the Information l\4inistry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising of
certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'advertising too. For
e.9. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these are caught by the camera
in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

OK

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are regarding
miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has been agreed that
clause B.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue' on the wo-rld feed- for
e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least g times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.

And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presendy using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

We can retain their last vears format

Fromr lkm@iplt20.com Imailto : lkm@iplt20.com]
Sent: 24 February 2010 01;42
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To: Paul Manning; Sundar Raman
Cc: Andrew Wildblood
Subject: Re: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Sundar. Update. As discussed.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: "Manning, Paul" <PManning@csi-sports.net>
Date: Mon, 22Feb2Ol0 I2:4O:30 +0000
To: lkm@iplt20.com< lkm@iplt20.com>

;

sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com >

Cc: Wild blood, Andrew <Andrew.Wild blood @imgworld. com >

Subject: FW: IP1r/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear

La

lit, Sundar

Please see below my draft response to Ashok for your review and comments.

Before sending it I would be grateful for some clarification as to how you wish to use
as this may change the response on this issue. Is the 150 seconds:

the 150 seconds airtime,

only for our cameras to focus advertising at the venue itself, ie on the big screen or hoardings in the
venues? Or
does IPL also want to be able to insert 150 seconds of commercial advertising spots into the world feed,
which Sony must then broadcast? Or
does IPL also want to be able to supply Sony with 150 seconds of commercial spots for it to insert into its
broadcast feed?

We have contracted to provide Sony (and WSG) with a clean feed save only for the DLF/IPL logo, the timing
sponsor and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, we should exDect the inclusion of actual
commercial advertising spots in the world feed and even protonged focussing on at-venue advertisements (on
hoardings or the big screen) to provoke complaints of breach from broadcasters (including WSG's licensees)
who have contracted for a clean feed.

Also, please note that the second paragraph of my response to point 1 is a little cute - I would expect Sony to
respond that we should change "(i.e. between and during overs)" to "(i.e. between and during overs and
during nme Outs)", not"(including between and during overs and during Time Outs)", or even that "between
and during overs" covers off "during Time Outs".

Best regards.

Pau

I
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Dea r Ashok

Please see my responses to the points you have made in botd below.

As a general point. IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IpL's
position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not

agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the flrst
match of the season, as presently stipulated- Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

Yours, etc.

From! Ashok Nambissan [mailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February zOtO 12i41
Toi Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood. Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi

Pa

ul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

I thought I'd raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL reserves its
rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if not in 201O but in
subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing commitment on the 2000 + 600
seconds was that the BccI would provide this "between and during" overs and during "Time outs"
respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds but the obligation to provide it
"between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA still subsists. Secondly you've added the
word "including" before "between and during overs" which suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even
outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I understand it from the commercial understanotno.

Ashok. I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year, rPL made it very clear last year that the 2,ooo seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered ..in the Feed., as stated in
8,6(b), The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obtigation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James R€go rese.v€d IpL,s
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agr€eing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IpL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause. but was reserving its position, you are not going to change
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IPL'S view on this so let's move on.

The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs, rt is part and
parcel of the agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time Outs. That
is why the wording in brackets was changed,

On the "Time Outs" deflnition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timrng In a
separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory serves me
right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion ofthe BCCI. I think tnrs neecs
review.

a

I know that Time Outs were defined in the €ontract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties. and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2'600 seconds airtime in a fulty completed 40 over match - provided IpL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.
on the 150 seconds for the BccI: ihe MRLA has this as an obligation to MSty to provide only if MsM has
inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in rne
amendment.

correct- That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice, rt's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over matchr so in theory you would have to wait until the end of
the match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be
provided much before the end of a full match) before rpl coutd exploit that en[iflement.

Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IpL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S l50 seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.

Also the drafting of the provislon suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial sDots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commerctal
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can,t be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disPosal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requir€ment to provide 2,6O0 seconds first) is thai ttris airtime may be
commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
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This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcastsi the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising of
certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'advertising too. For
e.9. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these are caught by the camera
in passing, that's noi an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are regarding
miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has been agreed that
clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue' on the world feed- for
e,g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.

We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast ev€ry ball. Sony has to breach at least I times befor€ any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the cir€umstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3), We are not going to get into
stipulating what do€s and what does not amount to showing cause.

And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period,

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for

further

discussion,

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

Cheers

Ashok

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

I will let you

know.
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Further to your discussions with Sundar,

I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.

Best regards.

Paul

Paul i.lanning
Ylce

Presuent,ltilc

edia Leg.l

IMG Medb Limited
5th Flgqr x McCormack House
Burlington Lrne x London W4 2TH

Tef: 020 8233 7826 * Faxi 020 8233 6523

www,imoworld.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-cllent or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information, It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system, Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawfu..
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system, Any use, dissemination, distribution,
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or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any aLtachments)
contains information that may be confidential. may be protected

by the attorney-c.Iient o! othe! app.licable privileqres, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveved
only Lo the deslgnaLed recipient(s) named above- Tf you are .,-t
an intended recipient of Lhis message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete al.I copies of it
r!eu yuu! LU!.IJuLe! system. Any use. dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of Lhis rnessage by uninlended recipients is noL
authorized and nay be un]awfu.L.

AMENDMENT AGREEMENT
February 2010 (this "AmendEent")

Thi! Amendmeot Agreemert d.ted {s of
Betwe€D

(l)

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN INDIA, a society registered under the Tamil
Nadu Societies Registration Act and having its address at Cricket C€nto, Wankhede Stadiurq
Mumbai -,100020, India for and on behalfof its sepaiate Sub-Committee unii known as Indian
Prcmicr Lcaguc

(2)

('Licenror");

and

MSM SATELLITE (SINCAPORE) PTE. LTD., a company organized under the laws of
Singapore and having its principal olfices at 5 Tampines Central 6, fl02-19 Telepark Buildin&
Singapore, 529482 (which expr€ssion shall includ€ its succ€ssors and assigns) ('LiceDsee').

RECITALS:

A,

Licensor and License€ (th€ "Prrtier") have entered into the lndian Premier League Media
Rights Licenc4 Agrccrncnt datcd 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Licensee has be€n gEnted
the M€dia Rights (lhe "Agreemena").

B.

The Partics wish to amend the Agrc€ment and otherwis€ agee on tenns as set out in this
Amendment.

Whereas

L

it b hereby lgr€ed sr follorvs, erch with efiect from the date hereof:

3'd/4o Phce Play-Ofr

Msach

d Rights Fee

The Agrccrn€nt shall bc amcnded as follows:
l.

I

"It,s

fl
(ii)

A new Clause 7.1(c) shall b€ added to the Agre€ment as follows:
acla@tledged and sccepAd by the Parties thatfor the 2010 IPL season:

an additional (.e.

6f)

Match shall be played between the losing semi-Jinalists

that season (referred to as the

"{#

Plqce

Plsy0lf);

for

in considerotion of Liceisor's gran! to Licensee of the Media Righs to such 3'd/4'h
Place Pla!-Of Licensee shall pa! to Licensor in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 7 an incremental pro rata increase in the Rights Fee in the following amount:
Indian Rupees

5 7,62 7,

II9

(iil
(iv)

all of the te.rns and conditions of
Play-Olf.

"

this Agreement shall apply to such

3^/4"

Place

2.

Time Outs rnd Commercirl Time
The Agrc€mcnt shall be amended as follows:

2.1

The definition of '"Tim€ O[t" in Clause I of the Ag€ement shall be del€ted in ib
entirety and replaced by the following new definition of "TlEe Out":
"medns the scheduled breaks in play duing each innings in a Malch, of a nunber,
timing, format and conlcnt as delermined by the Licensor in its diicretion, at notiJied
by lhe Licensor to lhe Licensee in advance"

2.2
2.3

Clause

5.ll

of lhe Ageement shall be deleted in its entirety.

Ir the first pardgraph ofClause 8,6(b) ofthe Agreement, the words "Licensor shall
ensure the Feed provides Licettee with a minirnum of 2,000 seconds of commercial
time (i.e., betreeea and duing otcrs) PLUS another 600 seconds of cotumercial
airt me ,n nme Outs in each jully conpleted Match of40 (forry) overc" slrd,llbe
deleted and replaced by the worids;
"Licensor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee with the opporrurrity to insefi a
minimtm of2,600 (lwo lhousand sit hundred) $econds ofcommercial tine
(.f,i$e1}dliqe behteen and during overc and during Time Outs) in each fully
conpleted Match of40 (forE) owrs. '

2.4

In Cfaus€ 8.6(bxiv) ofthc Agrc€ment, thc words "Licensee shall be entitled to insert
a mhimum of 2,0U) seconds ofcommercial time (i.e. bet$'een and during oven) and
6(n seconds in each Time Out in eoch fully completed Match of40 ovels... " shall be
deleted and r.placed by the words:
"Licensee shatl be entitled to insert a mini um of 2,600 (tt1)o thousafid six hundred)
seconds of conmercial titxe (!.f,Maditi€-between and duing oven and duing Tine
Outs)

2.5
3.

for

each

Iully conpleted Match of40 (forty) owrs... "

The Appendix to

Licensor Cominercial

ahe

Agreement shall b€ del€ted in its entirety.

Airtine

The Agreement shall be amended as follows:
3.1

hrClausc2.8oftheAgeeme,th€words"Sr.6J-ecttoLicenseehavinginsefied2,600seconds
of commelciql tirre per Malch for use by Licensee end its appointed advertisers and SubLicensees pursuant to Clause 8.6, Licensee shall provide and/or procure thot Licensor is
provided vlilh a minimun of 150 seconds of teleision airtime spolJ (whether 5 x 30 second
spoti or othefw,se al Licensor's dkcretion as hotifed by Licensor to Licensee not later than
90 days pior to the nert IPL season qnd in the case of the 2009 IPL seoson reasonably in
advance ofthelrst Match olthe 2009 IPL season) during every live trqnrmission of Matches
and/or any Player Auction in India for the purposes of promoting the laague, the Teams,
cicket and the ofrcial we6site" shall be deleted.

3.2

A new Cl.use 5.1(ixd) shall be added as follows:

*(d)

may include within an over of any Match, but not while the ball is "in play"
(as defined in Claxse 8.6O)0 below) and not beth'een oters, commercidl airtime
spots ofan aggregate duration of 150 (one hundred and fifty) seconds per Mdtch (in
ahy combination, uihelher I0 x 15 secoid spots ot otherwise at Licensor's discretion)

(the ''Licensor Commercial

Aifline').

:Ffn,W.g$L*'19at

qt &xbt. lbaage

q

PasE 2

h

Cfause 5.3(i) the words "and Licensee agrees to carry and clearly disploy the Sponsored

Ingo and an! timing graphic and to transmit lhe verbal references for any timing sponsor at
all times on all transmissions and broddcasts without blocking it in ant mahner ulhatsoevef
shall be deleted and replaccd by thc words:

"and L,censee agrees to carry and clearly display the Sponsored Logo and any trming
graphic and to transmit the verbal references for any timw sponsor and the Licensor
Commercial Airtime at all times on all transmissiois dnd broadcasts u)ithout blockins
or alteing lhem hr any manner whatsoevel."

A new Clause 5.3(iii) and Clause 5.3(iv) shall be added as follows:
"s.3qilLicensee acknowledges and accepE th rte Licensor Commercial Airtime may tE
exploiAd by Licensol for any conmercial or non-commercial purpose in ils
discretion, including b! selling such Licensor Commercial Ainime to any thid pany
commercial advertisers and/or by promoling the League, ,he Title Sltonsor, the
Ofricial Sponsors. the Teams, cicket dnd/or the ofrcial vrebsite. Licensot shall be
errt tled to retait all revenues that it deives Jrom its exploitdtion of the Licensor
Corxmercial Airtime.

5.3(iv) Licensor acknowledges and accepts that the

?#*1e+1fu!,ibt1futfui!}}jf!'f the .., -.

Licensor Commercial Ai ime ih lhe Feed shall he v'ilhout prejudice lo its obligations
under Clause 8,6ft) below."

4,

Additional Franchirer rnd Righb Fee Adiuitmerts
Clause ?.9(t ofthe Agte€rnenl "An! incremeilal increase in Rights Fee that Licensee agrees
to pay pulsuant to Clause 7.9(b) sha be paid by Licensee to Licensor on or before the date of
thefvst Mqtch ofeqch Season m which the incremental increase in Rights Fee applaes unless
othetwise agreed in witing by Licensor. For the avoidance of doubt, the Bsnk Guaranteei to
be prol,ided undel Clause 7.5 above shall be in the atnount of s ch increased Rights Fee"
shall be deleted in its entirety and replaced by a new Clause 7.9(0 as follows:

"o

oiginal
Fee shall rcmain as set oul at Clause 7.2 and S.hedxle I ofthis
Agreenent, and @) the Bank Guarantees to be proided under Clause 7.5 above shall
be in the amount ofthe totql increased Rights Fee (i,e. ,he oiginal Rights Fee and the
incremental Rights Fee) and shall be provided by the dates set out in Clause 7,5,"
Gener!l

5.1

Capitalised terms used in this Amendment and not otherwise d€fincd shall have the
meanings ascrib€d to them in the Agre€ment.

Page 3
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The Parti€s confirm that this Amendment opemtes to amend the Agreement in
accordance with Clause 24 th€reof.

5.3

Subject to the foregoing amendments thereto, the Agreem€nt shall co inue in full
force and effect, and ftom ah€ date hereofr€ference to the Agre€ment shall be read as
rcference to that document as amended by the terms h€reof.

5.4

16,l7,20,23,?6

a

28 ofthe Agr€ement apply to this Amendment and
if references in those provisions to the
Agreement were r€fercnces to this Amendment.
Cfauses 15,

are incorporated illto this Amendme as

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

dre duly authoris€d rcpresentatives

of the Parties have set thgir hands

hercto the day and year first above writter..

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRJCKET IN

INDIA

By:

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAFORE) PTE.
LTD.

By:
Name:

Tifle:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

Nrme:

Name:
Tlale:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

N!me:
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Webmail :: Re: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contact

subiect
Sender
Reciplent
Date

Rer IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

r*undcub€
rrN*ndl
*e{{tq

frtf

i6r ttrg

sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20. com >
Lalit Modi < lkm @iplt20.com >, Andrew Wildblood
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>, Paul Manning
< PManning@csi-sports. net>
26.O2.2O1O 2L:43

AW : this will be between balls and not between overs so no issues there.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: lkm@iplt20.com
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 2010 14:33:13 +0000

>; Paul Manning< PManning@csi-sports. net> ; Sundar
Raman<sundar@iplt20. com >
Subjectr Re: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

To: Andrew Wildblood<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com

Not to worry we will put the ads. Anyone does not like can give back rights.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: "Wildblood, Andrew' <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2OlO 18:34:44 +0000
To: Manning, Paul<PManning@csi-sports.net>; Sundar<sundar@iplt20.com>;
lkm @iplt20.cQm<lkm@iplt20.com >
RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Subject:

Assume the advertisers will be targeting India so if the irternational broadcasters are forewarned they can schedule
their own breaks at the same time.

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 13:31
To: Wildblood, Andrew; Sundar; lkm@iplt20.com
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

I

was going to suggest adding this into the amendment agreement with WSG. which
currently only refers to payment of the extra rights fee for the 60th match.

At present under WSG agreement, as with the Sony agreement, the feed to be provided by
IPL is essentially a clean feed, apaft from the DLF/IPL logo, the sponsored timing graphic
and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, do we also want to make it clear
that the world feed is going to contain 150 seconds of IPL airtime, which may contain
commercial advertising spots. If the intention is not for WSG/its licensees to be under an
obligation to broadcast this airtime, then the amendment may not be so necessary.
Please let me know your views on this and
WSG amendment agreement.

Best rega rds.
Paul
From: Wildblood, Andrew

I of 6

I will make the changes (as necessary) to the

Webmail :: Re: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contact

Sent: 23 February 2010 12:23
To: Sundar; Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt20.com
Subject: RE: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Wll also need to inform WSG as they will need to forewarn their broadcasters

From: Sundar Imailto:sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 23 February 2010 05:31
Tor Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt2o.@m
Cc: Wildblood, Andrcw

subject:

RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Its point 2 as below.
Froms Manning, Paul [mailto:PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: 22 February 2010 18:11
To: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Dear Lalit, Sundar
Please see below my draft response to Ashok for your review and comments.

Before sending it I would be grateful for some clariflcation as to how you wish to use the
150 seconds airtime, as this may change the response on this issue. Is the 150 seconds:

1. only for our cameras to focus advertising at the venue itself, ie on the big screen or hoardings in the
venues? Or
2. does IPL also want to be able to insert 150 seconds of commercial advertising spots into the world
feed. which Sonv must then broadcast? Or
3. does IPL also want to be able to supply Sony with 150 seconds of commercial spots for it to insert into
its broadcast feed?

We have contracted to provide Sony (and WSG) with a clean feed save only for the DLF/IPL
logo, the timing sponsor and verbal references to the timing sponsor. Therefore, we should
expect the inclusion of actual commercial adveftising spots in the world feed and even
prolonged focussing on at-venue advertisements (on hoardings or the big screen) to
provoke complaints of breach from broadcasters (including WSG's licensees) who have
contracted for a clean feed.
Also, please note that the second paragraph of my response to point 1 is a little cute - I
would expect Sony to respond that we should change "(i.e. between and during overs)" to
"(i.e. between and during overs and during fime Outs)", not " (including between and during overs
and during Time Outs)", or even that t'between and during overs" covers off "during Time
Outs".
Best regards.
Pau

I

Dear Ashok
2of6

Webnnil :: Re: IPUMSM Amendnent Agreement - subject io confact

Please see my responses to

the points you have made in bold below.

As a general point, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence
fee for extra matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and
subject to Sony agreeing to JPL's position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony
does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not agree to delay payment of the additional
licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first match of the season, as
presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by IPL it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires
something in return if it is to agree to it.

Yours. etc.

From: Ashok Nambissan [mailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
19 February 2010 12:41
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Ccr lkm@iplt2o.@m; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

sent:

Hi Paul:
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting. there are a few outlier points tilat I
thought I'd raise regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL reserves
its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if not in 2010 but
in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing commitment on the 2OOO +
600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during" overs and during'tTime Outs"
respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds but the obligation to provide it
"between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA still subsists. Secondly you've added
the word "including" before "between and during overs" which suggests the 2600 seconds can be given
even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I understand it from the commercial

understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this
was the subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year
that the 2,OOO seconds (or 2,6OO seconds as it will now be) of airtime was
to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in 8.6(b), The Feed begins tO
minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the match, and this
is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved
IPL's position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to
remind you! I was making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the
Amendment Agr€ement the express reference to 10 minutes before and lO
minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's interpretation of this clause,
but was reserving its position. You are not going to change Ipl's view on
this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs.
It is part and parcel of the agreement that some of this airtime may be
provaded in the Time Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was
cha nged.

JOttt

Webnnil :: Re: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contact

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the lvlRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing in a
separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory serves me
right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I think this needs
a review.

I know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of
this part of the amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain
discretion over how they operate year on year during the term, It cannot
have playing conditions dactated by third parties, and Sony's €ommercial
interests are protected by the obligation to make available 2,6OO seconds
airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL complies with
that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the
time outs will be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice
of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 15O seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM has
inserted the 2500 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in the
amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's
2,600 seconds per fully completed 4O over match, so in theory you would
have to wait until the end of the match and the provision of the 2,600th
second (which in reality is not going to be provided much before the end of
a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL
fails to provide that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S
15O seconds have been included or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial
spots to be inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What
I've been told is that while the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined
length of the spots focus on the commercial 'on ground' hoardings as part of an
arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground sponsors. Hence there is
no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of Singapore
with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as
this requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run
which is not what is contemolated.
This aartame cannot be restricted to focuslng on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that is
at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of the
unworkable requirement to provlde 2,600 o€conds first) is that this airtime may be commercial
in nature as opposed to promotional.

This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to
Sony (by tape or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in
the feed made available to Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the
feed as provided by IPL.

4.
4
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Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising of

Webrnail :: Re: IPUMSM funendment Agreement - subject to contract

certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'advertising too.
For e.g. 'Kingflsher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands, When these are caught by the
camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll be a big issue.

IPL

5.

as

aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines,

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has been
agreed that clause 8.6(bxi) wlll not be attracted ifthe ball cutting happens because of a'miscue'on the
world feed- for e.9. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included
in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of
the obligation to broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times
before any penalty is imposed, and will have the opportunity to explain the
circumstances behind the breach on being sent a "show cause notice" by
IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into stipulating
what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and
which was approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format
can continue to be used for the rest ofthe Rights Period.
IPL does not agree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank
Guarantee format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance
by IPL. This is not open for further
discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,
know.

I will let you

Cheers

Ashok
Froms Manning, Paul Imailto:PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2010 9:39 PM

To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Dear Ashok, Sneha

Fufther to your discussions with Sundar,

I

attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have
removed the express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as
was the case last year IPL expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul

5
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Paul

Arnendment Agreement - subject to contract

llannlng

Mcs P.esidenl lttc lredis Legsl
IMG Itedla Llrlted
5th Floor ' i/bcomack Fiouse
Eudington Lan6' London W4 2TH

Telr 020 8233 7826

'

Fax: 020 82i13 6523

www.imqworld-com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The p.receding e-maif nessage (including any attachnents)
contains information that may be confidentiaf. nay be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
on.Ly to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipienL of this message, p-Iease notify tbe sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dlssemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this rnessage by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be un.Lawfuf .
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Su

bie€t

Sender
Recipient
copy
Date

RE: IPL/l.lSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >
lkm@iplt20.com <lkm@iplt20.com>. wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
26.02.2010 18:55

n#mk*i&

HiSundar

I strongly recommend that IPL does not commit to accept for the rest of the term the form of BG provided by
Sony this year. There is a long time to go under this contract and the law may change in such a way that IPL
might need to alter the form of bank guarantee to make it effective. If IPL commits to accept the form used
by Sony this year, IPL could be stuck with a BG that does not work.
Under the current wording Sony have to use an approved form of BG, but IPL cannot unreasonably delay,
condition or withhold that approval. That should be sufficient comfort for Sony. Getting approval requires
nothing more from them than sending IPL a draft.
Please confirm.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Sundar Imailto:sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 26 February 2010 12:00
To: Manning, Paul
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Paul,

I understand the change in BG is not reflected. We will accept whatever they gave last year and year before.
Also some minor thing he mentioned. Expect a mail

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sents 25 February 2010 14:48
To:'AshokN@setindia.com'
Cc: 'snehar@setindia.com'; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain of the changes.
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent3 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@iplt20.com; wildblood. Andrew
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.

a

Ror.urdcube

As a general point, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPLt
position on the other changes to the aqreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL'S position, then IPL will not

agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it,

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2010 12:41
Tor Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that I thought I'd raise
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again thai is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subiect of dascussaon last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,000 seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b), The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a diff€rent interpretation and James Rego reserved fPL's
position. If you can't remember this. then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 1() minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the lvlRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

I

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs ar€ a playang condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term, It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties. and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully compl€ted 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.
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That said, we aPpreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be. so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the f4RLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in

the amendment,

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory fPL woutd have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entidement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 150 seconds hav€ been included
or oth€rwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of com mercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told as that while
the ball as not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commerctal
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET F4AX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removat of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,6OO seconds to Sony first) is that this airtim€ may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads €an be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by tp|-.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to ,surrogate,
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher' and 'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony ghould continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approv€d in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or Np have any comments,

Cheers

I will let you know.
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Ashok

From! Manning, Paul Imailto : pManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 pM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last vear lpl
expressly reseryes its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Pa

ul

Paul Uanning

Vke Prcsldent,

ltlc edb Legal

Ir|G l'ledb Limited
5th Fbor

* Mccormack House
* London W4 2TH

gurlington tane

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Faxt 020 8233 6523
www.imowodd.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confldential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all coDies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all coDies of it
from your computer system. Any use. dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may b€ unlawful.

The preceding e-mai] message (incfudinq any attachments)

contains information that may be confidentia.L. nay be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privlleges. or nay
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conv-yed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If yo.l
an intended recipient of this message, pfease not.ify the"r.,.,-t
sender
by replying to this message and then delete all coples of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissenination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by uninLended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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Subject

RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agneement - subiect to
contract

Sender

Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>

Recipaent

copy

rsms*xk{&

AshokN@setindia.com <AshokN@setindia.com >
snehar@setindia.com <snehar@setindia.com >,

lkm@iplt20.com <lkm@iplt20.com>, sundar@iplt20.com
<sundar@iplt20.com >, wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
26.O2.?OL0 14t48

o d20100226 pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment).doc (84 KB)
Hi Ashok
Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with a
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain ofthe changes,
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia,com; lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses an bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, lPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from

you.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OtO 12t4I
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20,com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage,

I thought I'd raise

I'm not sure why you state the IPL
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Teserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "betlveen and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I

understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year, fPL made it very clear last year that the 2.OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
a.6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved fPL's
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided oth€rthan between and during overs. It is partand
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtim€ may be provided in the Time
outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed,
On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCL I
think this needs a review.

I

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said. we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable noti€e of this prior to each season.
3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSf4 to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in
the amenciment.

Corr€ct. That is because this requirement do€sn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 4O over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the €nd of the
match and the provision of the 2,6o0th second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is suffici€nt - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to th€ fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such com mercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
reouires the issue of a release order and the Drovision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem olated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
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This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcastsi the ads can be inserted in the f€ed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to ,surrogate,
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it,

we negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obtigation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Perlod.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or Np have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto; PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@ipltzo.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subtect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express refurence to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last vear IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best rega rds,
Paul

Paul Flanning

ViE Prc6ld€nt, Il.lc Medb Legal
IMG ti|edb Limited
5th Fbor * Mccgmack House
Burlington Lane * London W4 2TH
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Telr 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
www,imoworld,com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-maif message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidentiaL. may be protected

by the attorney-cllent or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-pubfic information. It is intended to be conveyed
onl-y to the designated recipient(s) narned above. If you aIe not
an intended recipient of this nessage, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. disseroination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unfawful.

AMENDMENT ACREEMENT

Thi! Amrodm€Dt Agrerment dated

''

February 2010 (this "Am€ndmetrl")

of

BeaweeD

(l)

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN INDIA, a society registered uMer the Tarnil
Nadu Societies Regish-dtion Act and having its address at Cricket Center, Wankhede Stadium,
Mumbai - 400020. India for and on behalf of its seDarate Sub-Committee unit known as Indian
Premier League

(2)

("Licensor");

and

MSM SATELLITE (SINCAPORX) PIE. LTD., a company organized under the laws of
Singapore and having its principal oflices at 5 Tampines Central 6, lm2-19 Telepark Building
Singapore, 529482 (which expression shall includc its succcssors and assigns) ("LiceNee").

RECITALST

A,

Licensor and Licensee (the "Prrder") have ent€red into the Indian Premier Leaguc Media
Rights Licenc€ Agrcement dated 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Licensee has been granted
the M€dia Rights (the 'AgreeneDt").
The Parties wish to amend thc Agreement and otherwisc agrc€ on t€[ns as set out in this
Amgndment.

Where.s it is hereby .greed sr followr, erch wlth effect from tbe date hereof:
I

.

3dl4u Pl.ce Pl.y-Off Mstch

rrd RighB Fee

The Agreement shall be amcnd€d as follows:
I

.

I

A new Clause

7. I

(c) shall b€ added to the Agreernent as follows:

"It is aclaowledged and accepled by lhe Partiet thatfor

@
ai)

the 2010 IPL season:

an additional (i.e. 6d^) Match shat! be played betu'een the tosi
that season (refened to as the

"f/4

Ptace

Pfsy0lJ");

g

setui-fnatiss

for

in consideraton of Licensor't grant to Licensee of the Meltia Rights to such 3'a/4tu
Place Plar-Of Licetsee shall pay to Licenmr in occordatce Nith the prcisions of
Clause 7 an incremental pro rata increate in the Rights Fee in the followi/tg dmount:
Indion Rupees 57,627, 1 I9

(it)

all of the terrns and condilions of this Agreement shall apply to such 3^/4^ Place
Play-olJ "

TlDre Outs rnd Commercid

TiDe

The Agrcqnent shall be amended as follows:

2.1

"Tifle Out" in Clause I of the Agreement shall bc delet€d
entir€ty and replaced by the following new d€finition of "Tim€ Ouf':
The definition of

in its

"mew$ the scheduled breaks it1 play dufing each innings i4 a Match, of s number,
timing, formal and content as determined by the Licensor in iE discrelio\ as notified
by the Licensor to the Licensee in advance"

2.2

Claus€ 5.13 ofthe Agreement shall be deleted in its entirety.

2.3

In the first paBgraph ofclause 8.6(b) ofthe Agieement, th€ words "Licensor shall
ensure the Feed pr'ovides Licensee with a fiinimum of 2,000 seconds ofcornmercial
time 6.e., between and duing overs) PLUS another 6U seconds of commercial

airtime in nne Outs in each fully completed Match of40 (forE) orert " shall be
deleted and r€placed by the words:

"Licensor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee with the oppoltunity to inserl a
minimum of2,600 (two thousand
hundred) seconds ofcommerciol
e
(iria"l 4r:a.f+ between and durtng o|ers and duing Time Outs) in each fuliy

it

ti

conpleted Mqtch of40 (forty) oven."

2.4

In Clause 8.6(bxiv) ofthe Agreement, the words "Licensee shall be entitled b insen
s minimum of 2,000 seconds of commercial time (i.e. berween and duing overs) and
600 seconds in each lime Out in each f|lly completed Match of 40 orers... " dnll be
deleted and replaced by the words:
"Licensee shall be entitled to insert a minimum of 2,600 (two thousand six hundred)
tine (L!-i+K.,la&:ae-betwven and during overs and duirrg Time
Outs) for each full! completed Match of 40 (fo,.ry) overs... "

seconds ofcomntercial

2.5

Thc Apperdix to the Ageement shall be deleted in its entirEty.

Licellor Coddercial AbtiDe
The Agreemenr shall be amendcd as follows:

In Clause 2.8 ofthe Agreement, lhe wonds ".glr_Pcl to Licensee haing inserled 2,600 seconds
of com ercial tine per Match for use by Licensee ard its appoinad advertisers and SubLicensees purfitanl to Clause 8.6. Licensee shall ptovide and/or procarc thot Licensor is
pro|ided with a minimum of 150 seands of television airtime spots (whetJrcr 5 x 30 seand
spots or otherwise at Licensor's discretion as,rotfied by Licehsor k) Licensee not later tharl
90 days prior lo the next IPL season and in the case of the 2009 IPL season reasonabbl in
advance ofthetirst Motch ofthe 2009 IPL season) duing every live transmission olMat hes
qnd/or any Plaler Auction in Indis for the purposes of prcmoting the laague, the Teams,

cicket and the olficial nersire" shall be deleted.
A new Claus€ 5.3(ixd) shall

be added as

follows:

'(d)

ii

may include within aa over of any Match, b t not while the ball
"i4 play"
(as defined ifi Clause 8.6ft)A) below) and not befireen overs, commercial ainime
spo$ of an aggregak durat,on of | 50 (one hundred and ffiy) seconds per Match (in
ary combifiation, whether l0 r 15 second s'o'ts or otherwise al Licensor's discrction)

(the "Licensor Comnerciat

Ai,line).

W|4ii;:,:iiiiili)*ijiili4::,ti;i?iii#}i,rbowpe j,t
Pag.2

In Cfause 5.1(i) the words "dQd Licensee agrees to carr! and cleady disphj the Sponsored
Logo ahd any timing graphic and to transmit the verbal rcferences for any timing sponsor at
sll times on all tmnsmissions and broadcasts without blocking it in any manner whatsoevei'
shall be d€leted and rplaced by the words:

"and Licensee agrces b carry and clea y displa! lhe Sponsored Logo and aty timing
graphic and to tlansmit the verbal referencet for any timing spnsor and the Licensor
Commercial A,r'time at all limes on all transmissions and broadcasts withoul blockins
or alteing them in any manner ilhatsoever-l'

A n€w Clause 5.3(iii) and Claus€ 5-3(iv) shall be added as follows:
"5.3(jii)Licensee acknowledges ahd accepts thdt the Licenior Commercial Airlime mq, be
exploited bt Licensor for any commercial or non-cornmercial purpose in its
discrction, including by selling tuch Licehsor Commercidl Airtime to sn! third party
commercial advertisers and/or by prorloting the League, the n e Sponsor, the
Oflicial Sponsors, the Teans, cicket and/or the oflicial webiiE. L,censor shalt be
enlitled to rctain all revenues that it deives lrom its erploitatiotr of the Licensor
Commercial Airtime.

5.3(iv) Licensor acknowledges and accepts that the
Licensor Cotnmercial Ai ime
under Clause 8,6(b) below."

Addition.l Fr&rchfue3 atrd Rights

h

Fee

pro+*io*!j!tlj lli

giof the_, - -

the Feed shsll be without ptejudice to ils obligations

Adjustments

Clause 7.9(0 ofthe Ag!*ment "Any incremental incrcase in Rights Fee that Licensee agrees
ln pay pursuant to Cktuse 7.9(b) shall be paid by Licensee to Licensor on or before the date of
lhe lirst Mst h of esch Season to which the incrementol increase in Rights Fee applies unless
othen)ise agreed in reiting by Licensor. For the avoidance of doubt, the Bank Guarantees to
be provided under Clouse 7.5 above shall be in lhe amount of such increased Righrs Fee"
shall be deleted in its entirety and rcplaced by a new Clause 7.9(f) as follows:

'0)

lor

the
Agreement, and (B) ,he Bank Gusrantees to be pro|ided under Clause 7.5 sbove shall
be in the amounl of the lotal increaied Rights Fee (i.e. the oiginal Rights Fee and ,he
incremental Rights Fee) and shall be provided by the daes set out in Clause 7.j.',

f,.

Getreral

5.1

Capitalised terms used in this Amendmcnt and oot otherwise defined shall have thc
meanings ascribcd to them in the Agr€ement.

Pag€ 3

5.2

The Parties confirm that this Anendment operates to amend ahe Agreement

rn

accordance with Clause 24 thereof.

5.3

Subj€ct to the foregoing amendments thereto, the Agreement shall continu€ in full
force and eff€ct, and from the date hereofrcference to the Agreement shall be read as
reference to that document as amended by the terms hcreof,

5.4

Claus€s 15,

16,17,20,23,26ar.d28 ofthe Agreement applyto this Amendment and
if refer€nces in those Fovisions to the

are incorpomted into this Amendment as

Agre€m€nt werc refcrcnces to thir Amendment,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

the duly authoris€d reprEsentativ€s

of the Parties have set their hands

hereto the day and year first above written.

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET

INDIA
By,

IN

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPORE) PTE.
LTD.

By:
Nsme:

Name:

Titte:

Tide:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

Nrme:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A MTNESS

Name:
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Subject
Sender
Recipient
Date

FWr IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract
Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>
Sundar <sundar@iplt20.com>, lkm@iplt20,com
< lkm@iplt20.com >, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
26.02.2010 21:03

ls#s*lk{&

Gents
On the two points Ashok has made:

1.
2.

Bank guarantee: please see my earlier email - I don't think we should agree to this, We have
nothing to gain from it and risk having ineffective, unenforceable bank guarantees. It is a small risk,
but with potential huge consequences, so it is not a change we should agree.
Miscues - we negotiated these provisions to death, so instinctively I would resist. However, as a
matter of principle, it seems fair that if a ball is not included (in part or in full) ln the world feed ,,,ve
make available due to a miscue by the director on the IPL production team then Sony should not be
liable. Please confirm whether you agree with that and if you do I can amend the drafting,

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sentf 26 February ZOLO t4i28
To: Manning, Paul
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'su ndar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul :
Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatPaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too much trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest of the seasons. And last is the 'miscues' issue. Our point simply is
that we ought not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.
Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too.
Cheers
Ashok

From! Manning, Paul lma ilto: PMan n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Friday, February 26,2O7O 2:48 PM
Tor Ashok Nambissan
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@ipltzo.com'; 'su ndar@iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with a
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain of the changes.
Have a good weekend.
Best reqards.
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Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subrect! FW: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL's aqreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra

matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's
position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match ofthe season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OLO t2:47
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc3

lkm@iplt20.com;

su ndar@

iplt20,com; Wildblood, Andrew

Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
rega rding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd

raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists, Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year, IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b). The Feed begins lO minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL's view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.
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2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a revlew.

I

know that Time Outs w€re defined in th€ contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provid€d IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.
l.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCi: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSlvl to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time- This requirement has however been removed in

the amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 se€onds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the 2,5OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,60O seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similafly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem Dlated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.

This does not nec€ssarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information lvlinistry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. when these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a Dlace in the amendments are
regarding miscues ofthe world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it,
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the oblagation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed.
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
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And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony shoutd continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if N4anjit or Np have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,20f0 9:39 pM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last year lpl
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best rega rds.
Paul

Paul llannine

Y-e Fresi.lent, ll|G l.lediit Legal

l

G Media Limited
5th Fbor * McCormack House
Burlington Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.imoworkJ.co m

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protecteo
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges. or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges. or may
constitute non-public information, It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above, If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
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authorized and may be unlawfu,.

The precedlng e-mail message (including any attachments)

contains information that nay be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicab.le privileges. or may
constitute non-public infornat.ion. It .is intended to be conveyed
on]y to the desiqnated recipient(s) named above. If you a.re not
an .intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replyinq to this message and then delete all copies of .it
from your computer system. Any use. dissenination, distribution,
or reproduction of thls message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and nay be un.1awful,
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RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subiect to
contract

Subject
Sender
Recipient
copy

Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>

r*m*sk{&

Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.Eom >
sneha Rajani < snehar@setindia.com >, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm @iplt20.com >. sundar@iplt20.com
< sundar@iplt20.com >, wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@im gworld.com >

03.03.2010 20:57

o d20100301 pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment)vs. doc (85 KB)
Hi Ashok
Please see the attached revised amendment

1.
2.

agreement. Please note that:

I have included wording dealing with

mascues.

IPL does not agree with your proposals regarding the bank guarantees; it requires Sony to
continue to submit its bank guarantee for approval in accordance with the existing terms of the
agreement. This is IPL's final position.

Best regards,
Paul

Fromr Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
S€nt: 26 February 2010 14:28
To: Manning, Paul
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2o.com'; 'sundar@iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatPaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too much trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest of the seasons. And last is the 'miscues' issue- Our point simply ts
that we ouqht not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.
Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too.
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PMan ning@csi-sports. net]
Sentl Friday, February 26,2010 2:48 PM
To! Ashok Nambissan
Cc: Sneha RaJani;'lkm@iplt20.com';'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with a
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain of the changes.
Have a good weekend.
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Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:05
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject3 FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Ashok

Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL'S

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insrst on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2O1O 12:41
Tor Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
€c: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subtect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:
Before gettinq into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that I thought I'd raise
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. fPL made it very clear last year that the 2.OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now b€) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match. and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled, SonV adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! f was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreem€nt the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes aft€r IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
inte.pretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You ar€ not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs. That as why the wording in brackets was changed.
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2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

f

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime an a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the IVRLA has this as an obligation to F4SM to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This reouirement has however been removed in

the amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice, It's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match. so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the Z,5OOth second (which in reality is not 9oin9 to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if tPL fails to provide
that much airtime to sony (whether due to the fact IPI's 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.

ofthe provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the deflned length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET l4AX feed which is done out of
Sinqapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of com mercials to run which is not what is
Also the drafting

contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,6OO seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional,
This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL.

4.

Further as you may know the lnformation Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
s€nt a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
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,:

stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

fPL does not agree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for

further

discussion.

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you know.

Cheers

Froms Manning, Paul Imailto: PMan n ing@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 20f0 9:39 PM
To3 Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@ipltzo.com; sundar@iplt2o.com; Wildblood, Andrew
SubJect3 IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discusslons with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and CommercialTime, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last vear IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Pa

ul

Faul tlanning
Vk€ Pr€suert, I|i|c ,,ledh Legal
IilG l.ledb Limited

* McCormack House
Burlington l-ane * tondon W4 2TH
5th Fbor

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Faxi 020 8233 6523
www.imoworH.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential. may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. if you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
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or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-mai] message (including any attachments)
contains infornation that may be confidential, may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges. or may
constitute non-publi-c infomation. It is intended to be conveyed
onfy to the deslgnated recipient(s) named above. If you aIe not
an intended recipient of this message, p.lease not.ify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete alf copies of it
from your computer systen. Any use, dissemlnation. distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawfuf.

AMENDMENT AGRIEMENT

Thir Ametrdmetrt Agreemetrt ddcd rs of

Febru.ry

2010 (thfu "AmendrtreBa")

Betweetr

(l)

AOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN INDIA, a society rcgistercd under rhe Tamil
Nadu Societies Registmtion Act and having its address at Cricket Center, Wankhede Stadiu&
Munbai - 400020, lndia for and on b€half of its scpairte Sub-Committe€ unit known as lndian
Premier League ("Llcetrsor"); and

(2\

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD., a company organized under the laws of
Singpore and having its p ncipalo{Iicesat 5 Tampines Cenral6,lS2-19 Telepark Building,
Singaporc, 529482 (which expr€ssion shall include its succ€ssors and assigns) ("LiceDiee').

RECITALS:

A.

Licensof and Licensee (the'Prrtier") have enterEd into the Indian Prcmier Le{gue Media
Rights Licenc€ Ageement dat€d 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Licensee has been granted
the Media Rights (the "Agrecment'').

B.

The Parties wish to amend the Agreemefi and otherwise agree on terrr$ as set out in this
Amendment.

Wherear it is hereby rgre0d ci follows, erch wiah €lfect
I

.

fron

thc d&le hercof:

3d/4d Plrce Play-Off Mltch rnd RighaN Fee
The Aseement shall be amended as follows:
I.

I

"lt

(i)

A n€w Clause

7. I

(c) shall be added to the Agrcemenl as follows:

is ocknoflledged and accepted by the Palties that

an edditionqt G.e.

6f)

Match shatl

that season (rcferred to as the

(i)

be

the 2010 IPL sedson:

played be.ween the losing seni',finalists

Ptace

Pl4f-OIf');

for

gun m Licensee of the Media Rights to nch 3'/4'
Place Play-Of Licensee shall Wy lo Licensor i t accordance with the provisions of
Clause 7 an increfienlal pro rata increase in rte Rights Fee in the following amounl:
in consideration of Licercor's

Indian Rupees 57,627,

Ai

"//f

for

1

l

9

all of the tetms atd conditions ol this Agreement shall apply to such 3^/4u Place
Ptay-oltr"

Tim€ Oots &rd Commercial Time
The Agreement shall be amended as follows:

2.1

The dcfinition of

"Iime Out" in

Clause

I

of the Agrecment shall be deleted in its

entirety and replaced by the following new d€finition of "Time

Ouf':

"means the scheduled breaks in play duing each innings in a Match, o-[ a nkmber,
,iming, format and content as detenniaed by the Licensor ia its discrelion, ds notified
by lhe Licentor to lhe licensee in advonce"

?.2
2.3

Claus€

5.I

3

of the Agreement shall be dcleted in its entirety.

In the first paragraph of Clause 8.6(b) ofthe Agreement, th€ words "Licensor shall
the Feed provides Licensee with a minimum of 2,000 seconds ofcommercial
time (i.e., between and duihg orcrs) PLUS another 600 seconds ofcomrtercisl
airlime in Time Outs in eachlully codpleted Match of40 (lorE) overt" shallbe
delered and replaced by lhe words:

e sufe

"Licensor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee,/rith the opportunity lo ihseft a

nininum of 2,600 (two thousand six hundred) seconds of commercial tirte (i.e.
bebeeen and duing overs and .luing nme Outs) in each Jully conpleted Match of40
(fo/ty) oven.

2.4

"

In Clause 8.6(bxiv) ofthe Agreement, the wotds "Licensee shall be entitled to insert
a minimum of 2,000 seconds olcommerciol time (i.e. behreen and dufing overs) and
600 seconds in each Time Out in eachfully completed Match of40 overs... " shall be
deleted and replaced by the words
"Ucensee shdll be efiilled to

i

sert o minimurn of2,600 (two thousand sLx hundred)
duing overs and duing Time Outs) for
completed Mstch of 40 (for'l) oi,ers... "

seconds oJcommercial time (i.e. between and
esch

2,5

full!

The Appendix to the Age€m€nt shall b€ deleted in its entirety.

Licctrsor CoDmercial AirtiDe
The Ageement shall be amended as follows:
In Clause 2.8 ofthe Agreement, th€ words "Subject lo Liceisee having insened 2,600 seconds

of contmercial lime per Match for use by Licensee ond its appoihled advertisers and s't,-

to Clause 8.6, Licensee shall provide snd/or procure that Licensot it
a mitimum of 150 seconds of teleision dirtime spo,l (whether 5 x 30 second
'9ith
spots of othelutise
al Licensol's dkcrelion as noliJied by Licensor to Licensee iot later than
90 days pior to the n@d IPL season qnd in the case of the 2009 IPL season rcdsonably in
advance of the Jirst Match oflhe 2009IPL seaton) duing every live transmission of Motches
andlor any Plqer Auction in India for the purposes of promoting the League, the Teams,
Licensees pursuant

provided

cricket and the ofrciallrebsite" shall be deleted.

A new Clause 5.3(ixd) slEll be added as follows:
may include within an otler ofan! Match, but 4ot while the bsll is "in play"
(as deJined in Clause 8.6O)0) below) and not befit)eet orcrs, commercial airtime
spts of an aggregate duration of 150 (one hundred ahd lifty) secoads per Match (itr
any combination, whether I0 x 15 second spots or otherwise at Licensor's discrelion)
(lhe "Licensor Commercial Airtifie'). Fot the avoidsnce of doubt, footage of

\d)
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adyerlising and branding al the yenue lhat is incidenlal ta normdl Match coverage
150 seco ds of Licensor Commercial Airtime."

thall not comt towards the

In Clause 5.3(i) the worda "and Licensee agrees to csrry snd clearll display the Sponsored
Ingo and any timing graphic and to transmit the verbal refercnces for any timing spotlsor ot
all times on all trunsfiissions and broadcasts teithoul blocking it in any manner vthatsoevef'
shall be deleted and replaced by the words:

"and Licen9e aglees to carry and clearly display the Sponsored LoEo and an! tim,ng
graphic and to tnttenit the |erbal referen.es for an! liming sponsor and lhe Licensor
Commercial Airtime at all li es oh all trahsmissions and broadcasts without blocuns
or abeing them i/t any manner whatsoever."
A new Clause 5.3(iii) ard Clause 5.3(iv) shall be addcd as follows:
"5.3(iii)Licensee acknowledges and accepts that the Licensor Commercial Airtime may be
exploited by Licenior lor any commercidl or non-commercial purpse in its
discrelion, including by selling such Licehsor Commercial Airtime to a\y third party
commercial adve isers and/or by promoting the League, the Title Spowor, the
Ofricial Sponso/s, lhe Teams, cicket and/or lhe ofrcial $/ebsire. Licensor shall be
entitled to ret@in all revenues that it deives from its exploitat on of the Licensor
Commercial Airtirne.

53Av) Licensor acknortledges ahd accepts that the inclusion by Licensor of the Licensor
Contnercidl Airtime in rhe Feed shall be without prejudice to its obligarions undel
Clause 8,6(b) belovr,"
4,

Additional Franchiier rtrd RightE Fee Adjusaments

ofthe Agle€''rent "Any incremental increase in Rights Fee that Licensee agrees
psy pu$uanl to Clause 7.9(b) shall be paid by Licensee to Licensor on ol before the date of
the lirst Match ofeqch Season to which the incrcmenrsl increase in Nghts Fee applies unless
olhern/ise agreed in wliting by Licensor. For the avoidance of doubt, ,he Bank GuaranAes to
be pro,ided unrler Clause 7.5 abow shall be in lhe amourrt of such increased Righa Fee"
shall be d€l€ted in its entirety and replaced by a new Clause 7.9(f) as follows:
Cfaus€ 7.9(0
to

"a

l4

quoldltrcli of 4o]u!t
ttr e_ ? ry!ryv_s!
lhe orig,ndl Righb Fee shall remain as set oul at Clause 7.2 and Schedule
Agreement, and (B) the Bsnk Cuaruntees to be proided under Clause 7.5 above shall
be in lhe amoant ofthe total incre.rsed Rights Fee (i.e. the oiginal Rights Fee and the
incremenml Rights Fee) and shall be provided by lhe dates set out in Clause 7.5."

4k*Ffrti$4ffislifr[to*drarr. 4eLtle

l

I

5.

Ouality and iltceritv of Brotrdcrsl
The follot!inq .!vording shall be added as a ne\! scnterrce at thc cpd ofClause 8,6(at(i):

il

at_[t91yli1!999[1!g-NQentec rhall ot he ia lrreuch ol this (leus! 3.6h)/i)
nd
lhe e.rl(nt thol d
b! th., HoJr llrondaastet inkrtuprt or curlails lhe inLluriott
'nitcuc
in the Feel ol &),erape ol a bull "in pla\"'."

"lt i:

b

i!:_Gerenl
'5+!-Lcapitalised terms used in this Amendment and not otherwise defined shall hav€ the
mesnings ascribed to them in lhe Agreement.

,5.3LLThe Parties confirm that this Amendm€nt opeEtes to amend the Ageement in
accordance with Claus€ 24 thereof.

5i6j---Subject lo thc focgoing amendments thereto, the Agreemelt shall continuc in full
force and cffect, and fiom the dat€ hereofreference to the Agreement shall be read as
reference to that document as amended by the terms hgreoi

+-,10:LClauses 15, 16, 17,20,23,26 and 28 of th€ Agednent apply to this Amendment and
are incorporated into this Amendment as if ref€rences in thos€ provisions to the
AgrEcmcnt werc references to this Amendment.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF

the duly authorised representatives of the Panies have set their hands

hereto the day and year first sbove written.

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN

INDIA

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPORE) PTE.

LTD.

By:

By:

NrEc:
Titte:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

Nrme:

Nrme:
Tlde:

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WTINESS

Nrme:

Pa8! 4
i
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Subject

RE: IPLlMSl,l Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

sender Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.com>
Recipient Manning. Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>

copy

Date
H

:sM*kss

Sneha Rajani <snehar@setindia.com >, lkm@iplt20.mm
< lkm@iplt20.com >, sundar@iplt20.com
<sundar@iplt20.com>, Wildblood, Andrew

<Andrew.wildblood@imgworld.com >
03,03.2010 21:05

i Paul:

I can only request Sundar to clarify re. the Bank Guarantee as this was discussed and I thought agreed with
him when we last met along with Manjit and Sneha. Meanwhile I'll review with the team and get back to you
soonest on the amendments.
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto : PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 03.2010 8:57 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'su ndar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Ptease see the attached revised amendment

1.
2.

agreement. Please note that:

I have included wording dealing with

miscues.
IPL does not agree with your proposals regarding the bank guarantees; it requires Sony to
continue to submit its bank guarantee for approval in accordance with the existing terms ofthe
agreement. This is IPL's final position.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imai lto :AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 25 February 2OLO t4:24
To: Manning, Paul
cc: sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul;

Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatPaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too much trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest of the seasons. And Iast is the 'miscues' issue. Our point simply is
that we ought not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.

Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too.
Cheers

Roundcube
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Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Friday, February 26,2O1O 2:48 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2O.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with a
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain of the changes.
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt2O.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Ashok

Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general polnt, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly condjtional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season/ as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from

you.

Best regards.
Pau

I

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent! 19 February zOtO 12t47
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subtect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul;
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd raise

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggestinq that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
comm itment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understandino.
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Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2.OOO seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8,6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtlme obligation may be
fulfilled. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after fPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provid€d in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.
On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
seTves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

I know that Time Outs

were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that,
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial int€rests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2.600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the tim€ outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season,
3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if lvlSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in

the amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match. so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much b€fore the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again. the obligation on IPL to provide 2.5OO seconds is sufficient - af IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that white
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsoTs. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET lvlAx feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit, The only change from tast year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
This does not nec€ssarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertisang too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
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are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.

we negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aqree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,
C

I will let you know.

heers

Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc3 lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@ipltzo.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha
Further to your discussions with Sundar,

I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.

In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the cas€ last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul

P.ul fiannlng

l,.ie President, Il,lG l4edia Legal

l

G l.a€db Llmited
5th Floor * McCormack House
Burlington Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
www,imoworld.com

The preceding e-mail message (inc.luding any attachments)

contains infornation that rnay be confidential. nay be protected
by the attorney-clienl or other applicable privileges. or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated rec.ipient (s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notify the sender
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by replyLng to this message and then delete aI] copies of it
frorL you.r computer system. Any use, dissernination. dj-stribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and rnay be unlawfuf.
The precedj-ng e-rnail message (including any attachrnents)
contains informat.ion that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-cfient or oLhe.r appt_icable privileges, or may
constitute non-pubfic information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated reclpient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notify the sender
by replylng to this message and then delete a.l.L copies of iL
from your computer system. Any use/ dissemination, distributlon,
or reproduction of this nessage by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be un.Lawful.
The preceding e-mail- message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidentia.L, may be protected
by the attorney-cfient or other appLicable Frivileges. or nay
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
on.ly to the designated rec.ipient(s) named above. If you ar.e not
an intended recipient of this nessage, pfease notify the sender
by replying to this message and Lhen delete afl copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and mav be unlawful .
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Subject
Sender
Recipient

RE3 IPLIHSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

Manning,

Paul < PManning@csi-sports.

net>

:s#sxk{&

Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.com>

copy

Sneha Rajani <snehar@setindia.com>, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm@iplt20.com >, sundar@iplt20.com
< sundar@iplt20. com >, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@im gworld.com >

Date

03.03.2010 21:08

Hi Ashok

I have had this point confirmed by Lalit and Sundar.

IPL will not alter the existing contractual requirements

in relation to bank guarantees,
N4any

thanks

Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 03 March 2010 15:35
To: Manning, Paul
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2o.com'; 'sundar@iPlt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:
as this was discussed and I thought agreed with
him when we last met along with Manjit and Sneha. Meanwhile I'll review with the team and get back to you
soonest on the amendments.

I can only request Sundar to clarify re. the Bank cuarantee

Cheers

Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 03,2010 8:57 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
Cc: sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subjects RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see the attached revised amendment

1.
2.

agreement. Please note that:

I have included wording dealing with miscues.

IPL does not agree with your proposals regarding the bank guarantees; it requires Sony to
continue to submit its bank guarantee for approval in accordance with the existing terms of the
agreement. This is IPL's final position.

Best regards,
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 26 February 2010 14:28
To: Manning, Paul
Ccr Sneha Rajani;'lkm@iplt20.com';'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
SubJectr RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
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'

Hi Paul:
Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatPaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too m uch trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest of the seasons. And last is the 'miscues' issue. Our point simply is
that we ought not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.
Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too.
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning. Paul Imailto: PMan ning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Friday, February 26,ZOLO 2:48 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
Cc3 Sneha

Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2o.com'; 'sundar@iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
IPL,/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Subject: RE:
H

i Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with a
couple of notes in com ment balloons to explain certain of the changes,
Have a good weekend.
Best regards,
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia,com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL'S
position on the other changes to the agreement. lf Sony does not agree to IPL'S position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first

match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2OLo L2t4I
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wlldblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPL/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract

Roundcube

Hi Paul:
Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that 1 thought I'd raise
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reseTves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists, Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I

understand it from the commercial understanding.

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,000 seconds (or
2,600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilled. sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved fPL's
position. If you can't remember this. then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'S view on this so let's move on.
The 2,600 seconds can b€ provided otherthan between and during overs, Itispartand
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provid€d in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion ofthe BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

I

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parti€s, and Sony's commer€ial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said. we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.

3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to MSM to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This reouirement has however been removed in

the amendment-

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2.5OO seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and th€ provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on IPL to provide 2,5OO seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined lenqth of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
soonsors. Hence there is no ouestion of anv insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
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Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IPL'S disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to Sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional.
This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IpL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to ,surrogate,
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingflsher'and'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8,6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed.
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para 1(ii) of Schedute 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should €ontinue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for

further

discussion.

Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you

know.

Chee rs

Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PMan ning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc3 lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time outs and commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match, as was the case last Vear IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
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ViE Pr€sitent, IMG ll€db Legal
Ir.lG l'ledia Limited
5th Fbor * McCormack House
Burllngton tane * London w4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax|
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The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privilegesr or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be convevec
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawfu..
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential. may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-rnail message (incfudlnq any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or nay
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
onfy to the designated recipj-ent(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then detete atf copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. disseminat.ion. distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

Webnrail :: RE: IPUMSM anpndment

copy

RE: IPLlMSM amendment
Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >
Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>. lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm@iplt20.com >
wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.wildblood@imgworld.com >

Date

04.03.2010 20:59

Subject
Sender
Recipient

I am fine with the restricting 150

roundcub€
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i"6llr*
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second not being given to single advertiser

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PMan ning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 04 March 2010 20:06
To:'lkm@ipltzo.com';'Sundar Raman'
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew

Subject: IPVMSM amendment
Dear all

I

have spoken to Ashok, and he raised 3 points regarding the amendment:

1.

Bank guarantee
We reached a compromis€ whereby Sony could continue to use the current form of bank guarantee until
further notice by IPL. Therefore. if we need to make a change to the format of the BG, we notify MSM,
so IPL retains that flexibility and control, while Sony has a degree of certainty.

2.

IPL commercial airtime: method of exploitation

-

MSM were under the impression that the IPL airtime would gdy consist of the camera focussing
on an at-venue advertising board. They did not realise IPL may want to insert ads into the feed.

I told Ashok that IPL will want the option to do either, but that this should not make any difference to
them (150 sec limit will still apply, either way it is a third party ad whether at venue or pre-recorded,
etc). Ashok will need to check with Manjit and Sneha as this was not their understanding.

I have stated is correct, ie IPfs 150 second will either comprise a fixed
camera shot of an advertising board, 9! it will be an insertion into the world feed. I suggest that
Sundar/Lalit will need to agree this with Sneha/Manjit.
Please confirm that what

-

I reassured Ashok that - IPL will incorporate the IPL airtime into the feed it makes available. and
that IPL will not be providing Sony with ads that it must insert into its feedlbroadcasts. I offered to
include some words clarifoing that MSM would not be required to include such ads itself, but told
Ashok that MSM would have to broadcast the feed as delivered, including the IPL airtime.
Please confirm this point is also correct.

3.

IPL commercial airtime: allocation of time and sponsors.
MSM want to include confirmation that the full 150 seconds will !q! be given to one sponsor only,
because otherwise this could cause trouble for MSM with their sponsors. I told him IPL would want to
retain flexibility - if x company made a big offer for 150 seconds I'm guessing you would want to do

that.

There is obviously compromise wording that could be included - IPL will exploivallocate the 150
seconds in good faith, or bearing in mind MSM'S commercial representations or after consulting with
MSM (possibly only before selling all 150 secs to one advertiser). These seem fairly undemanding on
IPI- but they still require action by IPL and still represent a limit on IPL's discretion.
Please advise whether you would be happy with such a limit or procedure, or whether IPL wants to
retain complete discretion as to how the 150 seconds is exploited.

Webnnil ;: RE: IPL/MSM amendment

I look forward to your thoughts
Best regards.
Paul

Paulf,lannlng

Vke Pr€sllent, ltlc Medi. Legal
ltlc liledlr Llmltcd
5th Floor

* Mccormack House
* London W4 2TH

Burlington Lane

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax; 020 8233 6523
www.imgworld.com
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from your computer system. Any use, dissemlnatlon, distr.ibution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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' Subject

RE: IPL/MSM amendment
Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>

Sender
Recipient

Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >, lkm@iplt20.com
<lkm@iplt20.com >
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew,Wildblood@imgworld.com >
04.03.2O7O 22:37

copy
Date

.

:*m#sxks

d20100304 pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment)v6.doc (88 KB)

Dear all
Please find attached a revised amendment agreement incorporating:

1.

The wording on the Bank Guarantee mentioned in my email

"It is acknowledged and agreed that the format of Bank Guarantee approved by Licensor and used
Licensee for
by Licensee for Seasons 2009 and 2010 shall continue to be approved by Licensor for use by
subsequent Seasons' Bank Guarantees unless and until Licensor notifies Licensee to the contrary."

2.

Additional wording on the IPL commercial airtime, including the commitment not to sell to one
advertiser:

"It is agreed that the Licensor Cammercial Airtime (if used by Licensor) shall be included in the Feed
bV Licensor or its Host Broadcaster. and not by means of Licensor providing Licensee with the
material (e9 a tape of a commercial ad) for Licensee to incorporate into the Feed made available by
ucensor.
Licensor agrees that it shall not sell the entire 750 seconds of Licensor Commercial Airtime to one
com

mercial advertiser. "

If you are content with these changes I will send on to Sony. Even with these changes, I think that it may
still be necessary for IPL to confirm to Sneha or Manjit that the IPL Commercial Airtime may take the form of
either camera focus on an at-venue advertisement or an ad inserted into the feed.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Sundar Imailto:sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 04 March 2010 15:29
To: Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt2o.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM amendment
I am fine with the restricting

150 second not being given to single advertiser

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PMa n n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 04 March 2010 20:06
To:'lkm@iplt2O.com';'Sundar Raman'
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
SubJectr IPVMSM amendment
Dear a ll
I have spoken

l.

to Ashok, and he raised 3 points regarding the amendment:

Bank guarantee

We reached a compromise whereby Sony could continue to use the current form of bank guarantee
until further notice by lPL. Therefore, if we need to make a change tothe formatof the BG, we notifo

Rourdcube

.

MSM, so IPL retains that flexibility and control, while Sony has a degree of certainty.

2.

IPL

-

commercial airtime: method of exploitation

MSM were under the impression that the IPL airtime would qoly consist of the camera
focussing on an at-venue advertising board. Theydid not realise lPLmaywantto insertads into

the feed.
I told Ashok that IPL will want the option to do either, but that this should not make any
difference to them (150 sec limit will still apply, either way it is a third pafi ad whether at venue
or pre-recorded, etc). Ashokwill need to check with Ma njit and sneha as this was not their
understanding.

Please confirm that what I have stated is correct, ie lPUs 150 second will either comprise a fixed
camera shotofan advertising board,oritwill bean insertion intotheworld feed. lsuggestthat
Sundar/Lalit will need to agree this with Sneha/Manjit.

-

- IPL will incorporate the IPL airtime into the feed it makes availa ble,
providing
and that IPL will not be
Sony with ads that it must insert into its fued/broadcasts. I
offered to include some words clarifying that MSM would not be required to include such ads
itsell but told Ashok that MSM would have to broadcast the feed as delivered, including the lP[
| reassured Ashok that

airtime.
Please confirm this point is also correct.

3.

IPL

-

commercial airtime: allocation of time and sDonsors.

MSM want to include confirmation that the full 150 seconds will not be given to one sponsor
only, because otherwise this could cause trouble for MSM with their sponsors. ltold him IPL
would want to retain flexibility- if x company made a big offer for 150 seconds l'm guessing you
would want to do that.

-

There is obviously compromise wording that muld be included -

IPL

will exploit/a llocate the

150 seconds in good faith, or bearing in mind MSM'S commercial representations or after
consulting with MSM {possibly only before selling all 150 secs to one advertiser). These seem

fairly undemanding on lPL, but they still require action by lPt and still represent a limit on lPfs
discretion.
Please advise whether you would be happy

to retain complete discretion
I look forward to your thoughts.

Best regards.
Paul

Paul llanning
Vlc€ Pr€Bllent, Il,tG ltedia LGgal
Il,16 edia Limited

sth Fbor * McCormack House
Burlington Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7825 * Fax: 020 8233 5523
www.imoworld.com

as

with such a limit or procedure, or whether

to how the 150 seconds

is exploited.

IPL

wants
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only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
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AMENI'MENT AGRXEMENT
Febrnsry 2010 (thls "Ametrdment")

Thi! AmetrdEetrt Agreement drted !s of
Between

(l)

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRTCKET IN INITIA, a society rcgistered under the Tarnil
Nadu Soci€ties Registration Act and having its addr€ss at Crickst Center, Wankhcd€ Stadium,
Mumbai - 400020, India for and on behalf of its s€pant€ Sub-Committc€ unit known as llldian
Premier L€ague

(2)

("LlceNor"); and

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPTORE) PTE, LTD,, a company organizcd under the laws of
Singapore and having its principal ollices at 5 Tampines Central 6, #02-19 Telepark Building,
Singapore, 529482 (which expression shall include its successors ard assigns) ("Licensee"),

R.ECITALS:

A.

Licensor and License€ (the "Partles") have entered into the Indian Premier League Media
Rights Licence Agr€ement dated 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Liccnsee has bcen granted
the Media tughts (thc 'Agreemetrt").

B.

The Parties wish to amend the Agreement and otherwise agree on terms as set out in this
Amendment.

Wherers it ir hereby sgreed rs follows, erch ldlth effect from the datE hereof:

l.

Brnk Cuarantec-

Fomatbd: Font ilot Eob

J-h-c-.-,lglgctIlelr shall be arnended as tbllows:

l.L_A

ne!v Clause 7-6,4 shall be added as follows:

''It is kk oviledsed and oerccd th t lhe lbnndt ol Eank Cu rdnlee at)pt"ored bt
Licentor and uscal bv Liceu:ter: lbr Sedsons 2009.7 1 2010 lh ll (ontinue 10 hc
aporovei b; Licensor fttr use b',, Litenste lir sub;couent Seasons BunL Guaruntets
ttnlety urul until Licen:or notilies Littuee to rhe conlrarv.

f.2-3d/46

Ptrce Plry-offMrtch

rrd Rightl Fee

The Agreement shall be amended as follows:

{2.1

A new Clause 7,1(c) shall b€ added to thc Agreement as follows:

"It is ackt owledged ond accepled by the Parties lhatfor

A)
(i4

an additiotul (i.e.

6f)

the 2010 IPL season:

Match shall be played betwee the losing semi-findlists

that season (lefefted to as the

"f/4!

Pl4cc

naf-OJf'):

Ior

in consideration of Licensor's gradl to Licensee of the Media Rights to such 3dd
Place Play-Off Licensee shall pay to Licensor in accordalce tith the provisions of
Clause 7 an inc/e ental prc rata increase in the Rightt Fee it the following anount:
lndisn Ruwes 57,627,1

l9

Psge

I

(itt)

(iv)

}.1-Time

all of the terms
Play-W "

anal conditions

of

this Agreement shall apply m such

3"/f

Place

Outr rtrd Commerclal Time

The Agreement shall be amendcd as follows:

4iLThe

definition of "Tlme Out" in Claus€ I of the Agreem€nt shall be deleted in its entirety and
replaced by the following new dcfinition of "Time Ouf':

"means the scheduled breaks in play during each innings in a Match, of a numbel liming,
fotmat and content as determipd by the Licensor in its discretion, as notiJied b! the Licensor
to the Licensee in advance"

*alclause
4.3

5.13 of the Agreement shall be dcleted in its entirety.

In the first paragraph of Clau-se 8.6(b) ofthe Agreement, the words "Licensor shall ensurc the
Feed proides Licensee with a minimum of 2,000 seconds ofcommerc,al time (i.e,, between
and during ovels) PLUS anothel 600 secotds ofconmerciql airtime in nme Ours in each
fully complered Match of40 (fortfl owrs" shall be deleted and rcplaced by the words:
" Licensor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee with dteltpFor*atil-+ltinsevt<t m,nimum of
2,600 (two thousand si.x hundrcd) seconds ofcommercial time (i,e, between and duing overs
and during nne Outs) in each fully ampleud Match of 40 (forty) ows. "

21.4

In Clause 8.6(bxiv) ofthe A$eement, the wods "Liceasee shall be e titled to hsert a
minimum of2.000 seco ds ofcommercial time (i,e. between and during overs) and 600
seconds in esch Time Out in each fully corxpleted Malch of 40 ovefi . " shall be deleted and
replaced by the words:
. .

"Licehsee shall be entitled to insert a minimum of 2,600 (no thousand sir hundred) seconds
of comme.cial t me (i.e. between and duing orcrs and duing Time Outs) for each fu y
completed Match of 40 (forty) overs ... "

e1..5

The Apperdix to the Ageemcnt shall be deleted in its Entirety.

+.l_Licenror

Commercirl Airtime

Th€ Agr€ement shall be amended as follows:

+LLIn

Clause 2.8 ofthe Agreement, the words"Subje.t to Licensee having inserted 2,600 seconds
of commerciol time per Manh for use by Licentee and its appointed advertisers ard SUE
Licensees pursuant n Clouse 8.6, Licensee sholl provide and/or procare thal Licensor b
ploided with a minimum of 150 seconds of television ainime spots (whether 5 x 30 seand
spots or otherwise at Licensor's discretion as notifed by Acensor to Licehsee hot laEr than
90 days prior to the nerl IPL season and in the case of the 2009 IPL season reaso ably in

lirst Match of lhe 2009 IPL season) during every live trdnsmissiol of Matches
and/or any Player Auetion in India for the putposes of promoting the Izague, rte Teams,
cicket.rnd the ofrciql B€rsite" shall b€ deleted.
advance of lhe

*:LLA

new Clause 5.3(ixd) shall be added as follows:
Page 2

*(d)

L.tij

may include within an o|er of any Match, but not while the ball is "in pldy" (as
delined in Clause 8.6O)S) below) and not beneen ove&, commercial airtine spols of
.u aggregqte duration of 150 (one hundred and fiJly) seconds per MaEh (in any
combfuqtion, whether I0 r 15 secohd spots or olherwke al Licensor's dtscretion) (the
" Licensor Commercial ,Airtime "). For the awidance of doubt, footsge oJ advertisw
and branding at the Yenue that,s incidentsl to nomal Match coverage shall nol counl
lowards the 150 seconds of Licensor Commerc,al Airtime-"

ln Clausc 5.1(i) th€ words "ard,r',rensee agrees lo carry and clearly display the Sponsored
Logo and aay timing graphic ahd to tlansmit the verbal references for any timing sponsor at
all times on all trunsfiissions and broddcasts without blocking it in any manner A'hatsoevef'
shall be deleted and rcplaced by the words:

"and Licensee agrces to carry and clearly display the Sponsored Logo snd any t,nting graphic
and lo lransmit the wrbdl rcfercfices for atj timing spontor and the Licensor Commercial
Ainime al all ,imes on all transmissions snd broadcasls reithout blockinp or altetinP them in
anY manner u)hatsoever,"

41-A

new clause 5.1(iii)--an4clause 5.3(iv)--geu:sli.31r)-qsd-ebs!e-J--l!:r)shall
follows:

be added as

"5,3(iii)Licensee (Eknowledges and accepts that the Licensor Commercial Airtime may be
eryloited by Licensor for any comrhercial or non-commercial purpoie i4 iE
discrction, including by selling such Licensor Com ercial Airtime to an! third parE
commercial adrpftkers and/or by promoting the League, the Title Sponsor, the
Oficial Sponsors, the Tea.ms, cickat ond/ot the oiicial websile. Licensor shall be
enti ed to retain all revenues thal it derives from its erploitation oJ the Licentor
Commercial Airtime.

5.3(iv) Lice sor aclatowledges and sccepts that lhe hclusio,t by Licensor of the Licensor
Commercial Airthne in the Feed shall be without prejudice to ils obligalions yM
resarl to thc prof ision tu Licanse. ol Lomnekial tine under Clause 8.6ft) below.

ili t!rced that lhe Li..r.nsor (btnrncrciel ,lirtine tl tBel b| Lietl.tot) .thall he
included in the Feeal b| Licensor or its IIo\t B|oad(orter. a d not br tne t):i ol
l,[ce]bo, proidint! Licensee
the nd(riu! (ee tape ol a corn,ncrLi I al) lbr
^,ith
Licensee to inco|Doftte inlo the ,eed tn4da a|ai!able br Liqnsor.

5.3h') lt

5.3h,i) Licensor alrees that it sh ll not sell the e
ili rl ine tu o e conmera:ia l nd v i se L"

+.I_Additiodd

irc

l5l.) scaonl\ ol Licenror

(ot ncrciel

FreDchise! and Rlgh& Fe€ Adjwbrentr

The Aqreernent shall be amellded as lollows:
5.

I

Claus€ ?.9(D of the Agreement "Any incremental incresse in Rights Fee that Licensee agrees
to pay punuant to Clause 7.9(b) shall be paid by Licensee to Licensor on or before the date of
the Jirst Match ofeach Season lo $'hich lhe incremental increase in RighB Fee applies unless
othenoise agreed in writing b! Licensor- For lhe avoidance of doubt, the Bank Guarantees to
be provided under Clause 7.5 above shall be in the amouht of such increased Righs Fee"
shall be deleted in its enrirery and replaced by a new Claus€ 7,9(0 as follows:

'0

Pase

l

:

,o!4qu,bt l4 t!e la}!n!4t s!4edur
original Righls Fee shsll remain as set out at Clause 7.2 and Schedule I ofthis
Agreemen4 and (B) the Bank Guarantees to be provided under Clause 7.5 above shall
be ifi the amount ofthe total increased Rights Fee (i.e. the oliginal Rights Fee and the
incremental Righls Fee) arul shall be prov led by lhe dates sel out in Clause 7.5. "

i'irr.'{lhlllii|il{llitg{iqii*0i{l !er,qte quoida4ce

for

*!*Qurlity

the

strd irtegrity of Brordcsrt

The Asreenient shall be anrerrded as follows:
The following wording shall b€ added as

a

new s€ntence at the erd ofclause 8.6(axi):

"lt is acknowledged that Licensee shall not be in breach of rtis Cla$e 8.6(a)(i) if and
lo lhe extenl that a miscue by the Host Broadcaster interruptt or curtails the inclusio
itr the Feed ofcotcrage ofa ball "in play"."

6Z4Ceneml
c+l-Lcapitalised

tenns used in this Amendment and not otherwise defined shall have the
meanings ascribed to lhem in the Agreement.

€llThc

Parties confirm that this Amerdment opemtes

to

am€nd the Ageem€nt in

accordance with Clause 24 th€reof.

6.3?isubjeca to the foregoing

amendments thereto, lhe Agreement shall cofltinue in full
force and effect and fiom the date hereofreference to the Agreement shall be read as
referenc€ to that document as amended by the terms hereof.

6i1:jLclaus€s

15, 16, 17,20,23,26 a'.d 28 of the Agle€m€nt apply to this Amendment and
arc incorpomted into this Am€ndment as if rcfercnces in those provisions to thc
Agre€ment were refere[ces to this Amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

th€ duly authorised repr€sentaaives of the Panies have set their hands
hereb the day and yeal first above written.

BOARI' OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET

INDIA
By:

IN

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPORE) PTE.
LTD.

By:
Nrme:
Tlde:

IN TIIE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

Nsme:

Nrme:

Ti

er

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WTNESS

Nome:

PagE
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subject
sender
Recipient

IPL/MSMamendment
Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
lkm@iplt20.com <lkm@iplt2o.com>, SundarRaman

rs#sxks@

<sundar@iplt20.com >

Copy
Date

wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>
04.03.2010 20:05

Dear all
I have spoken to Ashok, and he raised 3 points reBarding the amendment:

1.

Bank guarantee

We reached a compromise whereby Sony could continue to use the current form of bank guarantee
until further notice by lPL. Therefore, if we need to make a change to the format of the BG, we notifo
MSM, so IPL retains that flexibility and control, while Sony has a degree of certainty.

2.

IPL

-

commercial airtime: method of exploitation

MSM were under the impression that the IPL airtime would galy consist of the camera
focussing on an at-venue advertising board. They did not realise lPl- may want to insert ads into

the feed.

told Ashok that IPL will want the option to do either, but that this should not make any
difference to them (150 sec limit will still apply, either way it is a third party ad whether at venue
or pre-recorded, etc). Ashok will need to check with Manjit and Sneha as this was not their
understanding.
I

Please confirm that what I have stated is correct, ie

lP[s 150second will either comprise a fixed

camera shot of an advertising board, or it will be an insertion into the world fued. I suggest that
Sundar/Lalit will need to agree this with Sneha/Manjit.

-

| reassured Ashok

that- lPLwill incorporate the

IPL airtime into the fued it makes available,

andthatlPLwill notbe providing Sony with ads that it mustinsert into its feed/broadcasts. I
offered to include some words clarifying that MSM would not be required to include such ads
itself, but told Ashok that MSM would have to broadcast the feed as delivered, including the lP[
airtime.
Please confirm this point is also correct.

3.

IPL

-

commercial airtime: allocation of time and sponsors.

MSM wantto include confirmation thatthe full 150 seconds will not be given to one sponsor
only, because otherwise this could cause trouble for MSM with their sponsors. I told him IPL
would want to retain flexibility - if x company made a big offer for 150 seconds l'm guessing you

would want to do that.

-

There is obviously compromise wording that could be included - IPL will exploit/allocate the
150 seconds in good faith, or bearing in mind MSMt commercial representations or after
consulting with MSM (possibly only before selling all 150 secs to one advertiser). These seem
fairly undemanding on lPL, but they still require action by IPL a nd still represent a limit on lPfs
discretion.
Please advise whether you would be happy with such a limit or procedure, or whether IPL wants
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to retain complete discretion

as

to how the 150 seconds

is

exploited.

I look forward to your thoughts
Best regards.

Paul

Paul l.lanning
l,"ice

I

Pr€silent, Il,16 tledb Legal

G l,ledia Lhrlted

5th Fbor * i4ccormack House
&rrlington Lane * London W4 2TH

Telr 020 8233 7826 * Faxi 020 8233 6523
www. imoworld. com

The preceding e-mail messaqe (including any attachments )
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applj.cable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is j.ntended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) naned above, If you are not
an intended recipient of this nessage, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and mav be unlawful.

Webnnil :: Re: IPUMSM amendment

Subject
Sender
R€cipient
coPy
Date

Re: IPLIMSM amendment
sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com>
Paul Manning < PManning@csi-sports. net>. Lalit Modi
< lkm@iplt20.com >
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew. Wildblood@imgworld.com >
05.03.2010 19:19

$*#xk€

Yes Paul.

Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From3 "Manning, Paul' <PManning@csi-sports,net>
Date: Fri, 5 Mar 2010 13:37:52 +0000
To: Manning, Paul<PManning@csi-sports.net>;'Sundar'<sundar@iplt20.com>;
'lkm@iplt20.com'< lkm @iplt20.com >
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
Subject: RE: IPVMSM amendment
Dear all

Am I okav to send this to Sonv?
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sentr 04 March 2O1O 17:07
To: Sundar; lkm@ipltzo.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subtect: RE: IPVMSM amendment
Dea

r all

Please flnd attached a revised amendment agreement incorporating:

1.

The wording on the Bank Guarantee mentioned in my email

"It is acknowledged and agreed that the format of Bank Guarantee approved by Licensor and used by
Licensee for Seasons 2009 and 2010 shall continue to be approved by Licensor for use by
Licensee for
subsequent Seasons'Bank Guarantees unless and until Licensor notifies Licensee to the contrary."

2.

Additional wording on the IPL commercial airtime, including the commitment not to sell to one
advertiser:

"It is agreed that the Licensor Commercial Airtime (if used by Licensor) sha!l be included in the Feed by
Licensor or its Host Broadcaster. and not by means of Licensor providing Licensee with the material (eg a
tape of a commercial ad) for Licensee to incorporate into the Feed made available by Licensor.
Licensor agrees that it shall not sell the entire 150 seconds of Licensor Commercial Airtime to one
com me rci a I adverti se r, "

If you are content with these changes I will send on to Sony. Even with these changes, I think that it may still be
necessary for IPL to confirm to Sneha or t\4anjit that the IPL Commercial Airtime may take the form of either
camera focus on an at-venue advertisement or an ad inserted into the feed.
Best regards.
Paul
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Webrnil :: Re: IPUMSM anrndnpnt

From: Sundar lmailto :sundar@iplt20.com]
Sent: 04 March 2010 15:29
To: Manning, Paul; lkm@iplt2o.com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM amendment
I am fine with the restrictinq 150

second not being given to single advertiser

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: 04 March 2010 20:06
To: 'lkm@ iplt2o.com'; 'Sundar Raman'
Cc: Wildblood. Andrew

Subject: IPVMSM amendment
Dear all
I have spoken to Ashok, and he raised 3 points regarding the amendment:

1.

Ba

nk gua rantee

We reached a compromise whereby Sony could continue to use the current form of bank guarantee until
further notice by lPL. Therefore, if we need to make a changeto theformatof the BG, we notiry MSM, so
IPL retains that flexibllity and control, while Sony has a degree of certa inty.
IPL

commercial airtime: method of exoloitation

MSM were under the impression that the lPLairtime would g4!y consist of the camera focussing
on an at-venue advertising board. They did not realise IPL may want to insert ads into the feed.

told Ashok that IPL will want the option to do either, but that this should not make any difference to
them (150 sec limit will still apply, either way it is a third party ad whether atvenue or pre-recorded,
etc). Ashok will need to check with Manjit and Sneha as this was not their understanding.
I

Please confirm that what I have stated is correct, ie lPfs 150 second will either comprise a fixed
camera shotof an advertising board,q itwill be an insertion intothe world feed. lsuggestthat
Sundar/Lalit will need to agree this with Sneha/Manjit.

- IPL will incorporate the IPL airtime into the feed it makes available, and
will not be providing Sony with ads that it must insert into its feed/broadcasts. I offered to
include some words clarifying that MSM would not be required to include such ads itself, but told
Ashok that MSM would have to broadcast the feed as delivered, including the IPL airtime.
I reassured Ashok that

that

IPL

Please confirm this point is also correct.
IPL

commercial airtime: allocation of time and soonsors.

MSM want to include confirmation that the full 150 seconds will not be given to one sponsor
only, because otherwise this could cause trouble for MSM with their sponsors. I told him lP! would
want to retain flexibility - if x company made a big offer for 150 seconds l'm guessing you would
want to do that.

There is obviously compromise wording that could be included -
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IPL

will exploivallocate the 150

Webrnail :: Re: IPUMSM amendrEnt

seconds in good faith, or bearing in mind MSM'S commercial representations or after consulting with
MSM (possibly only before selling all 150 secs to one advertiser), These seem fairly undemanding on
lPl, but they still require action by IPL and still represent a limit on lPUs discretion.
Please advise whether you would be happy with such a limit or procedure, or whether IPL wants to
retain complete discretion as to how the 150 seconds is exploited.
I look forward to your thoughts.
Best regards.

Paul

Paul Hannlng

Vbe Pr€sldent, 11.16 ilediir LegEl
Il.lG edb l-lmlted
sth Floor * McCormack House
Burllngton Lane * London W4 zTH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax: 020 8233 6523
www.imoworH.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-maiI message (including any attachments)
contalns information that nay be confidentiaf, may be protected
by Lhe attorney-cLient or other applicable privileges, or nay
constitute non-publ.ic lnformation. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the desiqnated recipient(s) naned above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this rnessage, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then de]ete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemj-nation, distribution,
or reproductjon of this message by unintended recipients is not
author.ized and may be un1awful.
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RE: IPL/MSM Amendment Agreement - subie€t to
contract

Subject
Sender
Recipient
copy

Manning. Paul < PManning@csi-sports.

net>

mm*xk'{&

Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.com >
Sneha Rajani <snehar@setindia.com>, lkm@iplt20.com

lkm@iplt20.com>, sundar@iplt20.com
<sundar@iplt20.com >, Wildblood. Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld. com >
05.03.2010 19:23
<

.

d201oO3O4 pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment)v6.doc (88 KB)

Hi Ashok

Further to our conversation yesterday, please see the attached revised amendment agreement
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
sentr 03 March 2010 15:35
To: Manning, Paul
cc: Sneha Rajani;'lkm@iplt20.com';'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subiect to contract
Hi

Pa

ul:

I can only request Sundar to clariiy re. the Bank Guarantee

as this was discussed and

him when we tast met along with Manjit and Sneha. Meanwhile
soonest on the amendments.

I thought agreed with

I'll review with the team and get back to you

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto : PManning@csi-sports.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 03,2010 8:57 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
ccr Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see the attached revised amendment

l.
2.

agreement. Please note that:

I have included wording dealing with

miscues.
IPL does not agree with your proposals regarding the bank guarantees; it requires Sony to
continue to submit its bank guarantee for approval in accordance with the existing terms of the
agreement. This is IPL's final position.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan lmailto:AshokN@setindia.coml
Sent: 26 February 2010 L4:28
To: Manning, Paul
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Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'su ndar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Paul:

Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatpaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too much trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest ofthe seasons. And last is the'miscues'issue. Our point simply is
that we ought not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.
Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too,
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning. Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Friday, February 26,2OLO 2:48 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan

Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment agreement, with
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain of the changes.

a

Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com

Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: FW: IPUMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL's agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's

position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL's position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
match of the season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IPL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in
return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imai lto :AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2010 12i41
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To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the drafting, there are a few outlier points that I thought I'd raise
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

On the "10 minutes before and after" the match footage, I'm not sure why you state the IPL
reserves its rights. Are you suggesting that the 2600 seconds can be spread over this period also if
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 2000 + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the MRLA
still subsists. Secondly you've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding.

Asholq I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,OOO seconds (or
2.600 seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8,6(b). The Feed begins 10 minutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match, and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfiued. Sony adopted a different interpretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! f was
making it clear that by agreeing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are notgoing to change
IPL'S view on this so let's mov€ on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agreement that some of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.
On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCL I
think this needs a review.

I know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. Th€ whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that,
The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term, It cannot have playing conditions
dictated by third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2,600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 4O over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for complaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will ne€d to know what the format of the time outs will
be, so IPL will agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.
3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the lvlRLA has this as an obligation to MSf4 to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requirement has however been removed in

the amendment.

Correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,600 seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the
match and the provision of the 2,6OOth second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the end of a full match) before IPL could exploit that entitlement.
Again, the obligation on lpL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
that much airtime to Sony (whether due to the fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision sugqests the 150 secs will consist of commercial spots to be
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inserted. There is also a reference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the deflned length of the spots focus on the commercial
'on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCC] and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem Dlated.

This airtime cannot be restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at tPL's disposal to use as it sees fit. Th€ only change from last year (other than the removal of
the
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to sony first) is that this airtime may
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotional'
This does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertisements to Sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

4.

Further as you may know the lnformation Ministry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products ancluding liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to 'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher' and 'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caught by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines'

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format. On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8.6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.g. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendment agreement and will not be included in it.

we negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball. Sony has to breach at least 9 times before any Penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to explain the circumstances behind the breach on being
sent a "show cause notice" by IPL (para f(ii) of Schedule 3). We are not going to get into
stipulating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IPL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such oth€r form that is approved in advance by IPL, This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

I will let you

know

Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent! Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subjectr IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement.
In respect of clause 2 on Time Outs and Commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
express reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match. as was the case last year IPL
expressly reserves its position on that issue.
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Best regards.
Paul

Paul lilanning
vice Presitent, IMG Media Leoal
lilc M€dia Limited
5th Fbor * Mccomack House
Burlington Lane

*

London W4 2TH

Teli 020 8233 7826 'Faxt 020 8233 6523
www.imgworld.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please nofiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination. distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by reply'ng to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. dissemination, distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential. may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
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by the attorney-client or other appllcable privileges. or may
constitute non-public informatlon. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this nessage and then delete all copies of it
from you.r conputer system. Any use/ dissemination, distribution.
or reproduclion of this message by un.intended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

AMENDMENT AGREEMENT
Thig Amendmetrt AgreemeDt dsted ar of

Februsry 2010 (ahis "Amendnent")

Betweetr

(l)

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKIT IN INDIA, a society register€d under the Tamil
Nadu Societies Registration Act and having its addrEss at Cricket Center, Wankhede Stadium,
Mumbai - 400020, kdia for and on behalf of its s€parale Sub-Committee unit lclown as lndian
Premier L€ague ("Llce$or"); and

(2)

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD., a company organized under the laws of
Singapore and having its principal oflices at 5 Tampirc$ Cenb-al 6, it02-19 Telepark Building;
Singapore, 529482 (which expression shall includc its succ€ssors and assigDs) ("Licensee").

RECITALS:
LiceDsor and Licensee (the "Prrdes") have €ntered into the Indian Premier League Media
Rights Licence Agreement dated 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Licensee has been gnnted
rhe Media Rights (the 'Agreement").

The Parties wish to amend lhe Ageement and otherwise agtee on terns as set out in this
Aocndm€nt.
Whereas

L

is hereby agr€ed re follows, erch with efiect from the drte hereof:

it

Bank Currlrllrtsc,
'l'he Aqreetnent shall be arnendcd as follolvs:

t.l

A rlcrv Clausc 7.6A-9lrnU-bc-addsd-e!-fol9]!!

-'ll is ack o*ledeed attd esrccd lhttt lhe lirnhIl ol B.1 k Guaruntee uDDrored b\'
I.icensor ond usctl h, Licensee lin Seaton\ 2009 od 2010 shall cottlittuc lo llc
epprcv(l bv Lice,lsol lbt'use br Li.ensee litr sub.rcoutul Seasons' B.nli Gttot'antue\
l,llL,\ nl ltnu l l.it.fltror notilit r Lic .,.L tu lh( Qu lru' | -.

.l-?*3d/4tr

Place

Pky-Off M&tch rld RiShti Fe€

The Agreeme[t shall be arnended as follows:

+2.1
"lt

A ncw Clause 7.l(c) shall be added to the Ageemrnt as follows:

is acknowledged and accepud by the Parties that

(i)

an additional 6.e.

6f)

the 2010 IPL season:

Malch sha be played betv|een the losing semi-finslists for

thar season lrefened to as the

t3,

for

"{#

Pldce

Ptay-OII');

in consideration of Licensor's grant lo Licensee of the Media Righls n such 3*/4
Place Playof Licensee shall pay ro Licensor tn acardance utith the prorisions of
Clause 7 aa incremenrtl pro rula increase in lhe Rights Fee i4 the folloY,ing amount:
Indiaa Rupees 57,627, I I 9

PasE

I

(iit)

(iv)

all of the lerms and conditions of

this Agreement shall apply to such

3n/4

Place

Play-Ofr "

i.:. - -

Time Outl ttrd CoEmercial Timc
The Agreement shall be amended as follows:

l+il-Th€ defmition of"Tlme
replaced by the

Out" in Claus€ I ofthe A$eement shall b€ deleted in its entirety ard
following new definition of "fime O[t":

"means the scheduled breaks in ptay duing esch innings in a Malch' of a number' rtming,
and content ds delermined by the Licensor in ils discretion, as otiied by the Licensor
to the Licensee in advance"

hrmat

u.].2

Clause 5.13 ofthe Ageement shall b€ deleted in its ertir€ty.

?l.3

fn the first paragaph of Clause 8-6(b) ofthe Agre€ment, the words "Licentor shall entwe the
vilh a mininum oI 2,000 seconds ofcommercial lime (i e-, between
and during ove6) PLUS another 600 seconds ofcom ercial ainime in fime Outs in each
fulty conpleted Match of 40 (orty) overs" shall be del€ted and replaced by the words:
Feed provides Licensee

"L,censor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee with *e-eppet*ai+s-+tt-if',se++a minimtm of
2,600 (two thousand six hndred) seconds ofeornmercial time (ie. betu)een Lnd duingovers
aad during Tine Outs) in each fully compleAd Match of 40 (forty) overs. "

+1.4

In Clause 8.6(bxiv) of lhe Ageement, the words "Licensee shall he enlitled to inserl4
minimum of2,000 seconds ofcom ercidl time (i.e. berleeen and.lufing oven) and 600
seconds in each Time Out,n each fully coripleted MaEh ol40 overs... " sball bc deleted and
replaced by the words:

"Licensee shall be entitleal lo insert a minimum of 2,fln (wo thousand

sk hundrcd) seconds

ofcommercial ,ime (i.e. betfleen and during olen ond dxring Time Outs) lor each fully
completed Makh of40 (forE) o|en. "

}f.,5

The Appendix to the Agreement shall bc deletcd in its entirety.

+jL_Licenror ComDercld Airtide
The Agreemcrrt slnll be amended as follows:

-}llLln

Clause 2.8 ofthe Agreement, the words"Subiect to Licensee having inserhd 2'600 seconds

of commercial time per March for use by Licensee and its appoi\ted advertisers and Sub'
Licensees putsu4nt to Clause 8.6, Licensee shall pro|ide and/or proate thal Licensor is
plovided with o minimum of I 50 seconds of television aittime spoE (whether 5 x 30 secortd
qmts or olhet'vtise at Lice sor's discretion as notifed hy Licensor ,o L,censee not later lhan
90 days prior to lhe nert IPL season and in the cqte of the 2(ng IPL season reasonably in
adwnce of the Jirst MaEh of the 2009 IPL season) duing every live transmission of Mdtches
and/or any Player Auction in India Jor the purposes of prcnoling the League, the Teans'
cicket and the ofrcial uer$ire" slull be deleted.

J.?{LA

new Claus€ 5.3(ixd) shall be added as follows:
Pag€ 2

"(d)

l{fkr

may include b,ithin

(u

over of an! Malch, but not',ehile the bqll

is "in play"

(as

defined in Clsuse 8.6(b)(i) below) and not between ove&' commercial airtirhe spots of
an aggregale dutulion of 150 (one hundred and Jifry) seconds per Match (jn any
cotubination, whether I0 x 15 second Wots or otheftJise at Licensor's discrelion) (lhe
"Licensor Commercial Airlime"). For the aroidance of doubt, footage of adverlising
ahd branding at the fenue thal is incidental to normsl Match coveroge stu l nol caunt
towards the 150 seconds of Licensor Commercisl Airtine."

to carry ard clea y display the Sponsored
Clause 5.3(i) the wods "and L,cens'ee
^grees
the verbal references for a4! timing sponsor al
lngo and any timittg grcphic and to transmit
all lbnes on all transmissions and broadcasts rrithout blocking it in any manner whals.)evef'
shall be deleted and rcplaced by the words:
"and Licensee agrees lo carry dnd clearly display the Spo sored Logo and funy timing graphic
and to transmit lhe verbal rclerences for any tiding sponsol anal the L,cewor Commercial
Airtitue at all times on all transmissions and broadcasts't lhoul blocking or a eing lhem in
anl manner wha$avver."

ruLA

new Clause 5.3(iii)--e*4clause

5.3(iv)-{.14c!ql0)-a!d-Cb$9!lrjlshall

b€ added as

follows:
"5.3(iii)Licehsee achlowledges and dccepls lh(rt lhe Licensor Commercial Airlime may be
eiploited by Licensor for an! commercial or non-commerciLl purpose h its
discretion, including by selling such Licensor Comfiercidl Airtime lo ary third pqfty
commercidl advertisers and/or by promoting lhe League, the Title SPonso4 the
offcial Sponsors, the Tear\s, cicket and/or the ofrciql websile Licensor shall k
entitled lo retain all revenues thal il deives frorn ils exploilation of lhe Licensor
Commercial Airtime.

5.3(iv) Licensor acknowledges and accep$ that lhe inclusiotl b! Licensor of the Licensor
Comtnercial Airtb e in the Feed shall be wilhout prejudice to i|t obligstions a!!L
tesurl to the p[ot,ision kt Likn*( ol com ercial line under Clause 8.6(b) below.

j J(\') lt

is opt'ee.l that rc Litulsot' (:otnncrcia Airtine tt ulel hr Li.ensuri shatl bc
includel in the Feed h| Licen\or ot is Host Bnol(asleL itnl not h| ne tLr ol
Licetltot- pro|ilin{ Li.ensce i:ilh-the nuhrrt l fu
l
Liceniee to itlcotpotate inlo the P'ed ,hrkJe arailable b| Licensor.

i-Jh'i) Lken.tor xgv(.\ thal it rholl
A

t

rl

4l_Additiotrrl

i, ( h

one com mercia I

not

tell

the

attirc I50 sccond\ o/ l-ircnsor (irhtnefthl

nd'ierti\er."

Frrtrchiscr .nd Righis Fee AdjrttEetrt!

The Alreernent shall be anrended as follo\rs:
5.

I

Clausc 7.9(f) of the Agrecment "Afiy incremental increase in Rights Fee thal Licensee aglees
to pay pwsuant lo Clause 7.9(b) sholl be poid by Licensee to Licensor on ot before the date of
the Jint Match of edch Season to which the incremenlal increase in Righs Fee applies unless
otherutise agreed in rrritirrg by Licensor. For the twidance oJdoubt, the Bark Guerantees to
be provided under Clause 7-5 above shdll be in the qmount of such irlcreased Rights Fee"
shatl be deleted in its entirety and rrplaced by a lrew Clause 7.9(f) as followsi

'0

PagE 3

{$iii&f $hilin hitKiit}41,.11 leq tlq quot444ee o[ 4qu!t l4,.tbc. tavtprt,s!:
for the onginal Rights Fee shall rcmain as sel out at Clause 7.2 and Schedule I

Agrcement, and (B) lhe Bank Gualantees to be provided under Clause 7.5 above shall
be in the amount ofthe tolal increased Righlt Fee (i.e. the origihal Rights Fee and the
incremeatal Rights Fee) ahd shall be provided by the ddtes set out ia ClatLse 7.5. "

+.!-Qurlity

strd integrity of Brordcest

The Asreenrent shall bc amc dcd as follo\r's:
The following wording shall be added as

a

new sentence at the end ofclaus€ 8.6(a)(i):

"It is acknoteledged that Licensee shall not be in breach ofthis CItuse 8.6(a)O) ifand
lo lhe exlent thdt 4 miscue b! the Host Btoedcaster intenupls or curlails the inclusion
in the Feed oJcowrsge ofa ball "in play";'

6,2:_Getrer.l
Sf.L.capitalised

terms used in this Amendment alrd not oth€rwise defined shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in the Agecment.

€ALThe

Panies confirm that this Am€ndment operates

to ameM the Ageement in

accordance with Clause 24 thereof.

g1l_Subj€ct to the

for€going amendments thereto, the Agrcemcnt shall continue in full
force and effect, ard from the drte hercof refer€nce to the Agrcement shall be rcad as
rcfcrFrlce to that document as amedded by the terms hereof,

6:lll_Clauses

15, 16,

11,20,23,26

and 28 of the Agreement apply to this

are incorporated into this Amendment as

if

references

Am€odmer and

in thos€ provisions to

the

Agreement were references to this Amqrdmsnt.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the duly

authorised rcprcsentatives

of the Parties have set their

hands

hereto the day and ycar first above written

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET

INDIA

By:

IN

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPIORE) PTE.
LTD.

By:

Nrme:

Tltle:
IN THE PR.ESENCE OF A WITNESS

NrBc:

Nrmei
Title:
IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

Nrme:

Prge 4

Rowdcube

Subject
Sender
Recipient

copy
Date

.
Dear

RE: IPL/MSM amendment
Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>
Manning, Paul < PManning@csi-sports. net>, Sundar
< sundar@iplt20. com >, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm @iplt20.com >

F$" r*tr$i

,ar

$r

nt.Fe€*

Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >
05.03.2010 l9:07

d20100304 pm (MSM Time Out Airtime and Play-Off Amendment)v6. doc (88 KB)
a

ll

Am I okay to send this to Sony?
Best regards.
HAUI

From: Manning, Paul
Sentr 04 March 2010 17:07
To: Sundar; lkm@ipltzo,com
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPUMSM amendment
Dea

r all

Please find attached a revised amendment agreement incorporating:

1.

The wording on the Bank Guarantee mentioned in my email

"It is acknowledged and agreed that the format of Bank Guarantee approved by Licensor and used
by Licensee for Seasons 2049 and 2010 shall continue to be approved by Licensor for use by
Licensee for
subsequent Seasons'Bank Guarantees unless and until Licensor notifies Licensee to the contrary."

2.

Additional wording on the IPL commercial airtime, including the commitment not to sell to one
advertiser:

"It is agreed that the Licensor Commercial Airtime (if used by Licensor) shall be included in the Feed
bv Licensor or its Host Broadcaster. and not by means of Licensor providing Licensee with the
material (eg a tape of a commercial ad) for Licensee to incorporate into the Feed made available by
Ltcensor.
Licensor agrees that
com me rci a I

a

dv e

it shall not sell the entire 150 seconds of Licensor Commercial Airtime to one

rtiser, "

If you are content with these changes I will send on to 50ny. Even with these changes, I think that it may
still be necessary for IPL to confirm to Sneha or Manjit that the IPL Commercial Airtime may take the form of
either camera focus on an at-venue advertisement or an ad inserted into the feed.
Best regards,
Paul

From: Sundar [mailto:sundar@iplt20,com]
Sent: 04 March 2010 15:29
To3 Manning, Paul; lkm@ipltzo.com

cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM amendment
I am fine with the restricting

150 second not being given to single advertiser

Froms Manning, Paul Imailto:

PMan

n

ing@csi-sports. net]

Rourdcube

Sent: 04 March 2010 20:06
To: 'lkm@ iplt2o.com'; 'Sundar Raman'
Cc: Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: IPVMSM amendment
Dear all
I have spoken to Ashok, and he raised 3 points regarding the amendment:

1.

Bank gua rantee

We reached a compromise whereby Sony could continue to use the current form of bank guarantee
until further notice by lPL. Therefore, if we need to make a change to the format of the BG, we notify
MSM, so IPL retains that flexibility and control, while Sony has a degree of certainty.
IPL

-

commercial airtime: method of exploitation

MSM were under the impression that the IPL airtime would onlv consist of the camera
focussing on an at-venue advertising board. They did not realise IPL may want to insert ads into

the feed.

Itold Ashok that lPLwill want the option to do either, but that this should not make any
difference to them (150 sec limit will still apply, either way it is a third party ad whether at venue
or pre-recorded, etc). Ashok will need to check with Manjit and Sneha as this was not their
understanding.
Please confirm that what I have stated is correct, ie

lPfs

150 second will either comprise a fixed

shotof an advertising board, or itwill bean insertion into the world feed. lsuggestthat
Sundar/Lalit will need to agree this with Sneha/Manjit.
camera

-

| reassured Ashok that - IPL will incorporate the IPL airtime into the feed it makes available,
andthatlPLwill notbe providing Sony with ads thatit mustinsertinto its feed/broadcasts. I
offered to include some words clarifying that MSM would not be required to include such ads
itself, but told Ashok that MSM would heve to broadcast the feed as delivered, including the IPL

airtime.
Please confirm this Doint is also correct.

3.

IPL

commercial airtime: allocation of time and sponsors.

-

MSM want to include confirmation that the full 150 seconds will not be given to one sponsor
only, because otherwise this could cause trouble for MSM with their sponsors. I told him IPL
would want to retain flexibility - if x company made a big offur for 150 seconds l'm guessing you
would want to do that.

-

There is obviously compromise wording that could be included - IPL will exploivallocate the
150 seconds in good faith, or bearing in mind MSM'S commercial representations or after
consulting with MSM (possibly only before selling a ll 150 secs to one advertiser). These seem
fairly undemanding on lPl- but they still require action by IPL and still represent a limit on lPfs
discretion.
Please advise whether you would be happy with such a limit or procedure, or whether
to retain complete discretion as to how the 150 seconds is exploited.

I look forward to your thoughts.

IPL

wants

Best rega rds.
Paul

Paul l.lannine
Vhe PresHenl l G Media LegEl
ll.{G ]'ledb Limited
sth Floor * Mccormack House
Burllnqton tane * London W4 zTH

Tef: 020 8233 7826 * Faxi 020 8233 6523
www.amoworn.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notiry the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The preceding e-mai.L message (incfuding any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential. nay be protected

by the aLLorney-cfient or other appLicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
onLy to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to th.is nessage and then defete a.ll copies of it
from your computer system, Any use. dissemlnation, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

AMENDMENT AGREEMENT
February 2010 (thh "Amendment")

This Amendment AgreeDeDt dtted rs of
EetweeD

(l)

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN lNIllA, a society registercd under the Tamil
Nadu Societies Registration Act and having ih address at Cricket Centcr, Wa*hede Stadiur4

- 4000?0, India for and on behalf of its separate Sub-Committee unit known as lndiao
Premiq League ('Ltuensor"); and
Mumbai

(2\

MSM SATELLITE (SINGAPOR-E) PTE. LTD., a company organized urdcr lhe laws of
Singapore and having its principal ollic€s at 5 Tampines Central 6, #02- 19 Telepark Building
Singapore, 529482 (which expression shall include its successoF and assigns) ("Lic€nsee").

R.ECITALS:

A.

Licensor and LiceDse€ (the "Prrties") have enteted i o thc lndian Premier League Media
fughts Licenc€ Age€ment dated 25 March 2009 pursuant to which Licensee has been granted
the Media Rights (the "Agreemetrt").

B.

The Partigs wish to aftend the Age€m€nt ard otherwis€ agrce on terns as s€t out in this
Amendment.

Wherers ll ls hereby agreed rs follows, edch rdth eftect from the d.te hereof:

L

FormatLd: tont

Bank GuarantccThe Aqree0lcnt shall be

||

A

rc\

4s9!dedA&IS!!

Claurc 7.6]\ shau bc addcd as l'ollorts:

'-[! is .r(kn-rrl"dsel at\l tqrced lhut lh( lbnnnl ol Bunk Gu runIce DDrorcl h|
fu Licensee -l* Seu:an:t 2l)09 Qotl J0l0 sh([l .ontinuc to ht
dporored br Li('ensor lbr use bv Li&ttsct lir .\ubtcou.\l Seasons' Bdnk (;ttlruntee\
nle.\s dnl until Licensor fiolilies Licelsct: to lhe {:!t!l.lralr"'
LiLens.,t'a d utel

.La--3d/4s

Place

Plry-Off Match 8rd Rlghts

Fee

Th€ Ag€ement shall be amend€d as follows:

+2,1
"lt

A new Clause 7.1(c) shall b€ add.d to thc Agre€ment as follows:

is ock rorr/ledged dnd accepted by the Psflies

thallor

the 2010IPL season:

(i)

an additional A.e. 6do) Match shall be played between the losing semi-frnalists
Plsce Play-Of');
thot season (referred to as the

(ii)

in consideration of Licensor's graht to Licensee of the Media Rights to such !d/4n
Place PlalLO[ Licensee shall pq, to Licensor i4 accordadce $)ith the pro|isions of

"{/f

Chuse

7

an incremen al prc rula,ncrcase ia the Rights Fee in

the

for

follon)ing dmount

Indian Rupees 57,627, 1 l 9

Page

I

Not Eold

(iit)

Av)

;!"1. -

all

oJ the terms attd conditions

of

this Ageement shall apply

n

such

3'/{

Place

Play-Olf "

Time Oua. rnd Commercisl Time
The Agleelnent shall be amended as follows:

] fj.lThe

dcfinitior of "Time Oof in Claus€ I ofthe Agreem€nt shall be deleted in its cntirety and
.eplac€d by the following new definition of '"Time ouf':

"means lhe scheduled breaks in play during each innings irt a Match, of a number' liming,
Jormat snd content as determined by the Licentor in its dhcretion, as notified by the Licensor
to the Licensee in odvance"

H.!2

Clause 5.13 oflhe Agreement shall bc deleted in its entirety.

fl.3

In the lirst palagaph of Claus€ 8.6(b) ofthe Agreement, the words "Licensor shall e sure the
Feed provides Licensee with a minimum oJ 2,000 seconds ofcommercial tine (i e.. between
qnd duing otcrs) PLUS another 600 teconds of commercial ainime in Time Outs in each
futl! campleted Match of 40 (forty) overs" shall be deleted and replaced by lhe words:
" Licensor shall ensure the Feed provides Licensee with
.ir'k+at+terra mirtimum of
2,600 (two thousand sir hundred) seands oJcommercial time (i.e. between dnd duing overy
snd during nme Outs) an each lully completed Match oI40 (hrty) overs. "

@

?1.4

In Clause 8.6(b)(iv) ofthe Agreement, the words "Licensee shsll be etttitled to insert a
seconds olcommercial tbne (i.e. between and during overs) arul 600
secorrds in each Time Out in each fully complead Match of40 orers. " shallbedelgted and
replaced by lhe words:

nininum of 2,000

"Licensee shall be enlitled to inserl a minimum of 2,600 (tn'o thouscnd six hundred) seconds
of contnercial time (i.e, between and durtng overc aad duing Time Outs) for each fully
completed Mqtch of 40 (forty) owrs..."

4.5

The Appendix to lhe Agreement shall be dcleted in its entirety.

+jL-Licen3or Commercitl Alrdme
The Agreement shall be amc[ded as follows:

4"lj-Lln

Clause 2,8

;"l:Lf*A

new Clause 5.3(ixd) shall be added as follows:

ofthc Agr€ement, the words"Subject to Licerltee haviLg inserted 2,600 seconds

of commercial time per MdEh for use by Licensee and ils appoinled adwrtisers attd SuE
Licensees pursuant to Clause 8.6, Licensee shall proide and/or procure that Licensor is
protlideil with a minimum of | 50 seconds of television aifiime spots (whether 5 x 30 seand
slmts or othensise at Licensor's discrction as notified by Licensor to Licensee not laEr than
90 ddys prior lo the next IPL season snd irt the case of the 2009 IPL season reosonably itl
advance ofthe lhst Match oJ the 2009 IPL seasoa) duing every live transmiss,ott of Malches
and/or any Plajer Auclion in Indi| for the purposes oJ promoting the Lcague, the Teams,
cicket arrd the ollcial websire" shall be d€lcted.

Pag.2

"(d)

may include with,n an orer oJ sny Match. but hot rehile lhe ball is "in play" (as
defined in Clause 8.6(b)(i) beloh') and not between orers, commerc,ol airtime spots of
an oggregate dumtion of 150 (one hundred and ffty) seconds per Match (i4 Lny
combination, whelher 10 x l5 secand spots or otherwise at Licensor's discrelion) (the
"Licensor Commercial Airtine"). For the avoiddnce of.loubl, footage of
^dverlisihg
and brcnding at ,he Venue that is incidental to normal Malch coverage shall not aount
mwards the 150 seands of Licensor Camrnercial Airt me."

+i1.Lln

Clause 5.1(1) the wotds "and Licensee agrees to carry end clearly display the Sponsored
Lago and any tin ing graphic and to transmit the iterbal references for any liming sponsor at
all times on sll transmissions and broodcasls v)ithout blocking it in any manner u)haltoevei'
shall be d€lcted rnd replaced by the words:

"and Licensee agrees lo carry and clearl! display the Sponsored lago and any liming grophic
and lo lrunsmit the verbal rcferences for a y timing rponsor and the Licensor Commerciol
Ainime at all times on ell transmksions and broadcasls without blocldng or altering them in
any manner whatsoever."

+LLA

new Clause 5.3(iii)--and{lause

5.3(iv)--e1q!5gll(yuld,e]llsslJtjlshall

be added as

follows:

"5.3ljii)Licensee aclorowledges and accepts lhat lhe Licensor Comtnercial Aiflime may be
exploited by Licensor for afiy commercial or norr-commercial purpose in ia
disdetion, including by selling such Licensor Co mercial Airtime to any third parly
commercial adverthers andlor by promoting lhe League, the n e Spotlsor, the
fficial Sponsors, the Teams, cicket and/or the oficial webs e. Licensor shall be
enti ed to retain all reventes thal it deives from iE etploitetion of the l)censor
Commercial Airtime.

5.3(iv) Licensor dcknowledges atd accepts lhot the inclusion by Licensor of the Licensor
Comnercial Aiftime in the Feed shall be withoul prejtdice to ils obligations \tU
rcsuft[ to thc pro,irion h Li&nsee ol commercial line under Claxse 8.6(b) below,

5.J(v) It it !retul that the Licensor (bmmarciil 'tifline (il t^ed b\ Li<en.\orl .rhell bt:
inclulel in lhe Feed bv Licentor or iit Itost Btoodmtter. o]td not hr tne6's ol
Li(:cfisot pr1.)t,i.lins Li(enslLrt,ilh the tnul(t-iul /e't tapL uf t conrnerciul ad) lor
Licen:e? b incorpotute into he Feer! Mdde a|ailable hr Licenxor.

5.-Jh'il Li.efi.\or alrcet thnt il shall not sell the.xttit'e l5l) skonl\ ol l.icensor
;lirline b o c conmtrcial akl\,lrtiseL"

'+"!__Addtdoml FrrDchlses
lhc Asreement shall

5.l

aDd Rights Fee

be anrended as

(i)nn..r.kl

Adjwtmen&

follows:

Cfause 7.9(D of the Agreement "Any incremental increase in Rights Fee thal Licensee agrees
to pay pursxant to Clause 7.9@) shall be paid by Licensee to Licensor on or before the dalz of
the frst Match of each Season lo which the incremental incredse in Rights Fee applies unless
otherwise agreed in v)ritittg W Licensor- For lhe aroidance of doubt, the Bank G{ara/rtees to
be pro|ided nder Clause 7,5 above thall be in the amount of such increased RWs Fee"
shall be deleted in its entir€ty and replac€d by a new Claus€ 7.9(0 as follows:

'a

PaBe 3

4il('dra:*ilffiat1;.|i{tili{li'::ifqr"t\e-qu,oldsnce 9f doubl (A) the Parrg4t schedute
Fee shall remain as set out at clause 7.2 and Sche&ie I of this

for the oiginal Rights

Agreement, and (B) the Bank Guarantees to be proided under Clause 7,5 above shall
be in the dmount of the tatal increased Rights Fee (i,e. the oi4inal Rights Fee and lhe
incrementsl Righls Fee) and shall be provided by lhe dales set oul in Clause 7.5. "

4_Quslity

rtrd lntegilty of Broldcast

'l hc Asrccnrcnt shall bc amcrrdcd as follows:
The following wording shall bc added as

a

new senlence at the end of Clause 8-6(axi):

"lt is acknowledged that Licensee shdll not be in breach ofthis Clause 8.6(a)(j) iJand
to the eiteit that a miscue by the Hosl Broadcdster interrupts or curtqik the inclusion
in the Feed ofcowrage ofa ball "in play"."

+.1_G€der.l
#l-Lcapitalised

tedns used in this Amendmerrt and not otherwise defined shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in the Age€ment.

#rlThe

Padies confirm that this Amendme opsratEs

to

am€nd the Agrecme

nt in

accordance with Clause 24 thereof.

6.]7j

Subject to the foregoing am€ndments thereto, the Agrcehent shall continue in full
force and effect, and from the date hereofreference to the Ageeme shall be read as
rgfsrcnce to that documcnt as amcndcd by the terms hereof.

gl-Lclauses 15,16,17,20,23,26

and 28 of the Agre€mcnt apply to this Amendment and

are incorpoiated into this Amendment as

if

refercnces

in those provisions to

the

Agieement werc Gferences to this Amendment.

IN WTNESS WHEREOF

the duly authorised representatives
herelo thc day and ycar first above writtcn

of the Parties have s€t their

BOARII OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN

MSM SATELLITE (SINCAPORE) PTE.

INDIA

LTD.

IN THE PRESENCE OF A WITNESS

IN THE PRESENCE OF A }T'ITNESS

hands

, -.

-

Romdcube

Subject

RE: IPLIMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to
contract

sender Ashok Nambissan <AshokN@setindia.com>
Recipient Manning, Paul <PManning@csi-sports.net>

H

copy

Sneha Rajani <snehar@setindia.com>, lkm@iplt20.com
< lkm@iplt20.com >, sundar@iplt20.com
< sundar@iplt20.com >, Wildblood, Andrew
<Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com >

Date

10.03.2010 14:40

sm$ssk*S

i Paul:

I believe you are in l\4umbai tomorrow. Sundar suggested we meet and finalise. Let me know a good time
and where? With Sundar and NP also there we should be able to conclude,
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul [mailto: PMan n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Friday, March 05,2010 7:23 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@ipltz0.com'; 'su ndar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subtect: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to our conversation yesterday, please see the attached revised amendment agreement.
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 03 March 2010 15:35
To: Manning, Paul
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2o.com'; 'sundar@iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPI-/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

I can only request Sundar to clarify re. the Bank Guarantee as this was discussed and I thought agreed with
him when we last met along with Manjit and Sneha. Meanwhile I'll review with the team and get back to you
soonest on the amendments.
Cheers
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 03,20f0 8:57 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'su ndar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
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Please see the attached revised amendment

1.
2.

aqreement. Please note that:

I have included wording

dealing with miscues.
IPL does not agree with your proposals regarding the bank guarantees; it requires Sony to
continue to submit its bank guarantee for approval in accordance with the existing terms of the
agreement. This is IPL's final position.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 26 February 2010 14:28
To: Manning, Paul
Cc: Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt2o.com'; 'sundar@ iplt2o.com'; Wildblood, Andrew
Subjects RE; IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Thank you. I did try and call you twice yesterday to explain what we had discussed with Sundar. The two
points I believe which aren't covered (and I checked with Sundar on these) are the Bank Guarantee formatPaul we've used the same format for two years in a row and it's not going to be too much trouble to confirm
we may continue to use this for the rest of the seasons. And last is the 'miscues' issue. Our point simply is
that we ought not to be penalized for a miscue on the world feed- something out of our control.
Appreciate your including these two points.
Have a good weekend too.
chee rs
Ashok

From: Manning, Paul Imailto: PManning@csi-sports,net]
S€nt: Friday, February 26,2O7O 2:48 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan
C,c3

Sneha Rajani; 'lkm@iplt20.com'; 'sundar@iplt20.com'; Wildblood, Andrew

Subtect: RE: IPt/MSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok

Further to your conversation with Sundar, please see the attached revised amendment aqreement, with a
couple of notes in comment balloons to explain certain ofthe changes.
Have a good weekend.
Best regards.
Paul

From: Manning, Paul
Sent: 23 February 2010 12:06
To: AshokN@setindia.com
Cc: snehar@setindia.com; lkm@iplt20.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: FW: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Hi Ashok
Please see my responses in bold below to the comments you have made in your email.
As a general point, IPL'S agreement to amend the payment date for the additional licence fee for extra
matches arising from the additional franchises is strictly conditional on and subject to Sony agreeing to IPL's
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position on the other changes to the agreement. If Sony does not agree to IPL'S position, then IPL will not
agree to delay payment of the additional licence fee and will insist on payment in full on or before the first
.atch of th" season, as presently stipulated. Delaying the payment date would be a significant concession by
IpL - it will give Sony the benefit of keeping these funds for 5 or 6 months - so IPL requires something in

return if it is to agree to it.

I look forward to hearing from

you.

Best regards.
Paul

From: Ashok Nambissan Imailto:AshokN@setindia.com]
Sent: 19 February 2O7O 12i4L
To: Manning, Paul; Sneha Rajani
Cc: lkm@iplt2o.com; sundar@iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subject: RE; IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
H

i Paul:

Before getting into the nitty gritty of the draftin9, there are a few outlier points that
regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

I thought I'd raise

I'm not sure why you state the IPL
can be spread over this period also if
you
2600
seconds
that
the
suggesting
reserves its rights. Are
not in 2010 but in subsequent years? That is certainly not my understanding: the existing
commitment on the 20OO + 600 seconds was that the BCCI would provide this "between and during"
overs and during "Time Outs" respectively. All that we are doing is consolidating this as 2600 seconds
but the obligation to provide it "between and during" overs and during "Time Outs" as per the I4RLA
still subsists. Secondlv vou've added the word "including" before "between and during overs" which
suggests the 2600 seconds can be given even outside these times. Again that is a deviation as I
understand it from the commercial understanding
On the "10 manutes before and after" the match footage,

Ashok, I think you know what is meant by IPL reserving its position as this was the
subject of discussion last year. IPL made it very clear last year that the 2,0OO seconds (or
2.6OO seconds as it will now be) of airtime was to be delivered "in the Feed" as stated in
8.6(b). The Feed begins 10 manutes before the match and finishes 10 minutes after the
match. and this is the timeframe in which the commercial airtime obligation may be
fulfilted. Sony adopted a different interPretation and James Rego reserved IPL'S
position. If you can't remember this, then Sneha will be able to remind you! I was
making it clear that by agre€ing to remove from the Amendment Agreement the express
reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after IPL was not agreeing to Sony's
interpretation of this clause, but was reserving its position. You are not going to change
IPL'g view on this so let's moYe on.
The 2,600 seconds can be provided other than between and during overs. It is part and
parcel of the amendment agre€ment that som€ of this airtime may be provided in the Time
Outs. That is why the wording in brackets was changed.

2.

On the "Time Outs" definition: the MRLA has this precisely defined in terms of duration and timing
in a separate schedule and this was after much discussion during the negotiations (if my memory
serves me right). However the amendment leaves this now entirely at the discretion of the BCCI. I
think this needs a review.

know that Time Outs were defined in the contract. The whole point of this part of the
amendment is to change that.

f

The reality is that time outs are a playing condition and IPL needs to retain discretion over
how they operate year on year during the term. It cannot have playing conditions
dictated bf third parties, and Sony's commercial interests are protected by the obligation
to make available 2.600 seconds airtime in a fully completed 40 over match - provided IPL
complies with that obligation Sony shouldn't have grounds for Gomplaint.

That said, we appreciate that you will need to know what the format of the time outs will
be. so IpL wall agree to provide Sony with reasonable notice of this prior to each season.
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3.

On the 150 seconds for the BCCI: the MRLA has this as an obligation to f4SM to provide only if MSM
has inserted the 2600 seconds of commercial time. This requrrement has however been removed in

the amendment.

correct. That is because this requirement doesn't work in practice. It's 2,6OO seconds
per fully completed 40 over match, so in theory IPL would have to wait until the end of the

match and the provision of the 2,6o0th second (which in reality is not going to be provided
much before the €nd of a full match) before fPL could exploit that entitlement'

Again, the obtigation on IPL to provide 2,600 seconds is sufficient - if IPL fails to provide
urat much airtime to Sony (whether due to th€ fact IPI'S 15O seconds have been included
or otherwise) Sony will have its remedies.
Also the drafting of the provision suggests the 150 secs will consist of com mercial spots to be
inserted. There is also a Teference to sale of such commercial time. What I've been told is that while
the ball is not in play, the world feed may for the defined length of the spots focus on the commercral
,on ground' hoardings as part of an arrangement between the BCCI and certain of its on ground
sponsors. Hence there is no question of any insertion into the SET MAX feed which is done out of
Singapore with commercials sent there in advance. Similarly there can't be sale of air time as this
requires the issue of a release order and the provision of commercials to run which is not what is
contem plated.

This airtime cannot b€ restricted to focusing on hoardings - it needs to be airtime that
is at IpL,s disposal to use as it sees fit. The only change from last year (other than the removal of
unworkable requirement to provide 2,600 seconds to sony first) is that this airtim€ may
the
be commercial in nature as opposed to promotionalThis does not necessarily mean the provision of such advertis€ments to sony (by tape
or whatever) to insert in its broadcasts; the ads can be inserted in the feed made available to
Sony, but Sony will be obliged to broadcast the feed as provided by IPL.

4.

Further as you may know the Information l4inistry has pretty stringent guidelines about advertising
of certain products Including liquor, chewing tobacco, pan, etc. These extend to'surrogate'
advertising too. For e.g. 'Kingfisher' and 'Royal Challenger'are well known liquor brands. When these
are caughi by the camera in passing, that's not an issue but if the camera pans to a hoarding, that'll
be a big issue.

IPL is aware of Information Ministry advertising guidelines.

5.

Two other points I believe that were discussed but do not find a place in the amendments are
regarding miscues of the world feed and the bank guarantee format- On the first, I believe it has
been agreed that clause 8,6(b)(i) will not be attracted if the ball cutting happens because of a 'miscue'
on the world feed- for e.9. a ball is cut because the on ground commentator forgets his cue.

This is not an issue for the amendm€nt agreement and will not be included in it.
We negotiated a multi-stage procedure for dealing with infringements of the obligation to
broadcast every ball, sony has to breach at least 9 times before any penalty is imposed,
and will have the opportunity to €xplain the circumstances behind the br€ach on being
sent a..show cause notice" by IPL (para l(ii) of schedule 3). we are not going to get into
stiputating what does and what does not amount to showing cause.
And the second relates to the Bank Guarantee format we are presently using (and which was
approved by the IPL last year): we sought a confirmation that this format can continue to be used for
the rest of the Rights Period.

IpL does not aoree to this. Sony should continue to either use the Bank Guarantee
format in the contract or such other form that is approved in advance by IPL. This is not open for
further discussion.
Please do give this your consideration- if Manjit or NP have any comments,

Cheers
Ashok

I will let you know'
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From: Manning, Paul Imailto; PMan n ing@csi-sports. net]
Sent: Thursday, February 18,2010 9:39 PM
To: Ashok Nambissan; Sneha Rajani

Cc: lkm@iplt20.com; su ndar@ iplt20.com; Wildblood, Andrew
Subiect: IPVMSM Amendment Agreement - subject to contract
Dear Ashok, Sneha

Further to your discussions with Sundar, I attach a revised Amendment Agreement'

in respect of clause 2 on Time outs and commercial Time, please note that while we have removed the
exDress reference to 10 minutes before and 10 minutes after the Match. as was the case last year IPL
expressly res€rves its position on that issue.
Best regards.
Paul
Faul llannlng

Vi.E Pr€oitent, IHG liledb Legal
Il.lG l,l6dla Limited
5th Floor * Mccormack House
Burthgton Lane * London W4 2TH

Tel: 020 8233 7826 * Fax 020 8233 5523
www,imoworLl.com

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachnents)

contains information that nay be confidenti-al, may be protected
hrr the ai-t.'rncv-cl ient or other applicable privi]eges, or may

constltute non-public inforrnation. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you a.re not
an intended recj-pient of this message, please notify the sender
by rep.Lying to this message and then delete a]L copies of it
from your computer system. Any use. dissemination, disLribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidentia.l, may be pr:otected
by the attorney-client or other appl-icabl-e privifeqes, or may
const.itute non-public infornation. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above' If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, p.lease notlfy the sender
by repLyinq to this message and then detete af1 copies of it
from you.r computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recip.ients is not
authorized and may be unlawfu] .
The preceding e-maiI message (including any atlachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected
by the attorney-cfient or other aPpLicable privileges, or nay
constitute non-pubfic info.rmation. It is intended to be conveyed
onl-y to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete aLl copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribut-ion,
or repxoduction of this messaqe by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unl-awfuf .
The preceding e-mail message (inctuding any attachments)

contains information that nay be confidentiaL, may be protected
by the attorney-client or other applicable pr.ivileges, or nay
constitute non-pubfic information' It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated rec.ipient(s) naned above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message. please notify the sender
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by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
fron your computer systen. Any use, dissenination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

Webmail :: Re: commercial inventory in the first few nutches

Subject Re: commercial inventory in the first few matches
Sender sundar@iplt2O.com <sundar@iplt20.com>
Recipi€nt LalitModi <lkm@iplt20,com>

Date

15.03.2010 21:50

Too many interruptions in the match giving them 150-200 seconds more
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: lkm@iplt20.com
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 16:16:23 +0000
To: Sundar Raman<sundar@iplt20.com >
Subject: Re: commercial inventory in the first few matches
How have they over shot. ????
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

From: "Sundar" < sundar@iplt20.com >
Date: Mon. 15 Mar 2010 20:38:32 +0530
To: < lkm@iplt20.com >
Subject: commercial inventory in the first few matches

KKR/DC
MI/RR

KP/DD
RCB/KKR
DC/CSK

27T5
2663
2765
2790
2700

This excludes the 150 sec we show on biq screen

lofl

ffi*g#k&

Webnnil :: Various issues and ljpdate

Subject Various lssues and Update
sender Sundar < sundar@iplt20.com >
Recipient lkm@iplt2o.com <lkm@iplt20.com>
Copy Utkarsh Singh <utkarsh@iplt20.com

rs#sxklry
>, James P. Rego

<james@iplt20.com >, kabir@iplt20.com <kabir@iplt20.com>,
Poorna Patel

Date

<

poorna@iplt20.com >

15.03.2010 20:20

Dear Lalit,
Here is an update on the various issues and solutions starting immediate effect...

1.

Rockstar

Starting next episode of Colors,

IPL

will gua rantee deliver a celebrity judge in

a

ll

venues. In addition to this we will

lso deliver 4 tickets at the IPL Chairma n's box for the Fina ls on 25rn April for promotional purpose for Colours
IPL Rockstar promotional purposes. Spoken to Rajesh and confirmed it. Spoken to Mehr and closingthe celeb

a

judge

2.

IPL Fear Factor edition : we need to help them close the contracts in the next 2 weeks when the
players are hear for them to go ahead on the shoot. They are paranoid about players pulling off last

minute

3.

Karbonn visibility

lGrbonn Kamaal catches will now be more prominent end referred to by on air commentators. The other
visibility is been taken care of.

4.

MRF Blimp visibility

We have a problem with only 22 matches been covered by blimp (against contractual 24). The final blimp has
been released from customs as of today. We have increased the visibility to 12 per match for the next fuw
matches. I have recommended to James we keep it at 12 all matches to compensate shortfall of 2 matches. Will
speak to Tony and make him agree the compensation

5.

Youtube Fun feed & Ms Universe

Michelle is all up and runningvery well. Dayanara is being sent back tomorrow. We will manage with Michelle.
Michelle will travel as a part of Mehrs team and willjoin in the production team on arrival at stadia. Local
numbers organized, production briefed and brief given for fun feed and IPL nights. will use her for 1 or 2
episodes of Rockstars as Celeb judge also. Kabir will project manage sitting in Mumbai (not required to travel
every match as it is better controlled from a single venue). He will send a daily update for the next 2 weeks to
ensure we are all up and running without a hitch. Post which will give us an update only if there is an exception
to the norm.

6.

150 seconds

We have had issues in the quality offeed leading to advertisers pulling out. We have to get consistency of
execution. Sorted this out with James today. He will be broadcasting it out of an LCD TV instead of big screen.
This started in Mohali yesterday and went well. But we didn't manage it in chennai. starting today it will all be
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Webnail :: Various issues and Uodatc

strlamlined and in order. Over the next couple of matches we expect to get all advertisers back. Kunal's team
will send across all the tapes to the TOM in each venue atleast 24 hours before match for execution. The
commercial process has also been put in place for the execution with cuesheet sign off from producer etc

7.
8.

Club Lounge : We have had some good traction on club lounge at a few of the venues over the last few
days since opening. Delhi, Kolkotta and Bangalore are active with interests. James will package the Club
loun8e with commentator mentions etc on live fued to sellthe packages better.

Globalfeed coverage items

The following will be covered in the global feed regularly
IPL Painting by Subodh Gupta. Once you confirm the charity, we will put that also in. Till then it will
promote the painting will be auctioned for charity at the closing night
Green IPL initiative by RCB in Bangalore matches
Commentator interview with Police commissioner in the top cities where we have got their support
Mumbai, Kolkotta etc

a)
b)
c)

-

9,

Hospitality seating issue in Mumbai : On it to redo the sponsor seating area and make it look like DYP
seating before the next game on 20th Mar.

Will update when i meet you tom
Sundar
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Webmail :: Re: 5 second live ads

Subject
Sender
Recipient

Date

Re: 5 second live ads
kus4@yahoo.com < ku54@yahoo. com >
Lalit off <lkm@ipltzo.com>
16.03.2010 02:04

rs*#s*:k&

Thanks

Sent froln BlackBerry@ on Ailtel
^i n.I

-----^-i

M6<eida-----

From: !!qq!g!!:AL!9S
Date: Mon. 15 Mar 2010 20:33:39

To: Kunal Dasgupta<ku54 Byahoo. com>
Cci Sundar Ranan<sundarG iplt2 0 . com>
Subject: Re: 5 second live ads
it.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtef

Done

Ma < <i da--

-----^-idih:l

-- -

Fron: \!:1!qlg!99j!9$
Date: Sun, 14 Mar 2010 16:31:41
To: Lafit of f<.I kmc ipl t2 0. com>
cc i sundar 1PL<ggIgglS!Pl!:qS94>
subject: Rei 5 second live ads
It was ok in filst match now again not ok in csk vs dc we need to find consistency.
Sent flom BlackBerry@ on Air:tef
____-/],i

-i nr I

Prom: lLqLLPLLaqjSg4
Date: sun. 14 Mar 2010 11:10:0?
To: Kunal Dasgupt a <Ill1llqlgh!9-:S94>
Cc: Sundar Raman<sundarB iplt2 0. com>
subject: Re: 5 second live ads
FounD it. Taking it to ]cd.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Alrte.I

-----Originaf Message----Fron: Iq1!qIg!99.:S!4
Date: sat, 13 Mar 2010 10:58:03
To: Lalit off<lkmGiplt20. corn>
Subject: Fw: 5 second l-ive ads
we are getting a Iot of flak for running ads by pointinq a camera at a low res screen oD
the qround. They wiL_l tefuse to pay unless it Looks good on air. T spoke to Pau.I Manning
r,rho sald that we cannot cut the world feed and run ads.it Iooks very bad on Tv and the
ground audio is oot mute,PauI said we have to amend contracts wlth wsc and sony. If there
I suggest we hold back till we find a technical and a legal solution-This is
i" tto
".y
giving IPL a bad nane.
sent flom BlackBerr!@ on Airtel
Message--- - -----original
From: gelg!_\e9]3!9!gqiljl!I}
Date: Sat, 13 Mar 2010 09:35:48
ro: Kunal Da scupt a <Ig1!lryg!99-:S9g>
subj

ect:

Re:

Kunal, nothing has been done for today ... Production said ere didn't qet the tapes on tlme
. The tapes have been in Bon!f,ay for the tast 2 days .I have asked them not to play any
comnercials apalt fm Karbon which is done by them . Even Karbon has complained
Sent on my Bl-ackBerry@ flom Vodafone
-----^-i^in51

Erom:
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Webmail :: Re: 5 second live ads

'

Datei Fri' 12 Mar 20L0 L6t29tI2
To: Gargi Kau-L<qargi k"ul13hotmaif
Subject: Re:

com>

is Pulling out
------OriginaI Message-----I IOmi Gargl Kau t
To: Kunal Dascupta
ReplyTo: Gargi Kaul
subject: Re:
sent: Mar 12, 2010 9:58 PM

Then te1l him client

But Sundar is not listening .. . His head of production showed him and he said its very
very goocl .. .
Sent on my BlackBerry@ from Vodafone
Message---------origlnal
Frorn: g1!gleb99.:j9q
Date: Fr.i, 12 Ma! 2010 L6t!2|41ro : carsi Kaul<gglgl_-!g!l!!9!Se:Lr!9lq>
Subject: Re:
have to cut giound audio and use hd ad
-- --or i g ina I Message------

We
--

Fron: Gargi KauI
To: Kunal Dascupta
Replyfo: Gargi Xaul
subj ect: Re:
sent: Ma! 12, 2OIO 9.42

Pl(

Audio not good becoz the noise fm the ground is getting mixed with connercial audio and
Abbas had pointed this out j.n the meeting to IMG
irs rd6kin.r tackv becoz of resolution
glnal
lllessage------ - ----Ori
From: Kunal Dascupta
To: Garqi Kaul
ReplyTo: Kunal Dascupta
Subject: Re:
sent: Mar 12, 2010 9:05 PM
wh:- is
------.\,i

fhF nr^hlcm
di n: I Ma<sidc------

From: Gargi KauI
To: Kunal Dascupta
RepIyIo: uargr Kau l
Subj ect: Re:
sent: Mar 12, 2010 9:03

PM

Clients not l-iking the india +worl-d feed cormercial. The way its coming ...karbon
nestle hv cal.led to cancel
------nr

i

^i

h:

I

and

M6ec:da------

From: Kunal Dascupta
To: Gargi Kau.I
ReFlyTo: Kuna-I Dascupta

subject: Re:
senr: Mar 12, 2010 8t42

ok

------Original

Mes

sage-

PM

--- - -

From: Gargi Kauf
To: Kunal Dascupta
ReplyTo: Gargi Kaul
Subj ect :
sent: Mar 12, 2010 6:55

Pl,l

Hi Kunal , group M , nokia team and D.T had all landed at the studio in gurgaon ...I have
asked them a1l- to leave hence they ve been trying to reach you to get in . .. , T donot want
anyone dictating terms and positioning . ,tust wanted to keep you posted . Trust you are ok
with this
Gar9r

Sent on my BlackBerry@ from Vodafone
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subject
sender

Recipient

MODI REDUX naked eY€ - sb
sandeep bamzai <sandeep. bamzai@gmail.com >
lkm@iplt20. com < lkm@iplt20. com >, Percy Dubash
<

*s#*lk€

percy,dubash@adfactorspr.com >

Dat€ 17.03.2010 12:13
NAKED EYE

By carefully and effectively s.Licing the IPL rights pie, Lalit Modi
has proved once again that he is a shrewd marketer. As he said the
other day, he has managed to double the central revenue pool for the
franchise owners- Thorlqh Modi and the IPI are not very forthcoming on
the revenues, doubling is suiely good news fro the franchise owners.
season 2 in many ways was a disaster for IPL and the franchlse ovnels,
although empirical evidence in the form of lesealch from TIFL showed
that atl eight of them had made a profit. While this rnystifies me, I
guess one needs to pay some attention to these nu(ibels. Fol one cannot
disregard them completely. Each franchise owner reportedly received Rs
6?.5 crore from the central revenue poof last yeal and this was the
bulwark of the earnings for each franchise. Team sponsorships also
brought in an identicaf sum of money for each franchise owner - Rs 24
clore. Other income valied and included gate
receipts, in-stadia advertising, merchandise sales, and media tie-ups,
while other expenses included stadia fees, travef, stay cost and team
plomot 1on.

original]y, the bulwark of the revenues were from the
broadcasting deal with Sony which were directed to a central pool, 408
of which went to IPL itself, 543 to franchisees and 6t as prize noney.
The money will be distributed in these proportions until 2017, after
which the share of IPL wil.L be 50?, franchisees 453 and prize money
53. IPL had earlier inked a deal with K.ingfisher Airlines as the
official umpire partner for the selies in a Rs' 106 ciore (1.06
biflion) deal. This deal sees the Kingfisher Ai.rlines biand on all
uftpires' uniforms and also on the qiant screens during third umpire
decisions.
to the sudden move to South Africa for season 2, IPL renegotialed
its broadcast deal with sony. IPL had agreed to subsidize the
diffelence in operating cost between India and South Africa as it
decided to move to the African nation aftei the security concerns
raised because of its coincidence inith India's general elections.
Indi.a's biggest property devefoper DLF Group paid 950 million to be
the title sponsor of the tournament for 5 years fron 2008 to 2013. As
far as the renegotiated broadcast deal with Sony itas concerned, 2OZ
of these proceeds were go to IPL, 8g as prize money and ?28 would be
distributed to the franchisees. The money wou.ld be distributed in
these ploportions until 2012, after which the IPL etould go public and
list its shares. That at least is the grand plan.
Due

But thig time round, Modi has calved new slices of the rights Pie,
nilking it for every nicket and dirne. Industry sources reckon that
some of these monetisation deals are extremely lucrative. Fol j'nstance
colors has reportedly paid 5130 mil]-Lon for jts 3 year Iicensing deal,
100 per cent of which will be sptit between the eight franchises' MRF
has forked out Rs 16 crore for the blimp at match venues while Maxx
has entered into a Rs 20 crore per annum deal as the strategic time
out partne! and Rs 32 crore 1''ith Karbonn Mobiles. There is a15o a
licensing deat with swiss watch make! Bande.Iier for the IPL Trophy
Collection for an undisclosed sum. Eulther, Modi has sold the
theatricat rights to UFO Moviez, opening up a spanking new frontier.
UFO Moviez expects Rs 20-25 crore revenues in the flrst
year. Eurther in a landmark deal, the entire IPL 2010 season wilf be
broadcast Iive on YouTube '
following an arranqement between the l-eague and Google, owners of the
internet channel. The deal - under which all 60 games wi-II be shown
liwe or on a short delay on a dedicated Youfube channet - will aPply
across the world. except in the USA, which wiII have re-broadcast
options. The agreement gives Google exclusive online rights for IPL content fo!

tno years. with both paltles sharing levenues from sponsorships and
advertising. In fact, these deals were annouoced with staccato
regularity. ITV announced it had secured the United Kingdon television
rights for the 2010 Indian Premier League. ITV will televise 59 of the
60 lPL matches on its ITV4 free to air channel. This way cricket
returns to ITV afte! a hiatus of 30 years. No figures are available
for both the youtube and ITV deals, but they will be wor:th a l-ot of

money.

That is obvious from the vray coogle India Pvt. Ltd has announced an
array of advertising partners for live streaming of the IPL matches on
YouTube. Leading the ]ine-up are sponsors such as the Royal
Challengers Bangalore, HSBC India, and HP India. The other sponsors
taklng up the sponsolship slots include Airtel, Coca-Cola and Samsung.
It is believed that the sponsorship deafs on YouTube ale availabfe for
between Rs1.5 crore and Rs 4 crore. UFO Moviez, the world's largest
digital sate.llite cine network will screen DLF lPL 2010 Cricket
matches live on giqantic screen in cinema theatres across the country.
UFO has more than 1.700 digltal
screens across lndia and has tied up
with Crown Infotainment who holds the distribution riqhts for IPL 2010
to i-ntroduce fPL matches in theatres.
Similarly. mobile phone manufacturer Karbonn Mobi.Ies, a joint venture
between Delhi-based Jaina croup and Bangalore-based UTL qroup inked a
lonq-term sponsorship contract with the lndian Premier League (IPL),
Karbonn Mobiles is IPL's Official Partner Mobile Phone, as also the
tit.le sponsor of rIPt Nj-qhtsi, a show that will be aired on MTV, part
of the Colors licensing deal. The deal is valued at Rs 32 ctore for
the year. In another innovation, IPL is also charging a prernium for
sponeored blimps at the match venues. Tyre brand MRF Ltd is spending
Rs16 crole to sponsor the b.Iinps. IPL has atso entered into a Rs 60
crole three year agreement wlth l,lAXX I a leading mobile and accessories
nanufacturer. I4AXX erill act as the Strateqlc Time Out (STO) partner
and add spice to the final stages of the.Ieague as the official
nl.v-^Ff

?hen there are deals with Bangalore-based mobife firm JuIy Systems for
the exclusive rights to the mobile IDternet portal M.IPLT2o,com, the
official site for the third Indian Premier League on the mobi.Le. UtV
Group owned fndiagames is the officia.l gaming partner for the Indian
Premier l,eague while the Noida based GoBindas Entertairment has tanded
the Interactive Voice & Video RespoDse (IWR) rights specifically for
the United Arab Emirates region. vRock Mobile has bagged the worfdwide
IVR, SMS, MMS and Iive score righLs. Then Lhe.re is
Sigma Ventures e DCI Mobite Studios which will develop an offlcial
IPL
mobile application for iPhone, Android and other smart phones. The old
adage of bbondh boondh se sagar banta hai nay hold good here.

what this tells you is that if Lhere is a wjll, then automLically a
way will present itself.
In manys Modi has found his true calling only
now. That of a marketer par exce.Ilence. IPL is here to stay and peop-Le
are willing to bet big on it. The tournament I s return to India,
captive audiences and as a coro-Llary high ratings is what adveltisers
are seeking. I guess Modi would have been inventive .Last year as well,
but his bandwidth in season 2 would have been completely clogged due
to the last ninute migiation to South Africa. But he seems to have
more than made up for it this year, fn fact, he has put in a veritable
ehri

nf

r-hi e fim6

Webnnil :: Re: DLF trL '10 - Play offs Parfirer Proposal (URGENT)!!!

rs#sxkS

Re: DLF IPL'1O - Play off's Paltner Proposal (URGENT)!!!
sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com >
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>,
Tanveer Uberoi <Tanveer. Uberoi@imgworld.com >, Lalit Modi

Subject
Sender
Recipient
coPy

lkm@iplt20.com >
Krishnan, Ravi < Ravi. Krishnan@imgworld.com >, Gargi Kaul
< gargi_kaul@hotmail.com >

Date

06.04.2010 17:26

<

Dea! Andlew'

Can't progress at '1 .5/8L price. As you t{ould have noticed almost 901 c-Iients for this is
new eg B-Iackberry, Nestle. MicroMa:{ etc
Regards

sundar

Sent from BlackBerrl@ on Airtel

-----OriginaI Message----From: "t/tildbIood, Ardrew" <Andre!r. !iifdbl-ood13 ingworld. com>
Date: Tue, 6 Apr 2010 12,29t45
To : sundar0ip]t2 0. com<sundar.aiplt20. com>; ubeloi, Tanveer<@>;
La 1 it Modi<!\qL!P!Lag:SS4>
cc : Kri shnan, Ravi<89!..,ggijEg4lI9!glgj > ; Garsi Kaul<geI9!-!e!13l9!g9ll-=i94>
Subject: RE: DLF IPL'10 - Play off's Partner Proposat (0RGENT) ! !!
OK, ther.efore Tanveer please make sure that you have specific dai.Ly piice clealance before
you apploach a ctient aDd tell the client that the price i5 todayrs plice and sensitive to
supply and demand changes. I suggest that Gargi should also advise an acceptance peliod
(say Shours?) during which the quoted plice remains valid-

sundar/Lalit can you clatify whether we can ptoceed iiith Parle at the old price? I hope
that you will agree to this, I believe they are a new client who r'te will have a better
chance to develop if ke give them good first e*perience.
AW

Erotn: !!!gg:3jPll3!.jgB
{ sunda r(! ipl t 2 0 . coml
Sent: 06 April 2010 12:14
To: wildblood. Andrew; Uberoi, Tanveer; Lalit Modi
Cc: Kiishnan, Ravi; Gatgi Kaul

SubjecL: Re: DLF IPL r10 - Play off's Partner Proposal

Hi

(URGENT)

!!!

Andrew,

As you may be aware the inventory is depeDdant on demand supply.
this Linited supply and consequently price changes for this.

We

have excess demand for

As on date this is the Frice in the market Gargi and team are sel-ling at. We do not want
price lower than this to be floated, f suggest Tanvir route afl invenlory sales through
cargi.
Regards
Sundar

Sent from
f,i

-----.\Ti

B.LackBerry@
nr

on Ailtel

l

Fron: "wiIdbIood, Andrew" <Andrei"r. !'i.Idblood@ imgworld. com>
Date: Tue, 6 APr 2010 11:57:03
To: sundare iplt2 O . com<g!!gglSLp]!?!jj9q>; Uberoi, Tanveer<@>;
La r i

r

Modi<IbqqtPLll.l2.:994>

Cc: Krishnan, Ravi<Ravi.Krishnan.qimg!.rorld.com>; Gargi Kaul<gaigi kaullahotmail.
Subject: RE: DLF IPL '10 - Play off's Partner Proposaf (URGENT) ! ! I

IOIJ

com>

a

Webnrail :: Re: DLF IPL'10 -

Playofs

Partner hoposal (URGENT)|!!

Sundar.

Thanks for this advice.

in Delhi last wednesday, the IMG sales team has been marketing IPL
properties including the on scleen ads. We have secured an offer based on the pricing
infolmation that was available to us. Are your instructions that we should now revert to
Parle with the new pricing or can w€ confirm the deal? I understand that a Cadbury
arranqement has just been confirmed using the otd pricing although that may not be corlect.

As discussed wlth Lalit

So that any repeat of this can be avo.ided, it is clearly criticaf that all -lelewant
pricing and availability infornation is conmunicated to Tanveer on a tirnely basis so that
we can be coordlnated and professional and all involved are consistent in approach.

Let us know and we will do the needful.
AW

Eron, 9!!qgI!Lpll:9r!Sg
I sunda r(a i plt 2 0 . c om]
sent: 06 April 2010 08:55
To: Uberoi, Tanveer; Lalit Modi
Cc: Iiildblood, Andrew; Krishnan' Ravi; Gargi Kaul
Subject: Re: DLF lPL '10 - PIay off's Partner Proposal

(URGENT)

!!l

Dear Tanveer,
The on screen ads now are at INR 12L for play offs and 9L for rest of the matches.

Please be in touch with Gargi (copied)
Sundar

Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtef
From: "oberoi. Tanveer" <Tanvee r. Ube roi imgworld. com>
Datei Tue, 6 Apr 2010 1?:42:10 +1000
ro r' !BggLpll?!j!9!' <lkm@ ip1t20, com>
cc :' sundar@ ipl t2 0 . com' <99!qglglpl!!!_:S9$> ; wildblood,
Andrew<Andiew. wi tdbloodG img\^torld. com>; Krishnan, Rati<Bgj4_.IliglgllgfIry9Ilg.ri94>
13

Subject: Fli:

DLE

IPL '10 - Play off's Partner Proposal

(URGENT)

!!l

Dear Lalit
Befow offer from Parle (from their aqency TME ) tor On screen advertising. This is as per
the rate you menlioned the other day in Delhi ie:- Rs.7.5]ac per 10 sec for league
matches and Rs.8 lacs per 10 sec for Play off's
Can we

give them a qo ahead and take a wlitten confilmation

They have additiona.Ily requested for 08 hospitality/sponsor

patil

?

tickets foi the Flnals at

DY

.

warm Regards

Tanveer S.Uberoi llGenera.I Manaqer ll lMG/TwIl Building No.9l Tolrer Al 5th FloorlCyber
CitylDLFl Phase-III lGurgaon lI220O2l INDIAI TeI: 9 1 - 0 1 2 4 - 4 5 7 8 9 0 0 | Fax: 9 1 - 0 1 2 4 - 4 2 1 8 I 0 3
Cefl: +9198?36?22131 E-nail: tanvee r. uberoi imgworld. com lAlt. E-mail:
tanvee r . ubero-i

Ggma

il

. com

"a

I

Frorn: Karim, Imran lmailto: Imran. Karimc tme india. con]
Sent: Tuesday, ApriI 06, 2010 11:37 AM
To: Potphode. Rohit
cc: Mathews, Vinish; Uberoi, Tanveeri Garg, Tushaar
Subject: RE: DLF IPL'10 - Play offrs Partner Proposal

2of3

(URGENT)

l!!

|

Webnnil :: Re: DLF IPL'10 - Play offs Parher hoposal (URGENT)!!!

Hi Rohit,
Futther to our discussion follo]nling is our requirement for the on screen advertising.
same will- be shown live on Max as we.II)
we have presented tvo option to client.

option -1 league matches
No of matches - 6
q6^.

nar

m:f.h

Total seconds -

dO

-

240

eh^r.{,rr>+i^n-<ca-c

Total cost - Rs. 1,8 cr (net)
nnfi^n

- , Pr.\,

No of natches -

^ff

rat.has

4

m:l_-h - 6r)
240

Total seconds eh^f/i,!Yrfi^n-qe6-c

Total cost - Rs. 1.92 cr (net)
Kindty confirm the above two option, will let you know by today evening on the
Reqrards,

Imran

The precedinq e-mai1 message {including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidentla.I, may be protected

by the attorney-cIi.ent or other applicable privileqes, or may
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you a.e not
an intended lecipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from you! computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution,
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

The pleceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privifeges, or may
constitute non-public information. rt is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it
from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, d.istlibution,
o! reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.
The preceding e-mai1 message (including any attachments)
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may
constitute non-public information. rt is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are oot
an intended recipient of th.is message, please notify the sender
by replying to this message and then de.Lete a.Ll copies of it
flom your computer system. I\ny use, dissemination, distribution.
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not
authorized and may be un.lawful.

J OIJ

same.

(the

Webrnail :: Re: Match3l

:s#psk&

Re: Match 31
sneha Rajani <snehar@setindia.com>
lkm@iplt20.com < lkm@iplt20. com >
sundar@iplt20.com <sundar@iplt20.com>, james@iplt20.com

Subiect
Sender
Recipient
copy

<james@iplt20. com >

Dat€

07.04.2010 00:08

OK so now last 3 games hv been good.. Just about touching 2,600 seconds. But
.like I said last 16 odd days has been down. we are behind approx 3,500 to 4,000 seconds on
full matches. Can send exact details Lm.rw once Iatest TAM numbers are out.

Thanks l,alit.

Thanks,
Sneha

-----

Or

iginal

Message

-----

From: !\!Iq!ELIZLS9E <I kn.4lpl t2 0 . cor0>
Toi Sneha Raj ani
James Reqo <i
Cc: Sundar Raman <sunda rG i
Sent: vied APr 07 00:01:12 2 010
c,rhia-+

'

Pa.

M,f-h

Sundar:

- james.

ames

l-a

ip1t2

0.

com>

1l

Push.

------r!,idihrl

From: Sneha

To: Lkm ipl
Subject: Re: Match 31
sent: 6 Apr 2010 27|1-2
Eello

La

1it.

Ajrai-ting a response on this, we are averaging in fu.Ll 40 overs matches appro)..

2400

seconds.

Sneha
----Fr^m.

1.\ridinrl
cn6h:
P:i:hi

To:'-kml3 ipl L20.com' <1kml.?ip]t20.com>
qFn-. T,rp An- O6 Ol:O1:28 20I0
crrhi 6^+ .

P6.

M:l_^h

?1

Hi La1it,
stlll avJaiting a response on thj-s? On full 40 over matches e,re are still beyond the 2600
seconds. Consistently. Since 2 plus weeks. Barring the first week to 10 days. Request u
look into this.
Last 2

games

hv been reasonabty OK. Thanks. But a lot of catching up to do.

Thanks,
Sneha

----Fr^n.

.lri
di
qnaFA

n:

I

Maaa:da

PA i:n

-----

i

To:' lkm"iplt20. con' <u4g1pll2!.j99>
Sent: Fri Apr 02 23:44:14
subject: F\.1: Match 31
Hi La1it,

I of2

2010

Webnnil :: Re: Match

3l

pls request you to look into the FCT being made available. Last 10 days in fulf matches we
are only getting 2200 to 2350 seconds maximum. You may verify the data with TAM. We are
falling way short of the 2,600 mark. The first 10 days wele great' but since then its been
a struggle.
Wou-ld

appreciate your intelventlon.

Many thanks,
sneha

-----

Or

iginal Message -----

From: sinsh, Raj'ee' <BgjJggj_!flg!g:!9::9!Ij!94>
Io: N P Singh; SDeha Rajani; l4anJit s-ingh; Banu Veloo; Gupta, Rohit

<r9!l!s!E!3!3!ji!gr.:

>

sent: Fri Apr 02 23:13:18
C,rtIi6^f.

M:f-h

2010

?1

2280 second fct, 20 second match ptomos and 30 second set n sab promos.
Notice: This message is intended to be read onfy by the individual or entity to which it
-is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt ftom
disclosure under app.Iicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended
recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution o! copying of this
conmunication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this colununication in error,
please notify us at !!pE94$S!:Ig:g
and inmediatety destroy afl copies, both
electronic and other, of this message.
SeDt from BlackBerr!@ on Airtel
Notice: This message is intended to be read only by the individual or entity to which it
is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidentiaf and exempt from
dlsclosure under app.ticable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended
recipient, or the employee or agent responsible fo! delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissem-inatlon, distribution or copying of this
conmunication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this cornmunication in erro!,
please notify us at support Bs et india - com and inmediately destloy afl copies, both
electronic and other, of this message.
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Webnnil :: Re: Big Screen ads

Subject
Sender
Recipient

Date

*s$s*lk€

Re: Big screen ads
ku54@yahoo.com <ku54@yahoo.com>
Lalit off <lkm@iplt2o.com>
11.04.2010 18:25

I agree lalit but we have gone into this in real time when budgets are over And we had
to keep it ]ow profite. It took some time to settle and now we are demanding high prices
too. Next year it witl be an estab.Iished thing and we will go well in advance and cfose
fu.I1 inventory in advance. lle are already sold out in the last four matches and we had
used Ieftover budqets of march 31. we will tly oul best.
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel
-----OriqinaI Message--- - Fron: llIlLLgLLaq.:S9B
Date: sun, 11 Apr 2010 1,2204t48
Kuna.I
ro, .gglg!_\9g!3!9!Ig:!.j9!>;

Da s

Raman<E!!SleglI!!-L!41:j!S>
Subject: Re: Big Screen ads

supta

<Ig1!qlg&9jj91>;

sundar

Apoloqise not good.
Sent from BlackBerll@ on Airtel

-----OriginaI

Message-----

93jg:-jejM9!ICll:
Date: Sun, 11 Apr 2010 10:50:07
To: Lalit Modi<l\ggf-eE=!_.,j9l>;
From,

Ra.an<!!!g9j!Lpl!?!..,S98>
subject: Re: Big Screen ads

My apologies . . . working on it
Ga

Kuna]

..

Da

scupta<Lg!Ll3l3!99-.:S93>

i

Sundar

,. '

rg1

Sent on my BlackBerr!'@ from vodafo
-----ori

e

di nA 1 MA<<ida-----

From: lEllqlgllag:jgg
Date: Sun, 11 Apr 2010 09:55:19
ro : Kuna 1 Da s gupta<Ig1!qygh99-:S9g>i Sunda r Rumun<9!!gC:g:P}l:!j!94>
Cc: Galgi Kaul<qarqi kau.I0hotmaif. com>
Subject: Re: Big Screen ads

That is zero excuse. liith our ratings this is big big biq loss. Not acceptabfe.
sent from BlackBelry@ on Airtel
Messaqe----From: IglllqyC!99.:S9g
Date: sun, 11 Apr. 2010 09:31:50
To: LaIit of f<Lkm.aiplt20.com>; Sundar lPl<sundarciplt20.com>

-----original

cc: Garsi Katl<gelgl_lCgglglIeff. t
subject: Fw: Big screen ads

The new financiat year caused this p] see gargis reply
-- ----Or igi na I Message-----Erom: Garqi Kau-I
To: Kunal Dascupta
RepfyTo: Gargi Kaul

Subject: Re: Big screen
Sent: Apr 11, 2010 1:47

Kuna1,

ads
PM

Anyways. the current situation is that
I have been updating Sundar and Utkarsh regularty
its the month of April ( year end for most clients l''as march 31st ) and most big client
budgets are exhausted and tied up etith sET Max .. t,le have done sernis and finals at very
good rates and fct is over .. .
Reckitts , HP and micromax who were to take fct from Aprif 01 are all not approved (

I of2

Webnnil :: Re: Bis Screen ads

yesteldays match there was on-Iy 15 seconds booked (instead of 150sec)

.

This comes as a shock to me as the confirmation given to us has aliiays been we are excess
demand.

had given the sale to you and not through anyone else with the gualantee that all 150
seconds will be fitled. Infact I had giwen cleaiance to production to go above 150 to
accomodate demand.

We

This doesn't please us and I woufd like to get a daily update of bookinqs 24 houls before
the game,
Utkarsh : please start to take the bookings for open market irnmediately. You know the
revenue target to deliver.
Sundar

sent from BLackBerry@ on Airtel
Sent from BlackBerrl6 on Airtel
Sent on my BlackBerry@ from vodafone

Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

2012

Webmail :: Fw: Big Screen ads

Subject
sender
Recipient

Copy

Date

Fw: Big Screen ads
ku54@yahoo.com <ku54@yahoo.com>
Lalit off <lkm@iplt2o.com >, Sundar IPL <sundar@iplt20.com >
Gargi Kaul <9argi-kaul@hotmail.com >
11.04.2010 15:01

m:n#xks

year caused this pl see gargis repry
Message-----------original
From: Garqi Kaul
To: Kunal Dascupta
RepIyTo: Gargi Kaul
Subject: Re: Big Screen ads
senti Apr 11, 2010 1:4? PM
The new financial

KLrnaI,

Anl'ways' the current situation is that
r have been updating sundar and utkarsh regurarly
its the month of April ( year end for most clients was narch 31st ) and most big client
budgets are exhausted and tied up with sET Max .. we have done semis and finals at very
good rates and fcl is over '..
Reckitts , HP and micromax liho e,Iere to take fct from April 01 are all not approved (
client budgets for next year ) that's ehere this issue suddenly came up .
working on btackberry . heinz , cadila , miclomax . Got a new ctient from today - Sab
MiIler
Gargi

-----Ori ginal Mes sage-- - -- From: Kunal Dascupta
To: Gargi Kaul
RepIyTo: Kunal Dascupta
Subject: Fer: Big Screen ads
Sent: Apr 11, 2010 1:24 PM
-

why is this

Message-----------original
From: Sundar IPL
To: Kunal Das gupta

cc: Lafit off
Cc: Utkarsh sinqh
ReplyTo: Sundar IPL
subject: Big screen ads
sent: Apr II, 2OI0 Ir22

PM

Dea! Kunal

I just heard from my production team that the big screen ad sales are inconsistent and in
yesterdays match there was only 15 seconds booked (instead of 150sec) .
This comes as a shock to

me

as the confirmation given to us has always been ]te are excess

derEnd,

given the sa.te to you and not through anyone else with the gualantee that all 150
seconds will be fil]ed, lnfact I had qiven clearance to Productlon to go above 150 to

we had

accomodate demand.

This doesn,t please us and I would like to get a dail-y update of bookings 24 houls before
rne game.
Utkarsh : please start to take the bookings for open rErket inmediately. You knon the
revenue target to deliver.
Sundar

Sent from BlackBerr)@ on Airtel
Sent from BlackBelry@ on Airtel

I otz

Webmail,:: Fw: Big Screen ads

Sent on my BlackBerrl@ from vodafone

Sent from BlackBerryo on Airtel

20r2

Re: Big Screen ads

Subject
Sendel
Recipient
coPy

R6: Bag Scr€en ads
ku54@yahoo.com < ku54@yahoo.com >
Lalit off < lkm@iplt20.com>, Sundar IPL <sundar@iplt20.com >
Gargi Kaul <gargi_kaul@hotmail.com >
11.04.2010 15:50

Date

roundcub€
€*
F

*e**!16il t6a f&6,r!6!$r@

I agree will get on it riqht ai'ay
Sent from BlackBelr]@ on Ailtel
-----original
I'r^n'

I LmQi

Message--^l

r-

rn -^m

-

-

Date: Sun, 11 Apr 2010 09:55:19
To: Kunal Dasgupta<!91!qlqll!!_:j9l>; Sundar
cc : Garsi Kaul<ggl9i_jgglg!9!4e:L.,S9g>
Subject: Re: Big Screen ads

Raman<sundaro

ipl

t2

0 - com>

That is zero excuse. With our ratings this is big big big loss. Not acceptable
Sent from BlackBerry@ on Airtel

-----orioinal Messaoe----From: ku54Gyahoo-

com

Date: sun, 11 ADr 2010 09:31:50

: Lal lt o f f <ll49l4!?!:j9li ; sundar IPl,<!g!gg4l!l!:!.j9!>
cc: Garqi Kau l <gglgl__EC!13lglggi|gg4>
Subject: Fw: Bj-g Screen ads
ro

fhe nen financial year caused this pI see gargis reply
i ni n: l

------al?

From: Gargi KauI
To: Kunal Dascupta
ReplyTo: Gargi Kaul
Subject: Re: Big Screen ads
Sent: Apr 11, 2010 1:47 PM
Kunal,
I have been updating Sundar and Utkarsh regularly , Anl/r\'ays, the culrent situation is that
its the nonth of Apli-f ( year end for most clients was march 31st ) and most biq client
budgets are exhausted and tied up with SET Max . , I^le have done semis and finals at very
good rates and fct is over ...
Reckitts , HP and mj.croma* who were to take fct from April 01 are all not approved (
c.Iient budgets for next year ) thatrs erhere this issue sudden.Iy came up WorkiDg on b.Iackberry , }leinz , cadi.la , micromax Got a new client from today - Sab

Mi 1le

r

Gargi
M6ea:^6----.

------nridih:l

From: Kunal Dascupta
To: Gargi Kaul
ReplyTo: Kunal Dascupta
SubjecL: Fw: Big Screen ads

Senti Apr II,

9{hy

is this

------nri

^i

nr I

! torh: Sunoar

rI^.

2O1-O

Lt24

PM

M6ee:n6-----

-LPL

k,,h.l

Cc: Lalit off
ReplyTo: Sundar IPL
Subject: Big Screen ads
Sent: Apr 1-L, 2O1-O l-|22

PM

Dear Kunal,

I just heard from my production team that the biq screen ad sales are inconsistent and in
I of2

Webnnil :: Re: Bie Screen ads

'yesterdays match there i{as only 15 seconds booked (instead of 150sec).
ThiS comes as a shock to me as the confirmati.on given to us has always been we are excess
demand

,

we had given the sale to you and not through anyone else with the gualantee that all 150
seconds wilf be filled.
lnfact r had given clearance to production to go above 150 to
accomodate demand -

This doesn't please us and r vrould like to get a dai.ry update of bookings 24 hours before
the game.
utkarsh : please start to take the bookings for open market irmediatefy. you
revenue target to deliver.
Sundar

Sent from BlackBerly@ on Airtel
Sent fr.orn BlackBerry@ on Alrtel
Sent on my BlackBelry@ from Vodafone
Sent from BfackBerrl@ on Airtel
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knov,?

the

